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the law of adoption
one phase of the development
of the mormon concept of salvation
183019001830 1900

gordon irving

As established in 1830 the church of jesus christ of lat
ter day saints was hardly a finished product although the
new faith possessed distinctive characteristics many significant
aspects of mormon thought and practice were revealed and de-
veloped inin the years that followed among these was the law
of adoption which lay at the heart of the mormon conception
of salvation and which grew out of theological principles
taught by the founding prophet joseph smith these princi-
ples were given a special interpretation by brigham young and
his generation and were finally refined by a revelation an-
nounced by wilford woodruff inin the 1890s which broadened
and universalized the concept of salvation which had been
preached inin the church for fifty years

THE MORMON CONCEPT OF SALVATION 183018441830 1844

after joseph smith founded the then named church of
christ inin april 1830 early members appear to have accepted
the traditional christian viewview of a heaven for the righteous
and a hell for the wicked salvation which was defined as
being attainable through faith inin christ and baptism by im-
mersion

im-
mersionmersionslonsionslon meant going to dwell with god after this life 1

in february 1832 joseph smith and sidney rigdon pro-
claimed to the world a revelation declaring that every man

gordon irving is an historical associate for the historical department
of the church

the book of mormon palmyra 1830 ppap 11820118 20 150 160 188 19192191 92
478 510 512 535 547 584

291
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shall receive according to his own works his own dominion
in the mansions which are prepared there were three
heavens or kingdoms of glory admission into any of which
constituted salvation only those few sons of perdition
who had committed the unpardonable sinsin would forfeit
salvation entirely the revelation reaffirmed the existing posi-
tion that baptism followed by faithfulness would qualify one
to dwell with god and angels in the celestial kingdom 2

mormon respect for divine authority and the importance of
doing things in the lord s way early led them to conclude that
mankind was acting without authority in religious matters
and had been since the apostolic age this concern led to
the idea of adoption as a means of bringing contemporary
humanity into the kingdom of god the first written exposi-
tion of the doctrine of adoption by baptism of the living ap-
peared inin parley P pratt s A voice of warning published in
1837 aliens might become citizens of the kingdom of
god elder pratt declared through the process of adoption
which could be accomplished through baptism preceded by
faith and repentance and accompanied by the holy ghost 3

but if entrance into the kingdom depended on baptism
only a small portion of mankind could be saved sincesince most of
the human family had lived and died at a time when the gospel
and the priesthood were not on the earth this was an un-
tenable position to mormonscormons because they believed that god
is no respecter of persons the prophet joseph had taught in
early 1832 that the gospel was taught to the dead dacd&c 76
73 but did not discuss the question of whether the dead
needed to be baptized however this left unsolved the ques-
tion of how one baptizes the dead if baptism is necessary for
salvation 4

doctrine and covenants of the church of the latter day saints kirtland
1835 ppap 22531225 31 see dac 76 in modern LDS editions

3parleyparleysparley P pratt A voice of warning and instruction to all people con-
taining a declaration of the faith and doctrine of the church of the latter
day saints commonly called cormonsmormons new york 1837 ppap 10304103 04 also
orson pratt the kingdom of god part II11 ppap 121 2 in A series of pamph-
lets liverpool 1851 thomas ward the law of adoption millennial
star 4 1845184317191843171843 171917 19 see also joseph smith as cited in the history of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints B H roberts ed 7 vols
and2nd ed rev salt lake city 1969 658 cited hereafter as HQHC and david
H kimball reflections on the economy and ordinances of the kingdom of
god millennial star 8 1846251846231846 23

warren A cowdery discusses the question of salvation for the dead in
latter day saints messenger and advocate 3 185718374711837 471 523 joseph smith
reiterates the dacd&c 7673 point in much less detail in the elders journal of
the church of latter day saints 1 183842431838421838 4 243224543
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in 1836 he announced as revelation that all who have
died without a knowledge of this gospel who would have re-
ceived it if they had been permitted to tarry shall be heirs of
the celestial kingdom 5 but again he said nothing about bap-
tism he offered a solution to the problem of whether the
dead need baptism in an 1840 letter to the twelve the saints
have the privilege of being baptized for those of their relatives
who are dead whom they believe would have embraced the
gospel 6 the impartiality of god the necessity of baptism
the opportunity of the departed to accept the gospel and the
principle that those who would have accepted the gospel in
life should be heirs to the celestial kingdom were all woven
into a generally applicable synthesis much broader than the
individual ideas themselves

in the early 1840s this concept of salvation through adop-
tion by baptism was supplemented with a whole new level of
doctrine relating to a patriarchal order made possible by adop-
tion through sealing when the concept of sealing first
emerged in the late 1830s joseph smith identified sealing
with election into the house of israel in september of 1842
he wrote of the need to link all the generations of the human
family through baptism for the dead 7 then in 1843 the
prophet announced that in the celestial glory there are three
heavens or degrees 8 salvation in the highest degree soon
known as exaltation was explained in terms of family ties
orson spencer writing in the 1850s asserted that god s own
family in heaven was the pattern by which he had organized
his children on earth parley P pratt saw the family not only
as the basis for the organization of god s children here on
earth and in the premortal existence but also in the celestial
kingdom as well 0

joseph smith already teaching as early as 1840 that fami-
lies were in some way to be transformed into eternal units
sought to find what the welding link might be within a

HC 2380812380 81 under date of 21 january 1836
letter dated 19 october 1840 in HC 4231
HC 5151
HCC 5392 see also dacd&c 131
orson spencer patriarchal order or plurality of wives liverpool

1855185311853 ppap 121 2 see also spencer s comments in letters exhibiting the
most prominent doctrines of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

liverpool 1848 p 168 also parley P pratt celestial family or-
ganization the prophet 1 1844451844 45 unpaged appp 121 2 of no 51511 reprinted
inin millennial star 5 1845189941845 189 94
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year after announcing in 1842 that the tie was baptism for the
dead the prophet presented a more adequate way of joining
families together A man could be sealed to his wife and
after death god would recognize the validity of their union
in the same way parents and children could also be bound to-
gether in an eternal family unit through special sealing or-
dinancesdinances soon to be made available to faithful mormonscormons in
the temple being built in nauvoo 10

god according to mormon belief had joined adam and
eve for eternity as husband and wife and placed them at the
head of thetiietile human family since their union was effected by
the authority of god their children were natural heirs of the
priesthood and were born in the covenant and recognized
by god as legitimate members of his family and legal heirs to
his kingdom As each new family came into being it became
another link in the chain of families stretching back to adam
who was linked to god thus the family of god became
more than metaphor

exaltation depended on being part of that chain while
one could reach the celestial kingdom by being baptized and
enduring to the end one had to be sealed to enter the highest
level of heaven still though the prophet taught his follow-
ers that he had received power to seal men and women and
parents and children the newly sealed families would not
automatically be part of the priesthood joined chain of fami-
lies extending back to father adam since no new links had
been added to the chain for more than a thousand years in-
asmuch as the priesthood had been lost through apostasy a
new and higher law of adoption was presented whereby
mormonscormons could be grafted into the patriarchal order thus
becoming legal heirs and acquiring the fathers in the
priesthood necessary to link each one to the chain of families
built up in the days of the patriarchs 12 adoption in this sense

parley P pratt recalls smiths conversing with him on the subject of the
eternal family in the winter of 1839401839 40 in the autobiography of parley parker
pratt new york 1874 p 329 HC 5501075501 07

orson pratt sermon journal of discourses 158 HC 3386873386 87
wilford woodruff reports that brigham young taught in a sermon in

1847 that as all the gospel ordinances administered since the apostasy were
illegal so also were all the marriages performed without force and that all
men had to be adopted into the priesthood in order to become sons and
legal heirs of salvation wilford woodruff diary 15 august 1847 holo-
graph wilford woodruff collection church archives the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah cited hereafter as CA
see DH wells sermon in millennial star 34 0887213187241701872131872417 and brigham
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can be seen as an important part of the enlarged vision of the
kingdom of god on earth that came to joseph smith during
the nauvoo period

but while sealing was accepted doctrine by 1844 the
saints in general had little chance to become practically ac-
quaintedquainted with the sealing doctrine prior to the death of joseph
smith experience with the practice as well as clarification of
doctrine and procedure came only in the post joseph smith
period of mormon history

THE LAW OF ADOPTION AT NAUVOO 184218461842 1846
no consensus exists with regard to the date when the first

adoptions were performed any conclusions as to whether the
ordinance was practiced during joseph smith s lifetime must
be viewed as tentative 13 it is certainly possible perhaps prob-
able that joseph smith did initiate certain trusted leaders into
the adoptionaryoptionaryad order as earlyasearleasearly as 1842

the history of adoption following joseph smith s death
is less a mystery in late 1845 it was decided that the temple
then under construction in nauvoo was sufficiently complete
to permpermitit the administration of its ordinances to as many of
the faithful as time would permit although adoptions were
performed there for nearly a month the forced departure of
the church leaders from nauvoo prevented the general mem-
bership from being adopted or having their own children sealed
to them

it would appear that while some prominent older men in
the church were allowed to have persons adopted to them
adoption was mainly restricted to those holding the apostleship
seventy four percent of those adopted excluding natural chil-
dren and relatives were linked to apostles heber C kimball
willard richards john taylor or brigham young the
young discourse in journal of discourses 161868716186 87 as well as sermon by
heber C kimball reported in the journals of john D lee charles kelly
ed salt lake city 1938 ppap 909190 91 also of interest is a brigham young
sermon reported in journals of john D lee p 81 and in the woodruff
diary 16 february 1847 see also lee s reminiscences in his mormonism
unveiled or the life and confessions of the late mormon bishop john D
lee st louis 1878 p 165 and a joseph smith sermon in HC
624954624054624454624962406244 54

see juanita brooks john doyle lee zealot pioneer builder scapegoat
2ndand ed glendale 1972 p 73 on the mormormonon frontier the diary of
hosea stout juanita brooks ed isaltqsaltsalt lake city 1964 1178 note 50
TBH stenhouse rocky mountain saints new york 1873 p 503 edward
tullidge history of salt lake city salt lake city 1886 p 637
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majority were young couples in their twenties and thirties al-
though there was also a significant number of persons in their
forties some of the adopted would become well known saints
but only one or two ever occupied positions of the first rank in
the church the rest were apparently ordinary members of
the church 14

ADOPTION AS SOCIAL experiment 184618481846 1848

although adoption was meant to secure one s eternal fu-
ture in the first years after the departure from nauvoo the
doctrine was given a temporal interpretation as well mormonscormons
saw adoption as making men not only fathers in the priest-
hood but also fathers in fact some adopted saints took the
surname of their new fathers john D lee for example at
times signed his name john D lee young inasmuch as he
considered himself to now be brigham young s son lee in
turn added his surname to the names of some of his adopted
children and even referred to their offspring as his grand-
children 15

As interesting as what mormonscormons called each other may be
the social significance of adoption lay in what fathers and
children did for each other john D lee looking back after
thirty years characterized the adoptionary system as follows

I1 was adopted by brigham young and was to seek his
temporal interests here and inin return he was to seek my
spiritual salvation I1 being an heir of his family and was to
to share his blessings inin common with his other heirs 16

the sons were to give the fathers the benefit of their labor
while the fathers offered their children not only some measure
of security in the next world but counsel and direction in this
world as well

nauvoo sealingsdealingsSea lings and adoptions 184618571846 1857 bk A microfilm of holo-
graph genealogical society of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city this document is apparently a compilation made from the
original manuscripts about 1870 there are apparently some omissions inas-
much as no adoptions to john D lee are listed while lee s journals and those
of others clearly show that persons were sealed to him very possibly there
are other omissions as well the discussion here is based upon what infor-
mation was included in this copy

title page of john D lee s journal february to august 1846 holo-
graph CA also entries for 10 january 1846 7 8 19 and 26 april 1946
etc journals of john D lee ppap 656665 66 on the mormon frontier 1178 note
50 brigham young didndian t like his family to address him as father brig-
ham as he felt father was a title more properly belonging to adam the
father of all he preferred to be addressed as brother brigham

lee mormonism unveiled p 197 lees italics
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the circumstances of 1846 made such a practical applica-
tion of the adoption doctrine particularly appealing to the
church leadership apart from problems of member loyalty
left over from the succession crisis which had followed the
murder of joseph smith the church was also faced with the
confusion inherent in breaking up homes and moving en masse
to an unsettled wilderness people had to be moved supplies
had to be found camps and temporary cities had to be
located and established morale not to mention faith had
to be maintained and always present was the uncertainty of
the church s future course in the midst of turmoil uncer-
tainty and weariness mormon leaders were sufficiently im-
pressed with the potential of adoption already part of the
mormon doctrinal system as a unifying force to take serious-
ly its this worldly implications so in what can be viewed as
anin experiment the organization of mormonmornion society along
family lines was tried out on a small scale within the families
of the leaders part of this experiment was the expansion of
the adoptionaryoptionaryad system to include a larger number of people
As there was no temple in the wilderness there could be no
further formal adoptions this difficulty was overcome by
treating persons desiring to join one s family as though they
had already received the temple sealing later when a temple
could be built they would go through the formal ceremony 17

church leaders were not averse to accepting prospective
children into their families some actually encouraged the
saints to join with them hosea stout recorded on 13 july
1846 that apostle orson hyde desired all who felt willing
to do so to give him a pledge to come into his kingdom when
the ordinance could be attended to apostle george A
smith admitted in february 1847 that he had lextioneered
with all his might to get people to join him 18

john D lee journal 9 august 1846 lee reports brigham young as
saying with reference to sealing there will be no such thing done untill we
build another temple I1 have understood that some of the 12 has held fourth
an idea that such things would be attended to in the wilderness but I1 say
let no man hint such things from this time fourth for we will not attend to
sealingsdealingsSea lings till an other temple is built an example of such postponed seal
ings as described in the text is found in brigham young s official diary entry
for 6 january 1847 thomas alvord had made covenant to be sealed to bro
samisaml bent and attached to his kingdom advised him when a temple should
be built to have himself sealed to bent manuscript history of brigham
young 184618471846 1847 elden J watson ed salt lake city cl97lc1971 p 493
letters of application for 275 persons to be members of young family appear
in nauvoo sealingsdealingsSea lings and adoptions 184618571846 1857 bk A ppap 78794787 94

on0 the mormon frontier 1178 journals of john D lee ppap 939493 94
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wilford woodruff describes in his journal the creation of
several families

president brigham young met with his company or family
organization of those who had been adopted unto him or
were to be and organized them into a company out of which
may grow a people that may yet be called the tribe of brig-
ham and they did enter into a covenant with uplifted
hands to heaven with president young and each other to
walk in all the ordinances and commandments of the lord
our god
president heber C kimball organized his family company
this night at the council house consisting of about 200
persons 1I wilford woodruff organized my family com-
pany this night at my own house consisting of 40 men
mostly head men of families those that joined me entered
into a ccovenant with uplifted hands to heaven to keep
all the commandments and statutes of the lord our god and
to sustain me in my office 19

once such families were organized family meetings were held
in which children were given practical instruction as well as
exhorted to live better lives brigham young for example
called a two day family meeting in february 1847 during
which time he chastenedchasteneychastened his children because some were jeal-
ous of others and because trouble had arisen over the practice
of plural marriage the president then explained to the group
how his family organization was intended to function be-
tween sessions of the family conference a dinner was served
on the second day there was a dance in the evening 20

the kimball family meetings as a general rule were held
on sundays and following apostle kimball s sermons the sac-
rament was administered to the group his family also held
several parties and dances 21

the family system was not only tested as a means of regu-
lating community behavior at winter quarters but church
leaders also sought to take advantage of relationships estab-
lished by adoption to make the trek westward more orderly
brigham young s announcement in january 1847 that com-
panies crossing the great plains should be divided into hun

woodruff diary 18 19 january 1847
journals of john D lee ppap 759575 95 woodruff diary 16 17 february

1847
biography of joseph grafton hovey 1812681812 68 p 95 helen mar whit-

ney our travels beyond the mississippi womens exponent 12 188-
384102 whitney scenes and incidents at winter quarters womenswomen r ex-
ponent 14 188586661885 8666
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dredsdeeds fifties and tens all with their respective captains fol-
lowed by almost a year the organization of his own family
into four companies of ten 22 in the first company of 1847
more than a dozen men can be identified as members of brig-
ham young s adopted family about the same number belong-
ing to heber C kimball s group with a handful of others
in the families of apostles willard richards amasa lyman
and wilford woodruff counting fathers and sons a minimum
of one fourth the men in that company were bound by ties
of adoption 23

because of lack of supplies and equipment very few of
the saints made thetiietile trip across the plains in 1847 among
those who remained behind that first year adoption also had
a part to play in terms of social organization before going
west brigham young disgusted by the lack of preparation of
most mormonscormons for the trip had announced that he was going
to leave his adopted children on a farm where they could sup-
port themselves and leave others to do as they pleased with
their selfishness the site selected for the farm lay
about eighteen miles north of winter quarters and was re-
ferred to as summer quarters or brother brigham s farm
isaac morley the eldest of young s adopted children was in
charge with orders to raise crops which could provision over-
land companies in 1848 heber C kimball followed brig-
ham s example by leaving a number of his children in charge
of a kimball family farm 24

although mormon leaders had faith enough in the family
relationships set up through adoption to begin to organize
settlements and emigration in terms of family groupings a
large scale adoptionary order encompassing the whole member-
ship of the church was not to be established since problems
soon arose which resulted in the abandonment of adoption as
a social experiment

difficulties began when it became apparent that adoption
gave one a special status and that not all the adoptedenjoyedadopted enjoyed

john D lee journal 17 february 1846
based on the writer s comparison of the list of those in the pioneer

company with lists of adopted persons in nauvoo sealing and adoptions
howard egan s pioneering the west richmond utah 1917 and the jour-
nals of wilford woodruff and john D lee see the account of the kimball
family meeting upon arriving in the salt lake valley in egan ppap 107 116
and a briefer version in heber C kimball diary 25 july 1847 holograph CA

24journals of john D lee ppap 130 13236132 36 see map following p 160
on the mormon frontier 1189 note 56 270 note 50 273 24243242 43 note 35
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the same status albert P rockwood for example as the
first son adopted to brigham young was given special re-
sponsibilities as described by norton jacob in a september
1846 journal entry

I1 have come to the conclusion that it is the policy and in-
tention to put down every spirit in the camp of israel that
would seek to establish a selfish independence and that
brother rockwood is to be made an instrument to ac-
complishcomplish that thing as he isis brother brighamsBrighams eldest son
by adoption well I1 say amen for there must be less
of that spirit before a proper union can prevail among the
saints

but others were less pleased than jacob with the authority
vested in rockwood 2325

an example of bad feelings inin a family is the quarrel
between john D lee and andrew lytle both adopted sons
of brigham young

andrew little lytle was in the battalion and at the
request of brigham young I1 let his family have 258 worth
of goods and brigham said I1 should have my money when
little returned but I1 never got any of it little was also an
adopted son of brigham young and consequently did
about as he pleased

after lytle returned to winter quarters lee took him before
the bishop s court where each accused the other of improper
behavior 26

friction between parents and children was also apparent
at the summer quarters farm soon after the young family
took up residence there early in april of 1847 john D lee
acting as assistant to morley was a stern taskmaster and hard
words were soon traded within his family george laub one
of lee s adopted sons describes in his journal some of the
problems that arose after a trip to missouri to buy grain
thomas S johnson another son refused to turn over the corn
purchased there to lee swearing that he was not agoing
to be a negrow for john D lee any longer and that he was
going to work for himself laub himself and lee quarreled

norton jacob record of norton jacob C edward jacob and ruth S
jacob eds salt lake city 1949 p 25 on the mormon frontier 1129
149 152 lee mormonism unveiledunzel led ppap 16970169 70

lee mormonism unveiled p 198 A mormon chronicle the diaries
of john D lee 184818761848 1876 robert G cleland and juanita brooks eds 2
vols san marino california 1955 15715 7
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several times over lee s keeping what seemed to laub too
large a portion of the fruits of his son s labors 27

problems within the lee group were soon matched by prob-
lems between lee and other members of brigham young s

family at summer quarters young gave lee s children a spe-
cial status when he told them that he wanted me and those
that belonged to my family to have what land I1 wanted to
till 2821 members of the family also resented lee s efforts to
make them work harder illIII111liiili feelings were climaxed by a
fight after charles kennedy lured one of lee s young plural
wives away from him kennedy brought charges against lee
and a trial was held before the council in winter quarters
the court decided that lee was in the wrong and that he
should apologize not only to kennedy but to the entire sum-
mer quarters settlement part of the council s decision was
that any of lee s wives or adopted children who desired to
could leave him brigham young later upheld the verdict and
several individuals then desolveddeserved covenants with lee 29

adoption as a system of social organization was troubled
not only by fathers who demanded too much of their sons
but also by some of the children who in turn expected too
much from their fathers brigham young noted in february
1847 that he hoped the day would come when his adopted
children would have to provide temporal blessings for me
instead of my boarding from 40 to 50 persons as I1 now do
A year earlier john D lee had had to leave almost thirty
of his family at mount pisgah for lack of means to take them
further west 30 whatever their feelings about their children s
demands even the leading members of mormon society were
in no position to support them

problems also arose because some of the brethren supposed
that adoption to one of the apostles would block the building

27102110journalsurnaldurnals of john D lee read the entrlentalentrieses for the spring of 1847 A mor-
mon chronicle 146 george laub journal ppap 168 18081180 81 typescript utah
state historical society library salt lake city utah

journals of john D lee p 145 and note
ibid ppap 183ff on the mormon frontier 1277781277 78 woodruff diary

9 december 1847 laub journal p 194 nauvoo sealingsdealingsSea lings and adoptions
184618571846 1857 bk A p 803 kelly and broookscroooks view this as the end of the
law of adoption which is accurate only if adoption is viewed merely in terms
of the social experiment of the 1840s

journals of john D lee p 83 woodruff diary 16 february 1847 lee
journal 31 may 1846 lee in 1848 was financially unable to help all his fami-
lies emigrate to utah A mormon chronicle 125
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of their own kingdoms in theory the importance of adoption
laytay in the validation of one s sonship in the family of god
but some were more interested in being fathers and exercising
authority over others than they were in being sons of god
kingdom bullbulibuildingding or the gathering together of a large num-
ber of people over whom one could rule in eternity enjoyed
a good deal of popularity brigham young complained

were I1 to say to the elders you now have the liberty to build
up your kingdoms one half of them would lie swear steal
and fight like the very devil to get men and women sealed
to them they would even try to pass right by me and go to
josephjosephl

young countered such potential challenges to his authority
by warning that the best way to advance was by boosting
up instead of trying to pass 31

one actual challenge to constituted authority was presented
by the case of james emmett who was in charge of a church
colony inin iowa and south dakota trouble there inin 1846 re-
sulted in emmett s being striped of his kingdom and him
and all his followers put under bishop miller it was brought
out a year and a half later at the trial of emmett that he had
tried to imitate the adoptionary order by binding to him by

covenant those over whom he presided 3212

besides rebuking those who were overly eager to be rulers
brigham young also had to reassure those who were to be
ruled tliatthateliat adoption to the apostles would not block their
own progress in january 1847 for example he explained

I1 said some men were afraid they would lose some glory if
they were sealed to one of the twelve and did not stand
alone and have others sealed to them A saint s kingdom
consisted of his own posterity and to be sealed to one of
the twelve did not diminish him but only connected him
according to the law of god by that perfect chain and order
of heaven that will bind the righteous from adam to the
last saint 33

brigham young reported in february 1847 that joseph
smith had appeared to him in a dream and told him with
regard to adoption to tell the people to be humble and faith-
ful and be sure to keep the spirit of the lord and it will lead

journals of john D lee ppap 80 888988 89
OKon the mormon frontier 1168691168 69 29495294 95
manuscript history of brigham young p 505
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them right 34 adoption might have worked among the strong
willedmenwillwillededmenmen who had joined the church had they submitted to
the quiet spirit of jesus however the decision of the
saints to assert their selfish independence destroyed any
possibility that an authoritarian hierarchical system such as
adoption could function successfully among them they were
not ready for adoption any more than they had been ready
for the law of consecration in the 1830s or would be for the
united order in the 181870s70s

mormon leaders must have hoped that family life in adop-
tion would bring their people together and enhance the
church s efforts to make a new life for the mormon community
in the west but while the experiment with adoption was
certainly not responsible for all the problems the church was
undergoing it could clearly be seen by the spring of 1848
that it had failed to produce the anticipated benefits confused
and unauthorized attempts to practice adoption had even
spread to great britain where millennialmillenialMillenial star editor orson
spencer felt the need to warn the english saints that the ad-
vocacy of adoption was ill timed and uncalled for in the
present state of the british churches andland actually perils
indirectly the salvation of those who are taught it 113535

adoption might be good doctrine but it had failed to work
as a principle of social organization with confusion at home
and abroad church leaders saw fit to discontinue the effort
to make the ties of adoption the basis of organization for the
mormon community

ADOPTION IN ABEYANCE 184818771848 1877
once mormon leaders abandoned adoption as a social ex-

perimentperiment their publicly expressed interest both in the doctrine
and the practice appears to have fallen off sharply for some
time even so there are indications that adoption was not
altogether forgotten by the general membership of the church

3434ibidibid p 529 on the mormon frontier 1238391238 39 stout quotes joseph
in the dream as instructing the people to keep the quiet spirit of jesus
see also a report of the dream in millennial star 35 1875597981875597187518735979818735971873 59798597 98

orson spencer editorial in MIlenmillennialnial star 10 18481381848 38 mormon
splinter groups were also having problems with adoptadoptionon the strangitesStrang ites had
to discipline john C bennettpennett for trying to gain influence through adoption
while there were also problems between the followers of lyman wight and
george miller in texas S S ivins research notebooks 2234372234 37 1548491548 49
holograph utah state historical society library salt lake city utah the
index to the ivins notebooks proved most helpful in locating many of the
sources which were used in preparing this paper
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between 1849 and 1854 the waiting list of those desiring
to join brigham young s family increased by 175 names 36 in
his short autobiography albert K thurber recalled that in
1850 benjamin F johnson approached him and in a round
about way proposed for me to be adopted to him thurber
put him off by telling him 1 I thought it would be as well for
him to be adopted by me 37

others were curious about what duties the doctrine might
impose upon them andrew siler wrote to apostle parley P
pratt in 1851 to inquire if he coming to zion without parents
or relatives should be adopted to some church family pratt
who so often speculated about other aspects of mormon the-
ology chose to answer the question in the deseret news with
an abrupt 1 I do not know in printing pratt s response the
editor added that too much attention paid to the mysteries
would lead the saints to neglect more pressing duties 3831

the adoption experiment of the late 1840s continued to
affect mormon society inin the 1850s to some degree historian
edward tullidge concluded in 1886 that adoption explains
certain things which were done by the pioneers inin relation
to the land question when they took possession of these
valleys and also many other affairs and features noticeable
in the community especially during the first ten years after
the entrance of the pioneers inin 1847 39 such legal and eco-
nomic aftereffectsafter effects remain to be examined personal relations
also continued to be influenced by the adoption experience
john D lee s journals for example show that cordial relation-
ships were again established inin the late 1850s and the 1860s
between lee and some of the sons with whom he had so
much trouble in the late 1840s bad feelings apparently cool-
ing with the passage of time 40

As time went on mormon leaders began again to preach
adoption from the pulpit adoption into the family of god
that one might be a legal heir to exaltation was still very much

nauvoo sealingsdealingsSea lings and adoptions 184618571846 1857 bk A ppap 794800794 800 aside
from the 83 persons listed inn 1852 only about two families per year entered
their names in the record no names appear after 1854

treasures of pioneer history kate B carter ed salt lake city 1956
3288

deseret news 11 january 1851 p 187
history of salt lake city p 638
A mormon chronicleChronciecle 1157 326 note 54 211 18 35 136 see also

biography of joseph grafton hovey 1812681812 68 for description of relations within
the kimball family
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a part of mormon doctrine As unpleasant memories of the
experiences of the 1840s faded brigham young and others
increasingly stressed the importance of adoption in mormon
theology for example in general conference in 1862 presi-
dent young made reference to the principle that has not been
named by me in years As he would continue to do brigham
stressed the need to complete the chain of the priesthood
from adam to the latest generation in one unbroken con-
tinuancetinuance still although adoption was necessary he did not
feel his people were ready for it

it is a great and glorious doctrine but the reason I1 have not
preached it in the midst of this people is I1 could not do it
without turning so many of them to the devil some of them
would go to hell for the sake of getting the devil sealed to
them

I1 have had visions and revelations instructing me how to
organize this people so that they can live like the family
of heaven but I1 cannot do it while so much selfishness and
wickedness reign in the elders of israel 41

brigham young s sermons about adoption in later years were
somewhat more positive as he began to approach the subject
more in terms of spiritual and theoretical considerations and
less in terms of past failures

A point frequently made in sermons during the 1860s was
that the church had no place where adoptions could be per-
formed although the endowment house had functioned in
salt lake city sincesince 1855 for the performance of certain or-
dinancesdin ances president young was firm on the point that adop-
tions and sealingsdealingssealings of children to parents could not be solem
nizednihed there they were advanced ordinances of the priest-
hood which could be performed only in a temple 4241

once construction began on a temple in st george in 1871
church leaders again and again stressed the necessity of the
saints being adopted into the chain of the priesthood in order
to reach the highest glory of the celestial kingdom so they
would take advantage of the opportunity to be adopted and
have their children sealed to them once the temple was com-
pleted 4341

brigham young sermon in journal of discourses 9269 also millennial
star 24 1862466

12brigham young sermons in journal of discourses 10254 121616712161 67
161868916186 89 millennial star 27 18657711865 771 31 18692030418692031869 2050420520304203 04

D H wells sermon in millennial star 34 18724171872 1474174l7 brigham young
sermon in journal of discourses 161858916185 89 young in his sermons refers to
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ADOPTION IN FULL LOWERFLOWERF 187718941877 1894

the sealing rooms of the st george temple were dedi-
cated in january 1877 and wilford woodruff president of
the temple then recorded on march 22 that he had that day
adopted two couples to president brigham young 44 thous-
ands of persons were thereafter adopted at st george as well
as in temples subsequently constructed with the beginning of
adoption on such a scale it became necessary to establish
policies to govern the practice the principal rules under
which adoptions wereWere performed are here summarized

1 sealing or adoption church policy directed that chil-
dren of faithful members of the church not born in the cov-
enant be sealed to their natural parents whether any or all
of those involved were living or not if natural parents had
not been baptized mormonscormons during life or had apostatized
from the church their children were to be adopted toto some-
one else the sealing of a person to a dead non mormon was
seen as being risky since the departed parent might not accept
the gospel in the spirit world such uncertainty about one s

position inin the next life was unacceptable especially to con-
verts whose parents had been strongly opposed to mormonism
during life

the same ruling applied inin part to sealingsdealingssealings of husbands
and wiveswives if both were dead the sealing could be performed
whether the two had been members of the church in life or
not but if the widow of a non mormon came to utah as so
many did she was to be sealed to some good brother in the
church rather than to her late husband again the reasoning
was that the ladies risked their exaltation by being sealed to
those who might not accept the gospel in many cases this
meant that women become plural wives had the church per-
mitted widowed converts to be sealed to dead husbands who
never joined the church there might have been a good many
fewer women participating in polygamy children of such
widows were to be sealed rather than adopted to their mother
and her new husband the dead husband was often adopted
to his wife s second husband to keep him in the family 45

adoption as the sealing of men to men this should be understood as the
linking of generations inn the chain of the priesthood women and children
inasmuch as they are sealed to men are also part of the chain

woodruff diary 22 march 1877
JDT mcallister to john watson 27 may 1887 st george temple

letterbookLetterbook ppap 25556255 56 holograph CA mcallister to J L dalton 15 january
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2 free choice inin selecting a new father those to be
adopted were allowed to choose whomever they liked as their
new fathers church leaders were emphatic that one s freedom
of choice was not to be abridged going so far in a few cases
as to cancel adoptions because the person adopted had not been
advised of his rights not only was the choice to be freely
made but the initiative was also to be left with the person
seeking adoption 4643 A man could be adopted either to a living
or dead person if he chose a living father he would then
write or speak to the man if he chose to be adopted to some-
one who had died he would apply to that person s heir

3 heirship members of families in the church were to
agree on a worthy male member of the family to be desig-
nated heir who would then manage the family temple work
for dead ancestors 4741 in families of deceased general authori-
ties of the church where so many applied for adoption the
heir had a special importance as at first he had to approve
such applications with the opening of new temples and the
increase in applications heirs were later permitted to delegate
such authority to the temple presidents 48

4 presidential control and approval joseph smith s basic
revelation regarding the sealing power vests full control of
temple work in the president of the church inasmuch as the
first three temples built in utah were at some distance from

1889 st george temple letterbookLetterbook ppap 21112211 12 wilford woodruff sermon
the law of adoption the deseret weekly 48 18945424518945424318945421894 5424354245542 4543 wilford

woodruff to lorenzo snow 24 april 1894 waw1wilfordifordlford woodruff letterbookLetterbook p
347 holograph CA woodruff to marriner W menillmerrillmen illiiilii 15 may 1894 wood-
ruff letterbookLetterbook p 406 some were even uneasy about being sealed to their
parents who were in the church whose way of life would not qualify them for
the celestial kingdom JDT mcallister to franklin spencer 17 december
1883 st george temple letterbookLetterbook p 115 D H cannon to wilford wood-
ruff 19 august 1892 st george temple letterbookLetterbook p 23

james G bleak to L john nuttall 5 july 1893 st george temple
letterbookLetterbook ppap 15657156 57 john taylor wrote the following to J S morris 15
february 1887 you ask me to recommend you to some good man to whom
you can be adopted the better way will be for you to select some one for
yourself and if he be a man in full fellowship it will be agreeable to me
manuscript copy of letter in samuel roskelley genealogical and temple record
p 121 microfilm of holograph CA

JDJDTT mcallister to abraham kimball 17 january 1882 st george
temple letterbookLetterbook ppap 141514 15 KIkimballmballdball to mcallister 20 april 1882 pasted
to p 15 of st george temple letterbookLetterbook

see the following letters in st george temple letterbookLetter book mcallister
to brigham young jr 19 january 1882 ppap 151715 17 mcallister to wilford
woodruff 20 january 1882 ppap 181918 19 mcallister to joseph F smith 16
february 1882 ppap 293029 30 brigham young jr to mcallister 22 february 1882
pasted to p 17 statement of H J richards 24 october 1882 and statement
of A A kimball 30 september 1882 both on p 57
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church headquarters presidents young taylor and woodruff
had to delegate a certain amount of this authority although
they attempted to maintain a close supervision and control of
temple work by selecting apostles as temple presidents presi-
dent john taylor further tightened presidential control by
ruling that recommends for adoptions and some other ordin-
ances were not acceptable unless countersignedcountersigned by him 49

5 adoptions of dead relatives once the saints had their
own temple work taken care of they were eager to bring loved
ones into god s family as well but a mormon could have
adoptions performed back only one generation beyond the first
member of the family to join the church thus a convert
could have only his dead parents brothers and sisters adopted
to some family in the church while the son of convert mor
mons could go back one generation further to grandparents
uncles and aunts 50 had his parents not done the work many
adopted mormonscormons chose to have dead relatives adopted into
the same family into which they had been adopted so all could
be together in the celestial kingdom

6 optionaryadoptionaryAd practice an understanding of adoption
after 1877 is to be sought not only in the consideration of
policies but also in the study of statistics 51 over the period
more persons both living and dead were sealed to their own
parents than were adopted although there were important
differences between the sealing patterns for the living and for
the dead through 1893 there were approximately 19000
living persons sealed to their own parents while only 1200
were adopted many of those sealed were young children the
rest being the adult children of church members living per-
sons adopted were in almost all cases adults whose parents
had never joined the church while it is possible that a signi-
ficant number of mormonscormons after 1877 were second generation
in the church it is also possible that many who under church

JDT mcallister to L john nuttall 24 january 1882 st george temple
letterbookLetterbook p 22 john taylor to mcallister and david H cannon 1513 sep-
tember 1884 john taylor letterbookLetterbook ppap 63334633 34 holograph CA

see the following in st george temple letterbookLetterbook J D T mcallister
to john rowley 21 february 1882 p 88 mcallister to wilford woodruff
27 february 1889 ppap 22930229 30 D H cannon to the first presidency 15 may
1894 p 284

the data upon which this discussion is based are found in annual statisti-
cal summaries of temple work on ffilele inn the church archives data relating
to numbers of persons adopted to general authorities were collected through
examination of temple records on film at the genealogical society library salt
lake city
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policy should have been adopted to someone failed to have the
ordinance performed for some reason

with regard to work for the dead about 16000 sealingsdealingssealings
were performed through 1893 as compared with slightly over
13000 adoptions this sharp divergence from the pattern of
sealing work for the living can largely be accounted for by
the nature of the groups for whom the work was done the
dead who were sealed were generally those who had died
during infancy or childhood while the dead who were adopted
were usually the parents brothers and sisters and other rela-
tives of church members of whom there would be large num-
bers

A pattern of sealing work within each temple district is ap-
parent when a new temple opened the faithful saints in the
area would eagerly take their children and the names of their
dead to the temple and have the necessary ordinances per-
formed less diligent mormonscormons and new immigrants arriving
in utah brought their children and names in after the initial
surge of enthusiasm had subsided this is not to say that
some did not make the trip to st george logan or manti
seeking templetempie work but the data suggests that most people
were satisfied or obligated by economic considerations to wait
until a temple opened fairly close to home

because of the great mass of data only the simplest statisti-
cal aspects of adoption will be examined here the records
show that 66 percent of the living and 77 percent of the dead
who were adopted were adopted to general authorities rough-
ly half of those who were not adopted to general authorities
were adopted either to temple officials who were not general
authorities or to other prominent church officials living in
the area

most of the general authorities to whom considerable num-
bers of persons were adopted were apostles many having also
served in the first presidency of the seventeen apostles who
died in the faith prior to 1894 fourteen had persons adopted
to them of sixteen including the first presidency living
in 1894 only nine were so favored while none of the four
chosen between 1894 and 1900 had people adopted to them
related to this is the fact that of those adopted to general
authorities 60 percent of the living and 68 percent of the dead
persons were adopted to deceased general authorities partly
this reflects the respect of church members for the heroes of
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the mormon past but also it results from temple procedures
if a person were to be adopted to a living general authority
that church leader would have to be present for the ceremony
which was often difficult especially when none of the temples
was particularly close to salt lake city if no general au-
thority were living or visiting in the area of the temple it was
much easier to choose a dead apostle or member of the first
presidency since someone else could stand proxy for him
convenience also partially explains who so many were adopted
to temple officials

of course other considerations besides convenience moti-
vated the saints in their choice of fathers in the priesthood
local popularity and devotion had a part to play as evidenced
by the large number of adoptions to apostle erastus snow at
st george where he was the area s spiritual leader and at
manti where so many scandinavians honored him as the man
who opened their homelandshomelands to proselyting in several cases
large numbers were adopted to dead general authorities in the
first year or two following their deaths reflecting a special
expression of devotion evoked by their passing more timeless
and general was the feeling for joseph smith the churchschurche
greatest hero who led all others in the number of persons
choosing to be adopted themselves or to have their dead
adopted to him

ADOPTION transformed 189419001894 1900
with the passage of time it became apparent that not

everyone was pleased with the policies governing adoption and
sealing one example of dissatisfaction is edward bunker s

statement regarding adoption in the early 1880s

I1 believe it is a correct principle and when it runs in the
lineage it looks consistent but the adoption of one man to
another out of the lineage I1 do not understand and for that
reason I1 would not enter into it and adopting the dead to
the living is as adopting the father to the son I1 dont be-
lieve there is a man on earth that thoroughly understands the
principle if there is I1 have never heard it taught so that I1
could understand it I1 believe it is permitted more to satisfy
the minds of the people for the present until the lord reveals
more fully the principle 52

biography of edward bunker holograph CA section including bunker s
remarks on adoption follows the biography proper
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others hadhad been able to trace their ancestry back several gener-
ations and must have felt that all their ancestors should be
able to be sealed or adopted to someone multitudes of good
people who had no chance to hear the gospel of christ in life
were they felt left out of the family of god

even the general authorities were troubled as is indicated
by their desire to modify policies governing sealingsdealingssealings to non
mormon parents and work for distant ancestors 53 their
feeling in this regard led to authorization for several members
of the church to be sealed to parents who had not been mor
mons in other cases adoptions already performed were can-
celed so that those involved could be sealed to their parents
apostle marriner W merrill noted in his journal in july 1893
that it had been decided that temple presidents were to use
their own judgment with regard to some of the policies govern-
ing sealing work in essence this meant the church was hesi-
tating midway between two positions 5451

the problem was solved for the church by president wil-
ford woodruff s announcement in the april general conference
of 1894 that he had received a revelation on adoption rather
than proclaiming the change in policy as a new departure
lie was careful to point out that thetiietile revelation was based
on thetiietile foundation laid by joseph smith he began his
discourse by having george Q cannon read section 128 of
the doctrine and covenants in which the prophet teaches the
need for a welding link between the generations of the
human family having so prepared the people to receive what
he might say the president went on

you have acted up to all the light and knowledge that you
have had but you have now something more to do than
what you have done we have not fully carried out those
principles in fulfillment of the revelations of god to us in
sealing the hearts of the fathers to the children and the chil-
dren to the fathers I1 have not felt satisfied neither did
president taylor neither has any man since the prophet
joseph who has attended to the ordinance of adoption in the
temples of our god we have felt that there was more to

abraham H cannon journal 18 december 1890 photocopy of holograph
CA also JDT mcallister to J L dalton 15 january 1889 st george
temple letterbookLetterbook ppap 21112211 12

JDT mcallister to erastus snow 3 february 1888 st george temple
letterbookLetterbook p 87 wilford woodruff to M W merrill 4 april 1894 wood-
ruff letterbookLetterbook p 293 nauvoo sealingsdealingsSea lings and adoptions 184618571846 1857 bk A ppap
51718517 18 53538535 38 marriner W merrill diary 12 july 1893 holograph CA
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be revealed upon this subject than we had received and
the duty that I1 want every man who presides over a temple
to see performed from this day henceforth and forever unless
the lord almighty commands otherwise is let every man be
adopted to his father that is the will of god to this
people I1 say let every man be adopted to his father
and then you will do exactly what god said when he de-
clared he would send elijah the prophet in the last days
we want the latter day saints from this time to trace their
genealogies as far as they can and to be sealed to their
fathers and mothers have children sealed to their parents
and run their chain through as far as you can get it when
you get to the end let the last man be adopted to joseph
smith who stands at the head of this dispensation this is
the will of the lord to this people and I1 think when you
come to reflect upon it you will find it to be true 55

president woodruff was declaring publicly that not only should
the saints be sealed to their own parents but that henceforth
they had to be sealed to them if they were to be sealed at all
inasmuch as previous church policy had been based on the fear
that many of the dead would not accept the gospel president
woodruff in announcing his revelation also broadened the
latter day saint conception of the preaching of the gospel in
the spirit world referring to joseph smith s teaching that all
who would have received the gospel had they heard it would
go to the celestial kingdom he added so will it be with your
fathers there will be very few if any who will not accept
the gospel 56

the president went to some pains to assure the people that
being sealed to one s parents rather than to one of the apostles
did not lower one at all indeed as president george Q can-
non said when he spoke following president woodruff the
new revelation was seen as protecting the church from being

divided into tribes and clans each man having his own fol-
lowing 1 I57

the immediate response of the general church membership
appears to have been strongly favorable the only real prob-
lem was what to do about the more than 13000 souls most
of them dead who had already been adopted to persons other

woodruffswoodruffe sermon was published in several places text quoted taken
from the deseret weekly 48 1894 54144541 44 see also the deseret evening
news 14 april 1894

ibid
the text of president cannons sermon is found in the deseret weekl-

y 48 1894 54445544 45
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than their natural parents after some consideration the first
presidency and the twelve ruled that these people should be
sealed to their own parents but that the old records should be
left standing any possible problems would be straightened
out in the hereafter 58

there was a great increase in the number of living and
dead sealingsdealingssealings to parents in 1894 and 1895 this suggests that
the saints almost immediately had great numbers of their dead
who had been previously adopted sealed to their own parents
in accord with president woodruff s directions perhaps some
of the living who had resisted adoption also now came for-
ward gladly to be sealed to their parents and some part of the
increase is due to temple work for distant ancestors whose
names had already been collected by families interested in gene-
alogy 59 the revelation on adoption also opened the way for
the organization of the church sponsored genealogical society
of utah in november 1894 since mormonscormons could now do
sealing work for distant ancestors new interest was awakened
in genealogical research and the society was then set up to
make available to members records which would enable them
to seek out their ancestors 00

SUMMARY

consistent with the later day saint belief that the lord
gives revelation line upon line and precept upon precept as
needed and as the church is ready to accept it the mormon
concept of salvation was continually broadened and deepened
throughout the nineteenth century from a simple picture of
an afterlife divided into a heaven and a hell the saints went
on to learn of varying degrees of glory and finally of the god-
like status of those who win exaltation originally seen as at

wilford woodruff and joseph F smith to david H cannon 4 may
1894 woodruff letterbookLetterbook p 383 abraham H cannon journal 14 june 1894
copy of notes made by JDT mcallister inn connection with interview with
first presidency 30 july 1894 st george temple letterbookLetterbook p 312

of interest in this regard is joseph christenson s statement in utah
genealogical and historical magazine 28 19371491937 149 at the general con-
ference inin 1894 when president woodruff gave instructions concerning the
sealing of family groups I1 got to thinking of our records and family with
my father I1 went over the records we had and as he knew most of the people
recorded we were able to tabulate all names in family groups with the ex-
ception of about twenty names

see entries in the following journals for I11 november 1894 abraham
H cannon wilford woodruff franklin D richards holograph CA rich-
ard s journal 13 november 1894 describes the organization of the society
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tainablegainabletainable through baptism which was eventually extended to
the unbaptized dead as well as the living salvation in its high-
est sense was later defined as available to those who were
sealed and adopted into the family of god with the 1894
revelation the doctrine of sealing was broadened to include
all the saints ancestors who had ever lived for fifty years
the policies governing adoption had meant that exaltation was
limited to the small patriarchal society that the church then
was and to a few thousand dead relatives of the saints now
with the new light received by president woodruff exaltation
was made available to millions of persons provided they ac-
cept the gospel and woodruff told his people that very few
would reject it living mormonscormons were now important not so
much as fathers and heads of kingdoms but as agents acting
for the rest of the human family george Q cannon recog-
nized the implications of the expansion of the law of adoption
as he spoke the following

how widespreadwide spread and far reaching is the ordinance to which
allusion has been made by which children will be sealed to
their parents one generation connected with another and
the whole human family be brought within the family of
god to be his recognized and acknowledged sons and
daughters bound together by the power of the everlasting
priesthood and in the new system of salvation spread out
before us in the contemplation of that which the lord has
revealed what a feeling of tenderness and love wells up
in our hearts in thinking that we are the children of god and
that we shall be bound together by ties that can never be
broken 61

the chain of the priesthood so often referred to by brig-
ham young could now better be viewed as a network into
which all men and women can be brought as members of the
family of god while the limited view of salvation held be-
fore 1894 was possibly appropriate for a church confined to
the limits of the great basin the new understanding better
prepared the church to fulfill its mission to spread into all
the world in the new century

george Q cannon sermon in the deseret evening news 19 may 1894
p 10



three poems

marden clarkdarkoark

TOO LATE ON MOTHERS DAY

and so at last she died
but fought it still for fourteen months
four hundred days for her to bear
and us to bank against the lonely hours

I1 reckon up the debits first
four hundred days of drab explosive pain
hers from twisted swollen joints from migraine hell
from any bug or enzyme chancing by
ours from simply looking on
my god but pain like that

the credits won t add up
the columns waver twist and swell
As though themselves were full of life and pain
but still they re long
her gentle pain seared face
an hour or two of simple chat
some moment hours of
son mother love
A few hour moments of
mother son depth
field fresh irisiris from mary and arch
or zinniaskinnias or spears of glads or columbine
or mums
she loved beauty so

more subtly
we felt and feel the bond
of empathy
we nine to her
but each to other too
A bond of pain
but pain like that

drir clarkdarkoark is professor of english at brigham young university
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our father s gentleness
slowbornSlowborn of pain
now hedges each of us about
and ties us back to him
to her

we re inin the black no question now
columns of intangibles more delicate and real
than all my words they tilt the balance
even the interest we pay on pain remembered pain
has softened into credit now and dividends of love
accrue without our even sensing them
no audit wanted here
the dividends of love
from life like that
from love like that
oh god from pain like that
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IN A WORD
ON EASTER

what s in a name
in a name
a single word

at once
annunciation and
beatitude and
benediction

in a name
a single word not a touch
touch me not but infinite
communion

in a name
a single word

at once
definition and
summation of her and of
him

at once
definition and
summation an utterly
new and utterly
ineffable
relation between
him and her

and between
him and all
mankind

in a name
from a carpenter a gardener
from the word
in a word

mary
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TO THE BABY WE DIDNT EVEN KNOW
WE WERENT GOING TO HAVE

you surprised us like the heavy snow of september
neither counted on nor wished for
nothing yet to suggest new life or love
and two years since we d thought to make an end

the pang of loss is ours by right
that at least her labor should have earned
but only blood the flow and clot we had
A woman s pain a husband s helpless scurry
you couldncoulden t even come clean for us A surgeon s knife
and scraping D and C they called it and charged as much
As if they d brought new life

give life we hear in this you act the role
of god it must be true but such flawed actors
for such a role creators ought to start
with perfect image and power perfect too to realize
in creature the perfection of themselves
we didndian t even make a start not with you
not with the others

we count our six and sense the strength
I1 guess we feel they re share enough
but now we 11ll never know the unknown road
that you have led us down we11ll never know
what new capacities for love or joy or fear
you would have brought we11ll never know
ourselves the us that you d have made of us for you
could not have dodged the role no more than we

in tranquil moments now we think of what we missed
september snow can never stay but soft and wet
it softens all the earth though branches break
and wires snap the pain soon fades but you re not here
to take its place and we can only know the sense
of what should be the sense of loss can only know
you re not and we re the same



the silver connection
A review of

how to prepare forthefor the coming crash

harrytlarrytlarry T wimmer

during the past three years I1 have been asked a number of
times regarding my impression as a professional economist of
robert preston s book howhoiu to prepare for the coming crash

hawkes publications salt lake city utah 1971 the book
has received sufficient attention and acceptance particularly
in the intermountain area to warrant serious consideration

let me state as accurately as I1 can what I1 believe to be the
basic theme of mr preston s book hereafter referred to as the
coming crash the first half identifies a secret worldwideworld wide
conspiracy that is led by international bankers and that isis ef-
fectively represented in the united states by the federal res-
erve system the communistpartycommunist party is but a political append-
age to this sinister union of international bankers which in-
tends to create in the united states the most serious depression
that has ever been experienced and thus to cause total collapse
and anarchy from which it alone will profit and gain ultimate
control this part of the coming crash is a restatement of
W cleon skousen s thesis in the naked capitalist published
by mr skousen salt lake city utah 1970 however the

this article is adapted from a paper delivered toato a student faculty economic
seminar on 27 july 1972 during the 197219727373 school year the author was a
visiting professor in the republic of china taiwan which delayed publica-
tion and made updating possible the author wishes to express appreciation
to professor clayne pope for his editorial assistance and to the reviewers for
their helpful suggestions

dr wimmer is associate professor of economics at brigham young
university

robert L preston howhouhon to10 prepare for methetoe comingcorning crash salt lakecitylake city
hawkes publications 1971 p 113

ibid p 59
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coming crash goes further than the naked capitalist by de-
claring that nothing absolutely nothing 1 can be done to stop
the crash and that it will occur before 1975 and most likely
11 as early as 1973 2 preston then identifies ten steps which
families should follow in preparation for the crash two of
thediedle more controversial steps are 1 to sell your home if you
live in an urban area and move to a rural retreat where you
should prepare to provide for and defend yourself and 2 to
invest your wealth inin silver bullion after providing for the
basic necessities

the coming crash can be judged from two points of view
first the validity of its claim of a conspiracy of international
bankers and second whether or not the steps advocated con-
stitute adequate preparation for a depression of the magnitude
suggested

THE international conspiracy OF BANKERS

I1 will add very little to the conspiracy debate instead I1

refer the reader to the autumn winter 1971 issue of dialogue 3

which contains a critical review of the skousen preston thesis by

dr louis midgley of the political science department at
brigham young university plus a letter from dr carroll
quigley professor of history at georgetown university and
a response by mr cleon skousen

the idea of a bankers conspiracy is not new it was heard
in europe as early as the late eighteenth century but was sel-
dom mentioned inin this country until the late nineteenth cen-
tury the charge was often antisemiticanti semitic inin nature with one of
the earliest groups accused being the illuminati an eighteenth
century secret society of jewish intellectuals later the com-
bination reportedly included international bankers zionists
and communists in one monolithic conspiracy following the
increased wealth and influence of america s famous banking
families after the 1870s the idea gained some support in this
country however with the diminished power of bankers re-
sulting from the great depression of the 1930s the charge of
conspiracy virtually disappeared

for reasons not easily understood in the late 1960s some
american conservatives revived the idea of a conspiracy among

william fort louis midgley carroll quigley and cleon skousen round
table review dialogue A journal of mormon thought 699116699 116 autumn
winter 1971
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bankers perhaps it was due to the lack of business support of
senator goldwater in 1964 or it may have reflected their dis-
illusionmentillusion ment with certain so called liberal policies of presi-
dent richard nixon according to cleon skousen however
it was the result of disclosures made by dr carroll quigley
supposedly an insider to the conspiracy which triggered its
revival dr quigley s book tragedy and hope A history
of the world inin our time new york macmillan 1966
therefore plays a crucial role in the arguments of both skou-
sen and preston in a letter accompanying his 155 page re-
view of quigley s book skousen states that

our main problem has been to discover precisely WHO
was behind some of the insane things which have been hap-
pening I1 have waited thirty years for someone on the
inside to talk and now dr carroll quigley has done it
he boastfully describes how the most powerful syndicate inin
the world is setting us up for a global socialist society to
accomplish their purposes the constitutional structure and
independence of the united states must be destroyed and
that is what they are intent on doing 4

dr quigley however has a very different view of his
role as chief witness and authority on the existence of a
bankers conspiracy

skousen has simply taken extended passages from
my book inin violation of copyright and put them together in
terms of his own assumptions and preconceptions to make a
picture very different from my own skousen is apparently
a political agitator I1 am a historian my book merely tried
to give an account of what happened in the world in the early
part of the 2oth20thaoth century

midgley has pointed out the chief distortions of my
materials inin skousensSkousens book my picture of financial capi-
talism said that it was prevalent inin the period 188019331880 1933
in fact quigley identifies six periods during which the

accumulation of wealth led to a great deal of power only
one of those six periods is the period of financial capitalism

bankers from 1880 to 1933 quigley maintains em-
phatically that that period ended inin 193311933.119331933.1953195519531 skousen quotes
these dates 189019331890 1933 yet he insists that these organiza-
tions are still running everything I1 said clearly that they
were very powerful but also said that they could not control
the situation completely and were unable to prevent things
they disliked such as income and inheritance taxes more-
over I1 thought I1 had made it clear that the control of bankers

letter from W cleon skousen salt lake city utah no date
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was replaced by that of selfseif financing or government ffinanced
corporations I1 saw a quite different alignment of ameri-
can politics sincesince 1950 skousen implies that financial capital-
ismism was not only omnipotent but immoral both of which I1
denied

I1 must say that I1 was surprised at the picture of myself
which I1 found inin skousen midgley is correct in his state-
ment that I1 never claimed to be an insider of the eastern
establishment as skousen seems to believe I1 was I1 simply
said that I1 knew some of these people and generally liked
them although I1 objected to some of their policies 5

since quigley s book is central to the discovery and com-
prehension of the international bankers conspiracy which is a
major factor in both the naked capitalist and the coming
crash quigley s letter emphatically denying that view of his
book casts serious doubt upon the entire proposition

in my examination of the coming crash I1 found its scho-
larship suffering from two major faults first a number of
inacuraciesinaccuracies exist which with more documentation6documentationdocumentations6 and care
could have been avoided and second there are numerous er-
rors of logic that appear to result from an inadequate under-
standing of some basic tools of economics

the following examples illustrate some of the inaccuracies
in discussing the consequences of inflation preston concludes
that

finally it isis hopeless and the money is completely
worthless no one will take it then all the factories and
stores shut down rioting robbing looting and all types
of crime begin to stalk the streets the cities turn into
concrete canyons with savages hunting down their prey of
other human beings who might have food and drink blood
flows like rainrain water in the gutters it has happened before
in france and inin germany 7

no documentation isis given but the last sentence isis apparently
referring to the hyper inflations in france during the 1790s
and in germany during the 1920s the description is not ac-
curate however in fact the record of these inflationsinflations stands
as evidence against the conclusion that the current inflation in
this country isis necessarily leading to political and economic
collapse in contrast to the current inflation in the united

carrollcan oil quigley round table review ppap 109110109 110
preston s 112liz paepage book contains only 50 footnotes of which 6 are from

skousen 5 from other conservativeconservatie publications io10 from popular books and
14 from newspapers or monthly periodicals

preston p 32
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states of 8 percent per yeaiyearyeal the countries of germany and
france experienced rates of inflation as high as several billion
percent and yet as serious as the consequences were neither
country suffered the total collapse and anarchy which is er-
roneously ascribed to them in the above quote 8

the coming crash claims that the united states must have
a devaluation of at least 75 percent 9 no footnotes and later
declares that a secret agreement has been made for the united
states to devalue 50 percent after the 1972 election10 no foot-
notes during the spring of 1973 the united states devalued
by 10 percent an amount many economists had been calling for
in order to bring the dollar closer to its true commercial value
in foreign markets since that time there has been little
change in the value of the dollar with respect to other coun-
tries

one also finds frequent misuses of quotes for example
preston states

well that is all well and good except that that isis
peanuts compared to what really goes on with the federal
reserve now remember that the 12 banks which operate the
federal reserve system they don t own it but they operate
it are all private banks that means they are privately
owned but who owns them no one really knows why
because they have never been audited never turned in an
audtited statement 11

the source cited is an article in the new york times the
federal reserve may face audit which in contradiction to
the above statement declares that the federal reserve board s

position has always been that it is already carefully audited
by its own specialists with a double check by private account-
ants11 ts 122 this audit is published each year as the annual
retortreport13report13

later in the coming crash we find that bernard baruch
ffinancialinancial consultant to numerous presidents emerged a multi
billionaire because he had almost all of his money in silver
almost one fifth of the world s visible silver at that time 14

seeee any standard european economic history text
preston ppap 373837585738575837 5838

101loimdbidfid p 59
ibid p 25
the new york times 14 september 1967 p 32
federal reserve board annual report 58th 1971

14preston p 100
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it claims that baruch sold his stocks and bonds and bought
silver bernard baruch who was not included in the bankers
conspiracy is apparently a witness in whom one can have con-
fidencefi yet in his autobiography the public years baruch
states that in anticipation of the depression he sold his stocks
and bought bonds and a smailsmall amount of goldgold15 a very dif-
ferent course of action from that suggested in the coming
crash

in his book mr preston claims that the federal reserve
has never paid taxes nor paid any profits to the U S treas-
ury as the law asks 10 the annual report of the federal res-
erve for 1971 shows that it has paid 149138300149138500 in taxes

2188893 in profits and 26460130829 in interest on fed-
eral reserve notes to the treasury of the united states 17

though the coming crash said that the ratio of paper money
to gold was approximately 25 to 1 in 1970 18 actually paper
currency that year totaled 5050 billion and gold supply was
loi10.1101 billion a ratio of 5 to la19l9I1 19

perhaps one of the most surprising remarks in the com-
ing crash is that the author has a friend whose uncle bought
a brand new car during the last depression for 500 pounds
of potatoes 20 there is not a price index for automobiles but
one exists for potatoes from 1929 to 1932 the price of pota-
toes fell from 32 cents to 17 cents per 10 pounds of potatoes 21

suggesting that the friend s uncle paid 8508.50850 for a new car
incredible

second the coming crash illustrates the author s lack of
familiarity with the concepts of demand and supply the nature
and uses of money and how the federal reserve creates
money this leads to serious errors of logic on almost every
page that deals with technical economic questions most no-
tably pages 244024 40 for example he repeatedly insists that be-
cause the federal reserve pays only 1501.50150 for 1000 worth
of federal reserve notes it necessarily follows that the remain-
ing 99850998.5099850 represents no real value and therefore constitutes

bernard M baruch baruch the public years new york holt rine-
hart and winston 1960 ppap 222225222223222 225223

preston p 25
federal reserve board annual report 58th 1971 ppap 254255254 255
preston ppap 27 58
federal reserve bulletin march 1972 p algaigA 16
preston p 67
2historicalhistorical statistics of the united states washington BCDC US gov-

ernment printing office 1960 p 128
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inflation 22 in fact the full 1000 represents an obligation
of the federal reserve to the U S treasury but neither this
nor the 1501.50150 nor the amount of gold backing determines
whether or not inflation will result the value of money is
determined by the same forces that determine the value of any
economic good in this case the demand and supply of
money if economic output is expanding at an annual rate of
4 percent the federal reserve can and probably should in-
crease the money supply at that rate without inflation failure
to expand the money supply at that rate will result in deflation
and probably unemployment in the short run if the money
supply is increased more rapidly than the growth of real out-
put then inflation does occur

the coming crash mistakenly states that for every dollar
increase in government debt there is a dollar increase in the
money supply followed by a dollar increase in the price level 23

in practice an increase in the national debt is often accom-
panied by an increase in the money supply in order to provide
the federal government with an inexpensive credit market
however this is seldom a one for one ratio and in theory
there is no necessary connection between the two nor does
it follow that a dollar increase in the money supply necessar-
ily leads to inflation

another major concern found in the coming crash is the
lack of gold backing behind the money supply which mis-
takenly views gold as the determinant of the value of money 2421

again the value of money is determined by its supply in re-
lation to its use which is largely for the purpose of buying
the annual output of the american economy now totaling
more than 1 trillion per year

the coming crash charges that the international bankers
created the great depression of 1929 for their own advantage
according to this thesis bankers sold their stocks and bonds
and bought gold and silver before the crash thereby profit-
ing from the depression there is no documentation provided
and I1 know of no evidence that supports this claim what
is well known is that from 1929 to 1933 there were over 8500
bank failures in this country affecting almost one half of the
banks existing in 1929 a strange way to profit from the dep-

reston ppap 26 343534 35
ibid p 27
ibid ppap 262826 28 37 58
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pression25pression25 and judging from the response of bankers to the
roosevelt administration they were not in firm control of the
political scene it is inconceivable that bankers who supposed-
ly possess virtually worldwideworld wide control are at the same time
unable to eliminate their competitors the savings and loan
associations and mutual savings banks

let me state what must be obvious from the standpoint
of both logic and my own study of monetary history I1 do not
believe inin an international bankers conspiracy which seeks to
destroy the united states and wield total world power on the
other hand I1 find ample evidence of the desire of bankers
to maximize profits and to exert power and influence commen-
surate with their wealth I1 believe that the naked capitalist
and the coming crash both naively confuse power with con-
spiracysp iracy wealth creates power and many bankers have wealth
hence power but must we read sinister motives into fairly
common human behavior As human beings we support with
our time and money virtually every sort of idea conceivable
and the more wealth one has the more obvious is his support of
11 strange causes the economic history of the 19th century
reveals that jay gould jim fisk and others supported both
republican and democrat candidates within the same state
if there had been a socialist party with significant political in-
fluence they may well have been found supporting the social-
ists as well it is an old practice of hedging a bet by making
counterbalancing bets

the belated discovery of a heretofore secret though world-
wide and virtually omnipotent conspiracy of international
bankers impugns the patriotism or the intelligence of every
major government official banker economist and newspaper
publisher in this and other countries for the past 100 years
the list of government conspirators or dupes includes virtually
every public figure in republican as well as democratic ad-
ministrations richard nixon dwight eisenhowerElseneisenhower arthur
bumsburns henry cabot lodge john foster dulles henry kis-
singer etc 20 by the same logic one must include president
nixon s first secretary of the treasury david kennedy whose
nametiame isis conspicuously absent from lists compiled by mormon
authors

ross M robertson history of the american economy new york
harcourt brace & world inc 1964 p 519

2garyugarygary allenalienailen none dare call it conspiracy rossmoorrossmooreRos smoor california con-
cord press 1971 p 90
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in the united states today there are almost 14000 banks
with at least that number again in the rest of the world the
either or task of enlisting their support in the conspiracy or
strictly maintaining its secrecy from them staggers the imagin-
ation

TEN STEPS FOR preparation
let s now turn to the ten steps the coming crash recom-

mends to prepare for the collapse the first five steps are
noncontroversial and have been suggested by others for a num-
ber of years one should provide for 1 a safe water supply27supply27

2 an adequate medical supplysupply2828 3 an ample food supply
18 pages of the book on this topic are verbatim quotes from

the U S government department of agriculture s food stor-
age planpianplan20 4 training in first aid and civil defense30defense30 and

5 enough food water clothing etc to be self sufficient for
two years 31

the remaining five steps recommended in the coming
crash are more original and more controversial it advocates
that 6 one should prepare to defend himself by joining a
gun club and owning a small rapid fire 22 calibre rifle32rifle 32 7
those living in cities should sell their homes and move to a
rural retreat 200 miles from a large city seeing no advantage
to home ownership but recommending an older house a cabin
or a mobile home3home33homec 8 one s savings should not be kept in
banks or savings and loan institutions34institutions34 9 people should
secretly convert their currency into silver coins and hide them
in many places5places30places305 and finally it recommends that 10 wealth
be converted into silver bullion 30 the author will sell non re
turnable silver at considerably above the spot price in return
for your federal reserve notes investments to stay away
from according to the author are life insurance with the ex-
ception of 5 year term policies all retirement programs mort

preston2prestonnpreston p 67

ZW p 68
ibid ppap 688668 86
ibid p 8877
ibid ppap 909790 97

12ibid ppap 878887 88
bifibidbid ppap 888988 89
ibid p 9988
ZWibid ppap 989998 99
Wibid ppap 99 ioo100looaioo
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gages US government bonds and mutual funds 37 if enough
people in the united states followed this advice the predictions
of a severe depression would be self fulfilling and would not
even need any help from a super conspiratorial union of bank-
ers

considerable interest and attentionhaveattention have focused on advo-
cating the purchase of silver bullion one of the most fre-
quently encountered questions is whether or not silver repre-
sents a viable hedge against 1 1 inflation and 2 the type
of depression predicted by the coming crash the only ac-
curate answer is that nobody including mr preston and mr
wimmer knows that answer or lack of answer if you
like follows from the fact that the question requires a know-
ledge of the future what can be known for certain is that
the purchase of silver as a hedge is a highly speculative and
risky venture dramatically demonstrated by recent price
changes for silver from 1968 to 1971 the price declined from
2142.14214 to 1.54154 per ounce a 28 percent decline the price
rose precipitously from 2972.97297 in december 1973 to 6706.70670 on
26 february 1974 a rise of 125 percent as of 16 april
1974 the price had declined to 4314514.31431 a fall of 36 percent
sufficient to entirely wipe out the investment of anyone buy-
ing on margins 38 in my opinion the silver market is too
volatile for the average small investor and it surely is not a
market designed to assure an investor against risk and uncer-
tainty one may insist that the price of silver must continue
rising because we are producing only 70 percent of current con-
sumption the remaining 30 percent coming from depleting
stocks but on the other hand ponder the impact upon the
future value of silver should eastman kodak the worlds
largest consumer of silver develop a substitute for silver in
their photographic process my point is not that the price of
silver must fall or rise but rather that the future is uncertain
and that silver is a highly speculative market which no one
should go into uninformed 39 it must be remembered that for
every dollar of silver purchased in anticipation of a future in

ibid ppap 102104102 104
statistical abstract of the united states washington DC US gov-

ernment printing office 1973 p 666 and the wall street journal december
1973 april 1974

anyone contemplating the purchase of silver should read an article on
the problems of margin buying in the silver market published inin the mailwallvallmaii
street journal 4 february 1974 ppap 111818
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crease in its value someone must of necessity sell a dollar of
silver and he may be equally convinced that the future price
of silver will decline

the answer to the second question Is silver a good hedge
against the type of depression described by the coming
crash is the same no one knows in my opinion if con-
ditions become as severe as the book predicts it is possible
that silver would be of little value preston is not describing
a depression similar to that of the 1930s probably the most
severe depression in this country s history but one of much
greater severity and consequence he is predicting a total
economic social and political collapse including large scale
famine civil disorder and anarchy if conditions were to be-
come that severe it seems unlikely that any form of monetary
unit would circulate what trade would exist would most
likely be in the form of pure barter goods for goods with no
monetary intermediary on the other hand if the coming
crash is wrong about the severity of the depression then sil-
ver may be a reasonable hedge against a moderate depression
that however is just as uncertain as the answer in the case of
inflation the value of silver is now determined almost en-
tirely by non monetary forces of demand and supply and the
future of both is unknown

the question of what sort of wealth portfolio one should
hold is a very complex matter because it should include some
hedge against the economic opposites of depression and in-
flationflation the answer varies from family to family and from
year to year and should be worked out cautiously with as
much professional help as can be afforded

I1 believe that one should first look after his debt insur-
ance and cash flow needs to the extent that he is fortunate
enough to have a surplus I1 encourage him to seek professional
advice and to diversify normally the higher thediedle potential re-
turn the greater the risk and therefore the greater the prob-
ability of loss also included in this category are commodities

such as silver copper cocoa sugar hogs cattle soybeans
etc international monies and the so called penny stocks
lower risk investments generally yield less return but also
less likelihood of loss these include bluechipbluechip corporate stocks
and land purchases the safest investments and therefore
under normal conditions the lowest returns are savings ac-
counts and government and corporate bonds silver as a com
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modify falls under the category of high risk and the average
family should be very cautious of that type of investment es-
peciallypecially at current prices 40

it is my conviction that the predictions and prescriptions
contained in the coming crash are simplistic and of dubious
validity in their more extreme form they are potentially
damaging to true preparedness

recently the wall street journal warned that the gold market a market
closely related to the silver market as any intelligent gold speculator knows
is highly volatile and cautioned that that market has become an even
riskier place wall street journal 1 april 1974 p 25



the keep A pitchinin
or the mormon pioneer was human

ronald W walker

if theres anybody doleful
just grab him by the fin

and lead him to the office
of the keep a pitchinin

keepkeea A pitchumpitchmmpitchinin march 1 1870 p 53

salt lake s short lived keepneepneap A pitchumpitchmmpitchinin pronounced keep
a pitchinhitchin in was more than one of the west s first illustrated
journals and humor periodicals written by men of talent in-
cluding sons of mormon apostles and even a distinguished
apostle incognito its boisterous wit demonstrated that the nine-
teenth century mormon pioneer was something besides a
crabbed and humorless yeoman building a commonwealth it
testified to the early settlers humanity providing a valuable
but overlookedover looked index to those concerns and qualities which
shaped utah society in 1938 cecil alter s early utah ouflourout
nanismnalismnallsm declared the periodical was probably one of the long-
est remembered and least important of all utah papers from
today s perspective he was wrong on both accounts 1

the frivolous and irrelevant tone of the keepneep A pitchininpitchimn
belied its apparent purpose its chief editor uno hoo whose
editorial assistants were ubetabet urlifeurline and 13BIZ131212 ness os-
tensibly explained its origin everything was dull dark and

mr walker a doctoral candidate in history at the university of utah
teaches at the salt lake institute of religion adjacent to the university of utah

J cecil alter early utah journalism A half century of Forenforensicsc war-
fare waged byhy the jestswestslvests most militant pipressepsess salt lake city utah state
historical soosodsocietyety 1938 ppap 31718317 18 mormon humor has been most effeffec-
tively

ec
treated by folklonstsfolklorists wwithth hhistoriansstor ans more by omissionomission than commis-

sion
commis-

sion creating a somber stereotype this paper was written undertinderkinder a summer
research grant by the historical department of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints hereafter cited historical department

331
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torpid he wrote the world needed waking up 2 but from
every indication the proposed arousing of humanity pro-
ceeded from a specific and serious intent while the paper
had commenced as early as 1867 as primarily an occasional
advertising broadside only inin 1870 after the godbeiteGodbeite protest
began to rend mormon society did the keep A pjtchininpitchinin be-
come a regular monthlybimonthlybi hardly coincidental the godbeiteGodbeite
new movement became a consistent victim of the paper s

satire led by such former mormonscormons as william S godbe
E L T harrison amasa lyman henry lawrence edward
tullidge and T B H stenhouse the godbeitesGodbeites spurned what
they considered to be the theological fundamentalism the cul-
tural and geographical isolationism and the temporal empha-
sis of nineteenth century mormonism embracing spiritualism
and given to intellectual pretension the new movement
became an irresistable staple for the periodical s humor

but the keepneepkeea A pitchininspitchhnns attraction to godbeitism in-
volved more than humor seeking its natural affinity during
the schismatic crisis the periodical became an important vehicle
and voicevolcevoicevolce for orthodoxy its humor a perfect foil to the god
beite challenge if not tied directly to the mormon leadership
it certainly possessed semiofficialsemi official approbation it was recom-
mended to the saints by the church organ the deseret news
printed upon the church owned press and written by men
closely associated with the church leaders 3 indeed the mor-
mon leadership may well have provided financial assistance
while the paper floundered financially prior to the godbeiteGod beite
insurrection and failed upon the new movement s demise
during the confrontation between the church and its dissenters
it enjoyed a stability incompatible with its limited advertising
the source of its fleeting strength may only be surmised

the identity of uno hoo and his editorial assistants
however may be more than presumed the keep A pitchininspitchmms
publisher and editor was george J taylor eldest son and
sometime business manager of john taylor apostle and subse-
quently president of the latter day saints young taylor s

career illustrated that individuality and diversity are often
humor s requisites indicative of his close ties to the mormon

keen2keepkeep A pitchininpitchznin 15 april 1870 p 15 most issues available on micro-
film at western americana library university of utah

ibid i1 may 1870 p 19 see also deseret nehsneusnewsneuy 16 march 1870 p 2
and 26 april 1870 p 4
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community he had been baptized by joseph smith himself
while brighambnghambangham young had on one occasion saved his life he
served as a missionary several times a member of the salt
lake high council a regent and instructor inin grammar and
geography for the university of deseret a salt lake city
councilor a member of the editorial staff of the deseret news
chief clerk of the utah upper house and for many years as
county coroner his private concerns were also as numerous
illustrator art instructor music composer bicycle enthusiast
and inventor dedebaterbator taylor participated inin the territory s

first nail manufacturing by machine its first glass works and
its first building association and somehow found time to
manufacture shoes contract for the union pacific railroad es-
tablish a short lived mercantile concern and engage inin lum-
bering and sawing if his consuming timidity prevented mar-
riage it could not subdue his humor 4

taylor s keep A pitchmanpitchminpitchinin associates were from the same
mold their pseudonyms marrowfat resurgamResurgam via-
tor and saxey only slightly disguised the participants
charles savage and george M ottinger who provided car-
toons and even prose were occasional partners in a photo
graphy business savage had been converted to mormonism
as an english youth later he received national attention as
utah s pioneer photographic artist ottinger had joined mor-
monismmonisinlonisin after an eventful career on the sea as an adolescent
and although he served salt lake as its superintendent of
water works and chief of its fire department his consuming
but largely unfilled passion was to succeed as a painter of fine
artartaart5 equally talented were joseph C rich and heber J rich-
ards sons of apostles charles C rich and willard richards
during his career joseph rich would serve as a surveyor mismlsmis-
sionary journalist telegrapher merchant lawyer judge and

papers of george J taylor uncatalogued and unindexed historical de
partmentapartmentpartment for hlhiss timidity see taylor s missionary blessing ibid for young
saving his life george J taylor to brigham young salt lake 20 may 1874
brigham young papers HhistoricalIstorical department other biographical details are
found inin journal HIhistorystorystors of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
2 february 1868 p 3 3 may 1897 p 8 and 15 december 1914 p 2 his
toncaltoricaldorical department

andrew jensen larterlatter day saints biographical encyclopedia salt lake
citycit by the author 1920 III111 70811 thomas A leek A circumspectcircumspecCircum spec
tion of ten formulators of early utah art history M A thesis brigham
young university 1961 ppap 212921 29 journal of george M ottinger typed
written copy historical department M B stern A rocky mountain book
store savage and ottinger in utah brigham young university studies IX
winter 1969 144154144 154
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politician before contributing to the keep A pitchinin he had
proven his mettle as an humorist by creating inin his words that
11 wonderful first class lie the bear lake monster utah s

long lived transplant from loch ness richards was one of
the territory s first young men to receivereceive medical training in
the east brigham young himself supporting his education 6

but of all the periodical s contributors the most eminent and
indeed the most anonymous was orson pratt the godbeitesGodbeites
apparently never realized that the scholarly apostle one of the
men they most revered in mormonism was a clandestine au-
thor of some of the paper s pungent satire 7

collectively the contributors seemed an ideal combination
for the enterprise at hand As taylor later characterized them
they represented a brilliant array 1188 blood and sentiment
bound them to the community s leadership As young men
with the exception of pratt most were in their thirties
they possessed the youthful perspective often necessary for
social humor and as members of mormonism s second
generation they benefited from deseret s relative stability
and growing prosperity fundamental requisites to cultural pro-
ductivity

the keepneep A pitchmanpitchminpitchinin enjoyed an immediate response
when it commenced regular publication in march 1870 with
its banner declaring its devotion to cents scents sense and
nonsense the four page monthlybimonthlybi was greeted favorably by
its more serious sister journals not only did the deseret news
laud its advent but the salt lake herald found its fun pretty
good to take even the tribune the organ of the godbeitesGodbeites
attempted to reply in kind by archly complimenting the ortho-
dox party on their new move borrowing the keep
A pitchinins own waggish epithet for the godbeiteGod beite new
Movermovementmovernentnent 9 in april the humor periodical announced that

russelrusset R rich land of the sky blue water A history of the L D S

settlement of the bear lake valley provo brigham young university press
19631965 p 180 citing the news examiner april 17 1947 ezra J poulsen
joseph C rich versatile pioneer on the mormon frontier salt lake city
granite publishing company 1958 belle A gemmell utah medical hist-
ory some reminiscences california and western medicine XXXVI janu-
ary 1932 111211 12 rich does not indicate awareness of the older indian legend
of a bear lake monster

taylor later identlidentaidentifiedfiedfled his collaborators including pratt in a penciled
and unpublished autobiographical sketch papers of george J taylor uncata-
logued and unindexed historical department

ibid
salt lake herald 16 july 1870 p 3 mormon tribune 5 march 1870
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three printingspaintingsprin tings of its first regular issue had been exhausted
and when an actor of the salt lake theatre ad libbedbibbed a com-
ment concerning the keepneep A pitchmanpitchminpitchinin the audience roared
with approval clearly the newspaper had gained a follow-
ing 10

the keepneepneet A pitchingpitchinmpitchinin secured its success with the comic
conventions of its day like much of american nineteenth
century humor especially that of the frontier the paper s spirit
frequently was gargantuan its braggadocio and exaggeration
tempered by mocking self deprecation the first number
of this paper which caused such a revolution in the newspaper
world was issued inin 1867 the editor declared in 1870 when
the paper actually first commenced a regular publishing sched-
ule since then it has been issued regularly to the minute
according to prospectus there may be isolated individuals
among our subscribers who have failed to receive all their
numbers this we attribute to the irregularities of the males

sic 11 many of its short jests were rustic and unsubtle
derived if not borrowed from the american almanac tradi-
tion while some possessed an enduring quality text for
sinners pretext 11212 most should be charitably forgiven and
forgotten A fond wife threw a bottle of hair renewer at her
husband s head at which he exclaimed we must part the dye
is cast 13 the paper reflected the nineteenth century ameri-
can delight for spelling and grammatical gaucherie specializ-
ing in misspelled names such godbeitesGodbeites as harrison godbe
tullidge salisbury and elielleil kelsey were rechristened harras
sing goodboy gull-edgegullidge sourberry and ye lie
kelsey As utah s first illustrated journal its woodcutswoodcuts bore
an obvious debt to the political cartoons of the day often crude
and complicated by modern standards but believed to be won-
derful at the time 14

while the godbeiteGodbeite challenge provided the keep A hitchinpitchin
in with impetus and purpose the religious controversy by no
means dominated its pages occasionally the paper printed
excerpts fromgromfroin the writings of american humorists mark twain
arteniusartemus ward and josh billings during the franco prus
sian war its columns were filled with dispatches from the

keenkeep A pitchenpifchininpitchmn 15 apriapril1 1870 p 16 and I11 june 1870 p 28
ibid 1 march 1870 p 2

1212ibidibid 15 may 1870 p 24
13 ibid 15 july 1870 p 40

millennial star XXXII 26 april 1870 271
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proclamation OWED TO THE NENEWIV MOVE

THE keepapitchimkeepapitchinin our peep ODaodahodayitodayvityitit peteredeziedezted out
A occasionalsemioccasionalSEMI PAPER IMPERIAL EDICT OFFICE 0our jlfagazinegotmagazine got stuckk

JULYJULI ist 1871 0our 410110cdoclose110341033 010 day Diagonies
dovotod to bontsconts escortsscorts SORSO ed noiNonniinoncomenonsomeliuosomeklue WHEREASWHEKBAS certain young shavers has also run a muck

being instigated by the devil and not our tribulation weakly still
PKGTCIPAI edr10EDCTOE UNO HOO1100 having the fear of the late governors pro-

clamation
i with voice so t1dtadthintrin anda hollow

DEPUTYdeluty assASST editorEDITOB tii3etTIBET URLIFEIJKLIFE clamationmatlon before their eyes have villain-
ously

tis said liashasilas sunkrunk ten thousand now
and maliciously with malice it may expire tontoutomorrowto morroworrowDEPT ASSTS CLERK B I1 Z NESS pre-

pense and aforethought firefired and causedp weve notninotbinotliingnotliing good to offer youto be fired various squibssquibb and sundry fire-
crackers

to whichvhichchich to tieone copy for a certain period io00i10001000 nothing
one copy for an uncertain period 500 sky rockets et al of divers dim-

ensions
except our most boundedunbounded rockstockkock

ellenelieil sionssiMs to the imminent disarrangement of of concentratedont ted oyelyezyeryesingle number 10
the intellectoalequilibriumintellectual equilibrium of the editorialdouble number 5 well if wishour platformcorpse of the tribulation office change you

As we hahavee done beforenow therefore I1 gomefilgomerilgameril sir charlesfor saleralesaieraie by iliiallaliail.1111 respectablept&z newsdealersnewrdealersNewsdealers we want you airaaltoalltoto join with us
moore do hereby issue this my proclama-
tion

lest we should run ashoreashoueverywhere
forbidding interdictinginterdict ing audlrohibitandana prohibit-

ingsalutatoryLUTATORYSA any or all of saidmidsald boys or shavers from comecom4coma ariffriffiriffriffrafframfrafframm from nevada come
firing off or causing to be fired off any or and help us hate the church

As this is all doIVwe have got our type so large that a all of saidmidraidraldhid squibssquibb firefirecrackerscrackers shyskyshyrockroobrock we yet can
ditledont leaveve us inin the lurchlarchwayfaring manmau though a fool need not err etsots et atal whether instigated by midsaidsaiasalamia devil

therein yonyouyobyoa see therethenthem are a greatgnat many or any other man or from celebrating 0or
wayfaring men nowadays and some fools attattemptingptingepting to celebratedcelebrateincelebratein any mannerwhat WHO PAYS THE FIFERfeper2

ouroar city has grown the new move has soever the mid4thmidithsaidsaiasala ath4th of july thats whats the matter ththe jibkiblibliberal117111
groan and hence the necessnecessityity that our witness my hand and tlthe great

I1 organ wants to know who is to pay the
paper should grow seal of the iferagemenagerierie spartyipartyparty for its patriotism on the coming

standing as it were in the midst of time GOMERILGONIERIL SIR CHARLES MOORE fourthurtharth we want more capitalistscapitalist moreoe
and glancing retrospectively upward moneymaneym6ney what is done with the taxes and

tthehe tithilithitithing 11 and what has jones done withthrough the gloomy centuries of the doinsoingornsom-
bre FLIZE hisliis moreymoneymoney we want it and wont rest

pastpartrastpartbeholdingpastbeholdingbeholding the cimmerian obscurity until somethingthing is done about it
which harlorhas for umiumaunnumberedumbered agesage pervadedaed there anvarionsanvaare variousriousrions kinaskindskimar of flies in the what does general grant do with
the minds of the benighted denizens off worldorldorid for instance there is the horseflyhorse fly 1 2500035000 a yearyewyeh of the peoples money A

I1I1 manan couldcoula be hired to nilfillnii that position forthis what wonder thatterraqueous globe ricatedgadflygad fly shoe fly and the ordlyoraiordinaryy domes-
ticated

a menthtenth of that sum why not hire ain their incipient stages our hherculean ef-
forts

fly of thetlletile latter we have a few chichianchinamanchlanan or a digger indian we wantto illuminate the intellectual homonhorizon specimens in this country mostmort of these this matter investigatedinvertigted immediately
of frail erring humanity should attain stand over six hetbeetfeeteet in their stockings and
but partial success 1 might grow much larger if people would

I1 since the premature dedemiseiseisolse of thewhat was ourOUTont position when we assumed onlyoy take pains to give them regular meals peep the 1124agazinellmagazine and ththe dieagodiealodieago
the editorial conductofthisconduct of this paper what of ntitriciousnutriciousnutritious food instead of knocking niesig the man inin the sixth ward wwho
is our position todayto day judging the future them about so much the ancients also talkestalkertakes the tribune feels discouraged lie

ohswishesshs us to tell him how he is to norecoverthe what notofby pastpart may we anticipate speak of time flies they used to call damages for thetiietiue losses he has rstainedsustaineda infor ourselves and a discriminating world thenitempusfagitthem tempusfugittempus fugit we suppose the name sibscribisubscribing for those three litterairylittemiylitterairyalry piopicplopro-
ductionsstanding on the verge of the mighty fugit originated in thetlletiletle fact ththatat if you dductionsdictionsducttionionslons whichwhich have so coincidentlyincidentlyco inciincldetlybetly goneone

abyss of futurity and glancing our minds grab at theniftiothem eigeio you get ourolar ball play-
ers

up we would saymy to hihim dont Aaban-
doneye down through thetlletile interminable vista of sometimes catch the ball aonconlon6onon a fly the tribune for we havellaveklavehaze hopes of

future generations whenwilen many of our ep-
hemeral

thistilistills givesgiver us some idea of their speed it surviving a little longerlomer since it has
taketakeneake to copying frfrom ibethe news andhe cotemporaneous productionproductionsq shall some flies anareammane very intelligent when you the Illeraldheraldillerald

have been consigned to a merited ob-
livion

stick a pin into one he immediately ststrugg
livion we behold the teeming millions of gels to get off we suppose because he ccan-

notearths unbucbnybomnnbomorn children and their posterity see the point they also cooperateoperateco dwyer says he has been bothered and
after thethem in numbers like the stars of the with tllethetile bedbugbed bug and mosquito while 1 plagued and exercised and irritated and

annoyed and disquieted by iiiinquir-
ing

1persons
firmament andatlaatia facesfarestares radiant with joy tllethetile mosquito acts aspeciaspeck it guard the bed-

bug
ing for the keepapitchininkeepapitchinin11 some thinethinkthimexi2niani1

eacheacil pernslperusiperusingg a damp copy of thetlletile kewkep and the fly spell each otnerother one oper-
ates

your discontindiscontinidiscontinuancece has killed dloDiodiogenesgenesgener
pltchinm 11yhdtiyah dat iz zoo bater1ater by day and the other by night in they say as long as you published

order to keep bald headed sinners awake something original0riginalforfotfor themthentaen to copy thepthey
F RE E in tiiethetire tabernacle the fly is on the alert survivedsurvicedicealicedl but maenwhenehen you stopped theythley jlfiz-

zled
z

and whenn hen night comes the fly retires to his out why is it you dont continue
thetiietile circus bills inform us in large virtuousvirtuonsconchconchcouch andandthebedthe bedbugbed bugbugtakesholdtakes holdhoid the pitbiniiipitchininPitchinin

letters that the sight of the balloon will where lie left off herein we see the beauty if you remember the last cut you had
be 11rheefree gratis for nothing without and harmony of nature for the mosquito the Cateatcattheycatfcheycartheythey continued to copy over and
ehchingchargingehinging aatascentt wewe all feel relieved as is quite musical some flies aream like our over again until the people got tired of it
manmany of nsus feared they would spread honest minersveryminersminerbinerssveryvery busy and industrious when diogenes gadugmdugraduallyly petered out
a large cloth over thetiietile city and prevent us I1 lothersothers againagain are contincontinuallynally loafing br dwerdwyer we might answer you by
looking at it iaroundaround and tryltrying to make a ipspec Aal-

most
quoguonotingoti one1.1 of our methodist friends ataitart

anyny one with a little instruction cacan tthevellelieile cailcanicamp meeting its a free country
melanchollymelancholilyMELAN CHOLLY disappointment I1 make thetiietile butterbatterbutler mryflyily we suppose the you have no right to fhth injoinkiekiel I1 but we shall

i horsehorrehorseflyfly is so named because mosenoseroseof hisr fond not do so we began our paper becauseWwee did anticipate having quiteque a time 1 ness for shorthort tailed horses 1 we wanted to and we publisbublispublishedkaperjapered a full vol-
umeonon tiiethetile 4thath from the inmagnitudetdeade of the because to weorni we agreed pocketedshoe ontonatonltpnt bodder mepreparations but one of the brethren fly the surplus dollars of the only successful

of the new move notifies the public west ofreligious paper chicago becausethrough the columns of the tycoon that if cacticictihadhag to and1we a right we stopped at thethe celebration is heidfieldheldaveld in the amnewnem yaberlabergaber for myriads of horses and riders
end of tiiethetile volume becauseI1 wevve had otherhaelenaelenaelbaele hetietle shaushallsmausharl stay at aonehomehone Asaj this is and acres ofmusicof musiemusic and funlfunifaunlfun 1

matters to attend to we that thisI1 hope
the oulonlyobly building large enough to hold all go visit the mammoth pavillionfavillionpavillianPaFavillion

1 paper will enable the editors of dlodio-
genesthe celeutorscelebratorscelebratory that I1 and seeresree how the tournaments wonon day ofcouneof course it falls to get out another number of thatthrough with a soundround like the rushing of waters delectable sheet so that the subscribersjwiatwia ever uhasthug 0bacebmce cmdhoodb hourhoar

I1 thetiie teedsteedsteea of mazeppa will fly who have paid two or three years in adthis chtffibr hatefate has naufeunawg on me while the monmonsterstier balloon of the cimcincircus vanvauvanoevance will notnet lose quite all of their ininvest-
ment

rt
when I1 hnathnmt got no nmherel floats grandlyaloftgrandly aloft to the sky 1 ment

pages 2 and 3 of the 4 july 1871 special issueissue of the keep A pitchininplichinin by
courtesy of special collections at the harold B lee library at brigham young
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sawyovihswe GOOD MANNERS FIVE HUNDRED SAVAGES AT workWOPKwoenworn AGAIN we
YEARS AGO thothoughtuht that aafterarte the greatgretgreb indian pow-

wow we shouldhaveshouldshouldhavehave peace but people cry
THE BIG TENT whosochoso will leamlearn curtaysecurtaynecurrttayseayse says the pepeacecel peace when there isis no peace

writer whose name is omitted and who is we havejusthavehav justejust seen the heads of several of
if supposed to be dead the manuscript being our prominent citizens recently executed
1 Y 111 1 four or five centuries old may find it iin by 11savageSAVAOBVA & OTZIWES andana hethe only ex-

cuseA igI g thistilistills book whether helielleile be gentleman yeo on thehe savagese hasas is that alleythey are inin a
and milifaithwilllill heiiheilhetiht 11 itI1prent man or knave properto r frame of manedmtned thetiletlletiie policemrJ FeditorEDITOKliyllyIITOR pare thy bread in two the upper crust shshould0 d makek a descedescentt on that place at

As there has been a good deal aidsaidaiaala about from the under cut thetiletlle upper portion once and either take thetliealie ring leaders or
the disturbances at the late camp meeting into four quarters and set themthern together be taken
and as there is evidently a great missapmilsapisglogiop as if whole cut the lower crust arthreeirthreeirin three
prehension prevalent on this subject allow turn it downe and lay it before thy tren-

cherme to state through the columscalums of your sit upright do notnat touch aught THE UTAH SOUTHEsoftheiqtpu RAYELROADRAILBOAD our
valuable journal the facts in the case just until thy mess of meat be offered thee iestestlest friends in the south will be pleased to
as they occured you see it was like chialihialthis men say thou art a girgluttonto 1wipeipe thy leamlearn thatfeatmeat this great enterprise is progress-

ingbr skip had the sinners in zion by the mouth ere drinkindrinking let not ththy spoon the cars have gotget as farfax
progressgrogressgrsouth as

metaphorical seat of the pants shaking stand in thy dish nor lalay it on ththe dish TAXLOBTAYLOR ac&c& CUTLEBSlidLIE I1 S Ddepotat0t on main st
them over the brink of the fiery pit and side but cleanse it spit not on the board where it is proposed to eayfayatrair in suppliessuptuppliespiles of
crying only believe and youyon will be nor play with thy dog shshould thy11 oseasenose0se everevery description to last them to provo
saved whenwilen an unruly member beinbeing9 rrun cleanse it on tthee titippetet of thy skirt thatsats right get tiletiietllethem by the car load
doubtless set on fire of hell exclaimed lestiest peradventure it dropropror on thy meateat where they cabecan be got the cheapest the
then the devil will be savedsavead for he dont feiltellfeli scandaloustellscandalous tales at table dont best store inin town

believes and trembles this was the first stroke the cat wipe not thy teeth with
interruption that I1 rellereliereIlerecollectct afterfteate rebuk-
ing

the board cloth nor dip thumb in thy
the interrupter br skip sank back drink LET Us HAVEeave PEACE said general

intoinfo his seat and br pool aroseso exclaiming the foregoing directions are very clear granite and his head was clearcle- illthewhy will ye dye mrs snodgrass who and explicit except in regard to cleansing general is a man who seldom speaks pub-
liclyoccupied one of thetiletlle front seatsts supposing the spoon wevveyve are positively forbidden but when helielleile does speak liehelleile says

herself the pantypartypanny addressed said 1I dont to 11
sgoonngoon
dipip thumb in thy drink or to use something in tllethemtilethei above quotation he hacihad

dydyb I1 wear a wig and I1 think youre the the board cloth hence it would seem ad-
visable

reference to a piece of one of those
most undelicatesfnndelicatest aniandnd disdisgustinestdisgust inest young to fall back as in the other case on lucious cakes accompanied by ICEioeloe creamCEEAM
lownloaniownman I1 ever met and assuming an exprsatexpress-
ion

the tippet of our skirt we would like to and delicious strawbereirsstbawbebbies oselyosfly03jiy to be
on of supreme contempt she flounced 0outont hear the opinion of lord chesterfield on found at WAIIACESWALLACES nearar the salt lake-

houseof the meeting this was the 2dad case of this subject or pperhapsh s one of our judges
the kind thetiletlle 3dad and last interruption could furnish an opinion
occurredoccured in this wise the deacons had
succeeded in gettingottingetting aamanfilleamanman filledfille with the DOLLAROUS NEWS THE BEARISBEAKSbranisbranss APPEALAPTEAL
spirit onto tlethe anxiiiananxiousxiii seatat and were
bugbuibuiililbusily engaged in hammeringMnmeningmering the gospel weavevve hear that thetile liberals are offering ever ready ever handy
intoililliritirihimlimnimin at the same time askinaskingg himim money to induce ladies to join their pro-

cession
climbing wrestling striving too

questionsiiestions when he interrupted the sservicesices one establishment 6nan main street tono do something still to please you T
offered 100 eicheach for all theby replying asis follows was young watch us wellweilweli11 what featsfees we do

Bbr supskib oostdost thou belibellbeilbelievebellevebeile0 ladies they could turn out on the 4thath this
sinner I11I1 I dost I1 I1 very liberaliliberalilliberal offer we undemundenunderstandtandtanataha was ring tailtalltali spidspider monoilkeybilkeykey grandee

br skip canetcanst thou drink into the refused we cant imagine whatthewhatthe well hang every creature handy
spirit of the meeting young ladies are thinking of to refuse to dont forget thetiletlletiye cakes and candy

sennetsinnersehner ilifit the spirit of the meeting walk all day in the sun andgodrod dust in the bear it in mind
is extracted fromfroni old rye I1 think I1 liberal ranks for the magnificent sum museum and menagerie
cansicarist 11 of one dollar A dollar will buy one half

they labored for sometimesome time endeavorendeavoringim of a pair of gloves then you could walk junejonjor 8080187118771

to induce another sinner to join them with them hand and glove ladies hadnt
alessalegsa lass without success then Bbr stig-
gins

yoayouyon better reconsider it
being instigated by the devil and not jojnosnoJ o W SNSXEILELL is doing well

hhaving the fear of the synod bedorebefore him I1 tertfemmta in sales of grain and flourhemmedlemmedremarked that it wasitbewas the diyestdryestdrnest serkus the higheshighestt price he in cashcasjlcasalpayshe ever attended it reminded him of BROTHERSworking an 0oldoid1 bass wood pump iin a drydqaq CALDERCOLDER forporeor deacpeacpeacheses every hour
wellweliweil thee morere you worked thetietle more it
squeakede declkecl and tllethetile dryer it gott br skip ilehelielii also liashasiras those sugared hawshamshainshaes
wasS meeke and pious and lo10longtongg asummeringsufferingtiffe of salt a wondrous tower
but he couldntcoultnt stand that 0ao&oo he gargatgarlieregatheredmarliereliere and vinegar in giant tubs
br stiggins by the okuffskuff of tat1tlletilee neck and and most exceeding soursoulsoun
the seat of hishii pants pitched him out of idaho store 2dad south st
the synagogue and wound the tilingthing off
with a benediction

solsoisonkonsoh arlALI KOLLYKOLLT

PHIL MAPSETTS has gotpotgat ualehalehaidhalebale and
SUCKERS stoutif you wish to be healthy and happy but not on common swill

sasaxeysaneydeycey says the fish in bear lake just with joy that shall never decay
whoever calls at margettsatmargetts shop

begin to bite I11 landed several jisejiveavefiseasense go purchase yourbreadsourbreadyourbread and confectionsconvectionsconfect ions Is sure to get his awlpwlphilpail
pounders last night andanddanadD P bashasbashibasyl improv-
ed

0v go lightly just over the way
d wonderfully in thetiletlle art piscatonpiscatorpispiscatorialcatonwr liehelleile is saulitsollit toohis beverage pleapieapleasant

now carries his angle worms in his iriirlmouthifttll their crackers theymake by the carloadcar load
and will follow a chub or sucker further their cakes are made up by the toton go ask for what yonyou will

than di ute would lizlizardzardzara 11 who oftens calls at margettMargettB shopa diggerer a our while their caneancandlescandiescanalesdiesaiesales and all their con
compositors will be pleased to leamlearn that feetfactionsfectionsfeetionsionslons need nevernever make his will
suckers are coming to the surface As a are sweetest under thethings sunI1newly married bear laker has promised

several tons goiishttyqolichily & harrasHABRASHPRAsus on subscription
eastet temple st itif you want to see hats by the millnmillion

and bootssoots by the hundreds 0of tons
WHEREWIIEKE ARFWEareABE WE nowNOIV if you wish to the managers of the camp meeting dont ramble around on the suburbs

be startled and astonished made to won-
der

of into the mercantile busi-
ness
thought ofenterimentering go saraisaralstraightwayhtvayhtway to dijDCFOEDondord & SONS

whether what you resee is a realreatreallityreafityrealitylityfity or a in this oltcitcity but liaciliaiihavinghaying examined
deception of the senses examine the the extensive stock ofex-
tremely

new goods in the theirffalstlieir hatshafs are the pink of perfectionlow prices marked on that magni-
ficent

establishment of messrsmes S RIGGS & LECIIlecil
new stock of DRY GOODS AND GRO-

CERIES
terbergTENBEKOTETBFRG they became disheartened and their worth you perceive at a glance

offered by TEASDEL & co east abandoned the idea because they could and as for the boots and the slippers
temple street not hope to compete in price and quality theyre certainlyparcertainly patpar exceRexcellenceexcsllenceexcerenceenceerce

university these pages with those on the cover complete the photographic
reproduction of all four pages of the issue
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front the keep A pitchininspitch mmsams own correspondent lord john
rustle not to be confused with the whig statesman lord
john russell filed a typical communique for the 1 september
1870 issue

I1 passed a better night I1 also passed a regiment of cavalry
and had five or six swords run through me accidentally I1
shall have them pulled out tomorrowto morrow I1 was taken for
napoleon send 40000 to 50000 to my family you ask
what position I1 held in the late conflict I1 held the king s
mule 15

commonly inveighinginveiglinginveigh ing against any specie of pretension the
periodical printed the text of uno hoo s speech following a

serenade given in front of the keep A pitchininspitchmins office it
provided a skillful parody of the spread eagle oratory of the
day with its bloated and cliche ridden images

twenty three years ago to day sic at six oclock in the
morning this whole territory was one vast howling wilder-
ness applause the red indian scoured the plain where
now our plain women scour the floors laughter while
the sage brush and greasewood towering in majesty over it
lent a grateful shade to the bloodthirstyblood thirsty cricket and the car-
nivorousnivorous grasshopper no iron horse snorted aloud its
discordant notes on the palpitatingpalpitating airair at five oclock inin the
morning just as you were getting your morning nap but the
modest mouse and timid bed bug went forth hand in hand
peacefully over this broad land with none to molest or
make them afraid there is only one thought that mars
the festive jocundity of this occasion it isis the evident jeal-
ousy whose sweltering venom rankles and festers in the puny
bosoms of our weakly contemporaries this was followed
by sixteen cheers and a tiger and two cubs for our paper16paper 16

much of the keep A pitchminspitchinins humor dealt with im-
mediate and local concerns the 1870 united states census
canvassing prompted the journal to warn that the local citizen-
ry might well be asked whether they belonged to the strang
ites rigdonitesRigdon ites MorriMommogmomsitesmorrisitessitessltes josey fights hit tights or git
tights 17 reference to the bear lake monster which rich had
introduced to the territory the year previous via the columns of
the deseret news appeared frequently in the keeakeepneep A pitchonpitchwnpitchinin
with special focus upon attempts to snare the elusive but cele-
brated leviathan inasmuch as the friendly monster had beg

keep A phchininpitchinin 1 september 1870 p 51
ibid i august 1870 p 42
bibidibidvibid 15 august 1870 p 47
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ged no tobacker inin sometime rich concluded that he was
absent perhaps prospecting 18 in mild protest over a relief
society work project rich also reported sister molwitcherMolwitcher
has not yet got the female relief society inin complete working
order there not being at present any wooden legged men to
knit socks for 1019

the journal s lively and deprecating wit frequently belied
mormonism s seriousserious and straight faced image using one of
the favorite metaphors of the church leaders for their own
purpose the paper had the potter declaring to his clay be

ware 20 if the question of the danitescanites received respectful and
seriousserious attention by the gentiles of the territory the keep A
Pitchipitchininspztchinmsnins attitude was hardly reverential the paper denied
the damtedanite band simply by satirically confirming its presence 21

nor did it take overly seriously the superchargedsuper charged question of
polygamy it playfully authored if only to subsequently deny
the lightheartedlight hearted charge that men married their grandmothers
inin theirthen quest of plurality the periodical reasoned that many
refused the principle because they could not bear the
couttscourts a pun that assumed larger meaning during the judi-
cial persecutions a decade later 22 when the reverend J P
newman pastor of the metropolitan church at washington
and chaplain of the senate peremptorily travelled to salt
lake to challenge a wary and reluctant brigham young to de-
bate polygamy the magazine inin turn issued its own call to
the washington minister for forensic combat its terms were
unique

the dr to try polygamy for sixslysiysix months inin order that he
may get a practical knowledge of it and we to enter into
monogamy for the same length of time at the end of which
period should the dr survive we are to discuss the matter
inin the presence of our wiveswives socially intellectually physi-
cally spiritually morally practically syllogistically somat-
ically materialmateriallyy theoretically temporally and eternally
neither to speak more than sixsix hours at a time and should
the dr prefer it we furthermore agree to occupy his pulpit
inin washington and edify his congregation there as much as
he possibly could and draw his salary as close as he dare to
while he takes our place inin this city and draws our salary
we also intend to challenge the pope of rome and the arch
ZWibid 15 novemberno emberemieremler 1870 p 72
ibid

21ibidIbid21 i1 april 1870 p 10 keep A pitchingpitchimnpitchiniPitch imnnss emphasis
21ibidibid I1 novemberno ember 1870 p 67

22 ibid 15 march 1870 p 7 1 novemberno ember 1870 p 66
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bishop of canterbury and should they fail as we fully
expect to come to time we shall publish them to the world
as recreant poltroons and cowardly vagabonds 23

newman eventually debated not brigham young but one of
the keep A pitchinins own contributors orson pratt

the year 1870 saw several dramatic confrontations between
the mormonscormons and the national government but the tone of
the keep A pitchimnpitchinin hardly corroborated the high emotional-
ism often suggested to have accompanied these events under
a cartoon satirizingsatirizing the extravagant anti mormon charges at-
tending the congressional debate of the cullom bill the paper
dismissed the unconfirmed rumors of a mormon insurrection
there was nothing like it in history it reported except-
ingingthatthat affair in france when

the king of france with forty thousand men
marched up a hill and then marched down again 24

during the so called wooden gun rebellion a struggle be-
tween the mormon community and the territorial government
over control of the local militia savage and ottinger were ar-
rested and imprisoned for treason charged with unauthorized
drilling with mock guns but the keep A P pitchininsitchinms assess-
ment of the event revealed that the paper had not lost its
perspective with tongue bulging in cheek it described the
event as

one of the most daring and desperate attempts on the peace
and safety of a nation ever recorded in the annals of crime

the mind of man faints staggers and falls back in
its vain attempts to grasp the SAVAGE diabolism projected
by these fiends inin human form had they been successful
they would undoubtedly have slain the inhabitants destroyed
the nation and emptied the debris into the gulf of meximexicocac0 25

A grand jury failed to indict either savage or ottinger or their
fellow miscreants

while the journal s interests were diverse its special and
continuing attention focused upon the godbeitesGodbeites and their
new movement the paper frequently attacked what seemed

to be the new move s pretentious and vaulting nature a
characteristic not unknown to those bearing the tidings of new
revelation but the godbeitesGodbeites intensified the effect by com

23Ibidibid 15 august 1870 ppap 46746 7
bibidibid2ibid 15 march 1870 p 5

lerflervibid I11 december 1870 p 76
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biningbilling their religious enthusiasm with both a spirit of reform
and a spirit of sophistication the result naturally invited hu-
mor under the caption of new lights for the city the
keep A plichininphchmin responded to the dissident s unending claims
of further light and truth we learn that the city fathers
design pulling down the recently erected lamppostslampposts and sub-
stitutingsti a few personages of the new move that s as it
should be the paper asserted the people require light and
while there is so much of it in the movement why not utilize
it this new gas does not equal the old in brilliancy but this
is made up in quantity 2021

repeatedly the keep A pitchmanpitchminpitchinin satirizedsatirizessatirized the godbeiteGodbeite
overweeningover weening vocabulary which at times seemed more suited
to specialized treatises than common persuasion edward tull-
idge s praise to the announced revelations of harrison and
godbe was an irresistible object of assault with the magazine
borrowing tullidge s tone and even an occasional phrase from
the godbeiteGodbeite revelations

the idiosincrasiesidiosyncrasies hiclsiclsic of peculiar indindividualitiesiviivl dualities indicate
the very incarnation of those inherent intellectual qualities
so natural to those of spiritual organic quality giving to
the whole being an impressible inspirational tone which
constitutes the divine essence of those lofty aspirations
which permeate the circumambient atmosphere and lead to
etherial constituents such susceptible embodiments of the
sublimestsublimest conceptions venture into an infinitude of glorious
periphery of thought leaving the mundane circumstances of
the terrestrial world they inhabit far beneath them in their
lofty flight in search of those heavenly gems of truth which
were exemplified in the life of the good queen bess
triumphant triumphant

in a postscript uno hoo promised a key to the above would
be provided in the ensuing number of the tribune 27

the godbeiteGodbeite penchant for the lofty and sublime was
heightened with the advent of amasa lyman the silver
tongued former mormon apostle joining the new move-
ment in may 1870 lyman became its public champion and
eventually its titular leader again the keepkeetneet A pitchimnpitchinin filled
the measure of its creation in an anonymous letter which
sounds a lot like orson pratt the paper contrasted this modern
amasa with his biblical namesake the latter was a warrior

ibidibid 15 april 1870 p 14
2 ibid 15 march 1870 p 6
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and dealt in blows while the son of roswell found strength
in pretty words the letter concluded by mocking lyman s

style and even quoting from his vocabulary the latter day
amasa

planted his childish footsteps inin the incipient stages of his
upward journey he in the artless innocence of uneducated
youth was cast upon the worlds broad ocean of ever varying
conditions and circumstances and in his fragile bark he pur-
sued his way over the seething waves of lifes storm tossed
ocean to find in the prosecution of his imposed labor all
of lifes opportunities for the culture of the soul and the
development of its own constituent divinity

this he did the letter suggested by reading novels when-
ever he could 28 the charge of novel reading in nineteenth
century utah society was not meant to be complimentary

nor could the keepneepkeea A pitchininpjtchjnin resist repeated comments
on the new movement s attraction to spiritualism en-
couragingcouraging the growing number of alienated godbeitesGodbeites many
former adherents had become distressed with the movementvementino s

increasingly apparent spiritualistic tendency the paper prom-
ised a spiritual column probably to be written by daniel web-
ster henry clay and a few choice spirits who seem to have
nothing better to do not much came of the promised
feature although wilkins micawberMicawber did write from hot
springs purgettoryPurgettory on june 4lth41thalth 1870 to affirm thetiietile pres-
ence of his sul furious majesty the affirmation was in di-
rect contradiction to the godbeiteGod beite denial of satan when the
spiritualistsspiritualises apparently claimed in addition to their usual
visitations an actual spirit photograph the paper confirmed
the event by suggesting the spirit was in everybody s mouth
it employed the samesarnesaine play on words after the walker brothers
dispossessed the new movement from meeting in their old
store inin favor of the establishment of howard s liquors the
irony did not escape the periodical the change being viewed
as merely the trading of one kind of spirits for another 29

the keepkeeskeeakeeakee A pllchininP itch inm frequently dueled with the godbeiteGod beite
magazines and newspapers but its weapon was sarcasm and
never substance refusing to accord the new movement the

281211fidibid211bidbid 1 august 1870 p 44 not only was the letter suggestivesuasuggestiegestle of pratt s
satire and filled with his relish for vocabulary and scriptural imagery but it
also promised a sequel which never materialized possibly because of the
apostle s sudden involvement with newman

21bid21ibfidbidjd 15 june 1870 p 30 15 july 1870 p 39 1 july 1870 p 36
1 may 1870 p 18
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dignity of debate referring to the utah magazine a weekly
journal which godbe later transformed into the salt lake
tribune the keepneep A pitchingpitchinmpitchinin expressed what at first seemed
to be a compliment we have seen some good things inin that
magazine it observed we once got a pound of sausages
rolled up inin it uno hoo and his associates employed a
similar observation to explain the utah magazines transforma-
tion its earlier format had been invaluable for butchers and
fishmongers for the wrapping of butter lard and bacon
feeling encouraged by this liberal support and realizing from

past experience what it the utah magazine was most use-
ful for and being desirous to extend its usefulness the pro-
prietorsprietors immediately enlarged it to a sizesize better adapted to
the wants of the community inin papering trunks and enclosing
packages of dry goods 30 when the tribune condescend-
ingly noted the receipt of a copy of the neepkeep A pitchumpitchmmpitchinin viavlaviavla
its hired hand the humor magazine immediately secured a
hired girl to critique its rival a choice no doubt influenced

by the tribunes embrace of the woman s movement 331

feeling somewhat disadvantaged inin the contest those with
godbeiteGod beite sympathies produced the diogenes a journal dedi-
cated to fighting humor with humor the tribune disavowed
any connection with the new periodical however daniel
camomile its editor as well as many of his associates inin the
venture had earlier warmly embraced the godbeiteGodbeite dissendissent32dissentt 3212

if their orientation had changed the keepneep A pitchininpitchimn did not
discern the evidence to its vantage both the diogenes sym-
pathies and format seemed to confirm a common parentage
with the teunetribune the orthodox paper at first christenedrechristenedre its
opponent the di agonies and subsequently when rumors
spread suggesting its suspension the drediedif agonusagonisagonus33 com-
mencing about the first of january 1871 it was projected as
a weekly the neepkeep A pitchininpitihmm mispelling its prospectus a
weakly the pun proved prophetic after less than two
months the diogenes suspended publication and none of her
issuesissues seem to have survived to the present

ibid 15 january 1871 p 86 and 15 july 1870 p 38
Wibid 7 march 1870 p 7

saitsaltsilt ideelukelake tribune 3 december 1870 p 1 daniel camomile to brigham
youngyouniyount siltsaltslitsait lakelike city 9 novemberNo ember 1869 brigham young papers historical
department earlier camomile had been the general canvassing agent for the
titribuneabuneibune

keep A ptachPitchpeachpilchinlnpitchniinniin I11 januar 1871 p 82 15 january 1871 p 86 15
februaryrebruir 1871 p 94
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the death of the diogenes was a sign what had com-
menced so optimistically a year earlier as a revolution of mor-
monism and the world had failed in its promise although
the godbeiteGod beite movement persisted in altered and faltering form
throughout the 1870s it lingered primarily as a cherished
hope by its most faithful by early 1871 indications of its de-
cline were apparent the boastful keepneep A pilchininpitchmin exuded
mocking triuntrauntriumphlph yes we are happy to be able to say that it

the new movement is about exhausted and that the keep
A pitchingpitchinmpitchinin has exhausted it we shall not charge any-
thing for the obituary notice as we stated in the beginning we
will publish the marriage or death of any of our friends or co
temporaries with pleasure 31 six weeks later the newspaper
proceeded with the figurative burial of its opposition unable
to restrain a final taunt over the godbeiteGodbeite inability to secure
the leader of its choice the dissidents apparently had hoped
to secure joseph smith III111ili the son of mormonism s founder
the journal advertised for a stonecutterstone cutter

one who can cut a nice inspiration in granite to be placed
over the sepulchre of the new move no head stone re-
quired but a simple inexpensive footboard with the follow-
ing inscription 1871 sacred to the memory of the new
move aged 1 year and six months requierequic scat inin pace 31353 5

but the keep A P pitchhilnsitchimns jubilation was premature the
decline and demise of its opposition denied the journal its own
sustaining purpose on 15 february 1871 after only a year of
regular printing it too suspended publication although tayl-
or produced a special july 4thath edition later in 1871 and for
several years steadfastly claimed that the paper would again
be published its enterprise was virtually at an end

As often is the case the keeykeepneey A pitchmmspitchinins historical be-
quest differed from its aspirations of course its role was
hardly more than contributive to the godbeiteGodbeite collapse and
while its humor was at times clever more often than not it
was a wit that failed to transcend its own time but more im-
portantlyportantly its brief career testified to a warmer and more human
society than is often accorded pioneer utah

ibidibid 1 january 1871 p 82
ibid 15 february 1871 p 94



on doing theology

A gerald bradford

any paper dealing with the nature of theology and par-
ticularlyticularly with theological method within the context of the
restored gospel must acknowledge at the outset the somewhat
enigmatic character of the role of theology and of the theo-
logian inin the church on the one hand every member of the
church is admonished to be a theologian that isis every mem-
ber isis urged to study the scriptures and teachings of the proph-
ets to attempt to understand the scope and depth of the gospel
and to apply it in his life all under the inspiration of the
spirit consequently no individuals in the church are singled
out as official theologians no one isis called and set apart as a
theologian to the church on the other hand it is obvious
that there have always been certain individuals who for a variety
of reasons either because of their concentrated study of the
gospel their position in the church or more importantly be-
cause of the books and articles which they write wield tre-
mendous influence in interpreting and teaching the meaning of
the gospel to others

these individuals have full claim to the title theologian
and as such are the topic of this paper my objective is to re-
flect upon what I1 take to be the role of such theologians inin the
church initially I1 intend to say something about how I1 view
the nature of theology by considering two issues 1 from the
perspective of the theologian as theologian how does his view
of the nature of reality influence what liehelleile says and does as
a theologian and 2 what kind of a relationship ought to
exist between any theologian and the subject matter of his

mr bradford a doctoral candidate in religious studies at the university
of california at santa barbara is an instructor in philosophy at brigham younayoung
university
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study in other words I1 will attempt to clarify what ought to
be accepted as given by any theologian before inquiry can
even begin

in addition I1 will inquire into the ways of doing theology
employed by some theologians in the church and suggest cer-
tain norms which if followed ought to enable such thinkers
to present their ideas in a logical and understandable manner
finally on the basis of these considerations I1 will be in a bet-
ter position to determine the nature of the role of the theo-
logian inin comingcorning to know the things of god especially when
viewed within the tradition of the restored gospel

there is no question but that some theologians occupy a
special position of influence in the church and yet on the
basis of some recent examples of theological reflection it oc-
curs that it might be helpful to attempt to delineate the role
of the theologian the better to distinguish his position from
that of the prophet s I1 contend this needs to be done pre-
cisely because it is a fact that certain theologians in the church
at times say things which not only run into conceptual
and argumentiveargument ive difficulties but more importantly are of such
a1 speculativeteculative nature as to portray the theologian as inad-
vertently and presumptuously arrogating to himself some of the
prerogatives of the prophet

THE theologian QUA theologian
theology is often defined as an exposition of religious be-

liefs in language which is both systematic and temporally rele-
vant james E talmage claims that theology is the science that
deals with god and religion it presents the facts of observed
and revealed truths inin orderly array and indicates the means of

it should be obvious that my intention in this paper is to talk about doing
theology in the church rather than to actually do theology however I1 am well
aware that some will interpret my observations and suggestions as in one respect
committing the very thing I1 am suggesting the theologian ought to avoid that
isis when I1 conclude that the theologian ought to see his function in the church
as helping us to understand what the prophets have taught rather than seeing his
role as an alternative for the prophetic function in cocominacomingm inainglna to know the things
of god some may interpret my presuming to describe and mark off the proper
bounds of theological reflection as in effect placing myself in the role of the
prophet let me assure the reader that this is not my intention the suggestions
and conclusions which I1 arrive at represent merely one personal view and the
motives behind the investigation ought to be iewedvieweddewed for what they are one
person s attempt to better understand the scholarly demands and responsibilities
attendant to this type of activity in the church I1 wish to thank my students
and colleagues for their comments and criticisms especially professor louis
midgley my mentor
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their application in the duties of life 2 and professor sterling
mcmurrin sees the primary task of theology to be the recon-
ciliation of revelation to culture to make what is taken on
faith as the word of god meaningful inin the light of accepted
science and philosophy 3

no doubt one who undertakes to do theology ought to see
his job primarily as one of exposition or description of what is
taken to be the revealed word of god his objective ought to
be to portray with as much clarity and accuracy as possible
the coherent teachings of the gospel thereby helping himself
and others to understand what they believe and in so doing
it isis presumed that inin some measure the teachings of the gos-
pel will be made more meaningful and correspondingly more
relevant 4 but before going into this in more detail I1 want
to consider the perspective of the theologian as theologian
thereby saying something about the nature of theology itself

A theologian clearly isis not an objective unbiased observer
of the religious scene I1 mean by this that he cannot approach

jamesames E talmage A study of the articles of faith salt lake city 1924
P 5

sterling mcmurnnmcmurrin the theological foundations of the mormon religion
salt lake city 1965 p 47

an assumption inin these definitions one somewhat tangent to our con-
siderationssiderations ought to be pointed out the trouble lies inin the suggestion that the
relevance the meaning and presumably even the truth of theology isis judged
according to contemporary cultural standards that theology ought to be evaluated
inin light of accepted sciencescience and philosophy but isis this necessarily the casecasebcase5
why must relevance be understood inin this sense if all that was implied lierehere
was the requirement that whatever the theologian says must be meaningful ac-
cording to some acceptable standard then it isis hard to see how anyone could take
exception to this but a larger claim isis being made theology isis to be judged
according to prevailing criteria of culture this understanding has become
almost axiomatic among christian theologians and has even had a profound inin-
fluence upon the nature of theological reflection within the church neverthel-
ess I1 consider it highly suspect my guess isis that the theologian comes closer
to the mark by simply writing what he deems to be correct paying strict at-
tention to the control imposed upon his ideas not by prevailing cultural norms
but by those teachings taken to be the revealed word of god in fact it seems
that the teachings of the gospel do not require men to take sides inin the variousvarious
cultural shifts the gospel message stands rather as a constant critic of all cul-
tural manifestations inin the sense that it continually requires of us to ask what
we can make of this culture the message protests now as it always has inin
other ages whenever men say how things are inin such a way that the picture isis
closed the future settled the factors of risk and uncertainty removed this isis
not to suggest that prevailing scientific theories philosophical positions and the
like need not be compared and contrasted to revealed teachings on the con-
trary there isis a constant need for this within the church but what isis being
questioned here isis the idea that the latter be finally evaluated on the basis of
the former

the claim I1 am making obviously influences how I1 viewview the nature of
theology I1 believe that when theology isis viewed from the perspective of the
gospel some such conclusion must necessarily follow
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his subject matter as would say the historian of ideas or the
philosopher theology in the church is an activity of men who
believe the teachings of the gospel to make the point more
forcefully theology is an activity of men committed to
christ men who ideally at least look to the teachings of the
savior for direction orientation and meaning in life and
therefore a latter day saint theologian will not leave open the
question of why the gospel is decisive for him that would in-
clude within the task of theology itself the question of whether
there ought to be theology at all

yet givenolvengivenoiven this personal commitment on the part of the
theologian it does not follow that his stance is wholly sub-
jectivejec tive in the pejorative sense of that word it does not fol-
low that what liehelleile says is necessarily unjustified or unjustifiable
the nature of reality hohowhovv things really are is in measure a
matter of how we segment or divide up our experiences of
the world and that which determines how we will carve up
and thereby give meaning to such experiences depends upon
a number of factors not the least of which is what we want to
achieve in life yet the very fact that the world is viewed from
many perspectives is proof of man s various and often conflict-
ing interests and values and proof also that there is no stand-
ard way of carving uplipuipulp the world consequently it is diffi-
cult to know what it would mean to expect that a theologian
inin the church defend his particular view of reality anas a theolo-
gian

to demand such a defense implies not only that a univer-
sal criterion exists by which all competing world views can be
evaluated but also suggests that everyone recognizes and ac-
cepts the authority of such a universal norm a position which
is clearly untenable mormonism itself proposes yet another
way of viewing the world of speaking about reality and
the starting point for a theologian in the church is the
recognition and acceptance of the gospel he can analyze
the gospel explore its contents trace its implications and con-
sequences but the fact that such teachings are read and ac-
cepted as they are liehelleile cannot account for as a theologian if
you ask a latter day saint theologian his view for instance on
the nature of man you will probably discover that he has de-
rived his ideas in large measure from the scriptures and the
teachings of the prophets if you ask why this view of man
is to be taken seriously or why this view instead of another
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he will probably say because this is how things are 11 and
why because such a view is true true inin the crucial way
that such matters are true true because such ideas give a lead-
ing and grounding inin life which those who follow them find
to be right inin an important and comprehensive way

if this point is granted it follows that it ought to become
a chief concern of every theologian in the church to clarify
the way in which lieheile views the world to determine how his
views differ from other perspectives and to determine
the bounds of sense bordering what liehelleile says about the world
speaking as a theologian to this liehelleile must add consideration
of what is clearly central to the whole issue namely the re-
lationshiplation ship which ought to exist between himselfliimselfselg and the ob-
ject of hisliisills study

the subject matter which any theologian tries to explain
will have its own kind of objectivity but what is singled
out for attention and the significance paid to what is selected
will necessarily bear the stamp of the investigator of one bio-
graphy of one particular world view such a position can
represent an authentic comprehension of the world it need
not be seen as an example of mere intellectual imposition or
sheer emotional projection as I1 have just tried to point out
but it does represent an angle of vision which is not at all
neutral but which enables one to make publicly valid obser-
vations while at the samesaine time reflecting the experiences
values and commitments of a personal life 471411

the goal here is not to rid oneself of such presuppositions
but to attempt to see themthein for what they are to try to under-
stand how they influence not only what one sees but what one
wants to see A theologian can achieve a level of objectivity
toward his subject matter by fully respecting its independent
nature and by realizing thediedle implications of his own legitimate
but nevertheless existential perspective on what liehelleile studies the
crucial issueissue here is not that the theologian fails to identify
properly the object of his study or that helielleile mistakes theologi-
cal inquiry for out and out speculation but that helielleile needs to
become sensitive to how much his own outlook influences what
liehelleile is studying and trying to understand 5

1a I have discussed this idea wwithith professor thomas odea see his
transformations of thought in america thought 47 autumn 1971

325345325 345
no doubt the best way to illustrate what I1 mean here is to point out an

actual example of theological reflection which has in one or more ways failed
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up to this point I1 have centered on what could be called
the outer limits of theological reflection itself I1 have tried to
determine what must be attempted by every theologian before
such inquiry can even begin I1 should like now to go into some
detail as to the ways of doing theology employed by some inin-
dividualsdivi duals in the church

ON DOING THEOLOGY

some theologians inin attempting to reconcile their viewview of
diety with other suggested ideas about god or man as for
example the attempt to relate the idea that god knows all
things with the viewview that liehelleile is still progressing inin knowledge
or the attempt to resolve how if god has foreknowledge of
things man could still have free agency inevitably hit upon
the use of difficult and ambiguous concepts such as glory

to conform to these norms from 1848 to 1854 orson pratt was inin the eastern
states and inin great britain as mission president during this time he became
concerned with the philosophical implications of certain mormon doctrines
especially the concept of god in 1853 pratt suggested all these gods are
equal in power inin glory inin dominion and inin the possession of all things
each possesses a fulnessfalness of truth of knowledge of wisdom of light of intelli
gence the fulnessfalness of all these attributes isis what constitutes god each
person is called god not because of hihiss substance neither because of the space
and sizesize of the substance but because of the qualities which dwell inin the
substance persons are only tabernacles or temples and TRUTH isis the god
that dwells inin them when we worship the father we do not merely worship
his person but we worship that truth which dwells inin his person it isis truth
light and love that we worship and adore wheneverwheneer you find a fulnessfalness
of wisdom knowledge truth there you find god in all his glory
power and majesty therefore if you worship those adorable perfections you
worship god the seerseeiseef vol 1I no I11 january 1853 p 24 what
pratt says here isis clear enough and there isis no question but that what he
says isis logically consistent but it is also clear that pratt isis strongly influenced
by certain platonic philosophical vviewsawsews what isis not certain isis whether or not
he was aware of such influences on his theological investigations in 1860
the deseret neusnensnewsnehsnebs published a list of specific ideas advanced by pratt including
the above quotation along with a statement by brigham young and other
presiding authorities to the effect that such viewsbewsiewslews were not to be considered
acceptable as doctrine while the brethren did not spell out their reasons for
calling such teachings into question one might be safe inin concluding that inin
this situation the brethren were at the very least drawing attention to the
fact ltthat when the notion of god as a person isis de deemphasizedemphasized when god isis
understood as subject to immutable attributes then the divine personality isis

relegated to something less than the highest order of reality the important
point being that according to the mormon concept of god we do not worship
truth goodness and beauty as some kind of abstract form or idea inin the manner
of plato hutbut we do worship god who isis said to have such attributes predicated
of him

this isis a classic instance of a theologian uncritically letting a particular
world viewview influence his reasoning we do not know if the brethren specifically
took exception to pratt s platonism we do know that what he said about god
was considered false doctrine and it does appear that a source of his error
was unduelyuncluely letting certain presuppositions influence his reading of the scrip
tures and his interpretations of the teachings of the prophets
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intelligence truth etc the trouble isis they often use these
words inin an uncritical and consequently misleading way sup-
posedly assuming there isis general agreement as to the mean-
ing of such words when there isis not that isis assuming there
isis only one possible meaning regardless of the way the words
are used or the context inin which they are found G

the first question any theologian should ask isis not
whether a particular theological claim isis true or false but
rather what counts as a meaningful claim and whether that
claim does indeed make any sense and this isis not an easy
thing to do people often use words inin an unfamiliar manner
and inin ways which lead to confusion therefore one whose
task it isis to understand what the scriptures and the teachings
of others mean must be doubly on guard that he uncover the
intentions of any given writer liehelleile is studying and not inin turn
use words carelessly and it would be especially helpful if he
evidenced an awareness of other possible interpretations to
which his viewsviews lent themselves eliminating those he con-
siders incorrect B H roberts must have had something like
this inin mind when speaking of what isis required of theologians
inin the church he cautioned

it isis often the case that misconceptions arisearise through care-
less use of words and through using words interchange-
ably hence a lack of careful or precise choice
of words a large dependence upon the general tenor of what
isis written to convey the truth a wide range inin using words
interchangeably that are not always exact equivalents are
characteristic hereafter let the student be on his guard
inin relation to the words intelligence spirit soul mind
etc and he will find his way out of many a difficultydifficultyt

consider for example the familiar suggestion that while
the lord isis not progressing in knowledge power etc he never

consider for example the possible meanings of the word truth as used
inin the dacd&cD ac&c 93 24 B H roberts referring to this passage suggests truth
can be interpreted as relative truth absolute truth or truth unfolding or be
coming this last interpretation impliesirr pliespiles that a statement said to be true of things
at the present may not be true of things as they are to come because objects in
the real world are inin a constant state of change and alternation and because new
relationships are continually being realized as onesones perspective with regard to
reality changes joseph smith the prophet teacher salt lake city 1945
ppap 29ff29ft the point isis anyone either interpreting or using such a word ought
to evidence an awareness of its potential different meanings identifyident if which
meaning he intends and indicate how his particular meaning of the term can
influence our understanding of the point he isis trying to develop cf james R
harris eternal progression and the foreknowledge of god BYU studies
8 Aautumnutumnutumen 1967 ppap 3746

roberts joseph smith p 38
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thelesstheleus isis progressing in the sense that his creations increase
his dominions expand his spirit offspring multiply etc the
first step in understanding this idea is to determine what it
means take the point that the lord continually has spirit
offspring and yet is said not to be progressing in knowledge
surely the creation of a new spirit child would be a unique
experience for god one which would inin turn result in a genu-
ine increase inin knowledge for him to suggest otherwise is to
use the words experience and knowledge in a very un-
familiar way some may admit that this is precisely the point
that words mean something totally different when they speak
of god than when they speak of man but then are we ever
sure that we understand what isis being said about god

in any event some theologians using key words and
phrases in one particular manner and suggesting one possible
interpretation feel the need on occasionoccasion to postulate or de-
duce what appears to be new truths for example about the
nature of god whether or not what they conclude has any
scriptural precedence presumably this happens because the
logic of their position dictates such a deductive move or it
may simply result from their haste to present what appears to
be a doctrinal reconciliation but the inevitable result is that
the intended solution isis not forthcoming and that uncertainty
reigns as to just what isis being claimed and more questions
are raised than settled

one alternative to this way of doing theology can be stated
quite simply what it amounts to Isis lowering one s sights ie
taking a more modest view of what the theologian can success-
fully accornaccomplishplish keeping in mind his objectives of helping
usLISuis understand what we believe and his need to take seriously
what the prophets and others say thereby avoiding the inclina-
tion on his own to introduce new ideas to fill in the blanks
if one desires to answer the question can god know all things
and still progress inin knowledge why not begin by analyzing
the assumptions underlying the question itself why not pre-
pare a careful comparative study of important scriptural and
prophetic words and phrases to enable us to better understand
this mode of expression as a criterion for determining correct
usage and to achieve conceptual clarification in these areas
why not present a more detailed study of the relationship be-
tween such ideas and other revealed truths what is re-
quired in other words is not speculation as to what the prophet
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joseph smith and others meant but more detailed study of
the actual statements made by them in different contexts and at
different times when they discussed theological matters furt-
hermorethermore it isis required that the theologian present his ideas in
a clear and coherent manner his reflections must be carried out
in a consistent and systematic fashion his arguments must be
valid according to the rules of logic theology being as de-
pendent on logic as any other scholarly discipline the em-
phasis would be on theological clarification not theological
system building or speculation this would require more work
of the theologian and results would be harder to come by
take much longer and usually be on a smaller scale but I1

suggest they would be more firmly grounded and hopefully
more in accord with revealed teachings of the church

THE theologian AND THE PROPHET

the inclination on the part of some theologians inin the
church to deduce religious truths solely on the basis of their
own interpretation of scriptures and according to the logic of
their particular perspective brings us to a central issueissue in the-
ology a question of authority and epistemology to what ex-
tent is the theologian able to establish new theological truths
on his own especially for the church at large this is a tradi-
tional problem in the history of western religious thought
sometimes referred to as the problem of reason vs revelation
it might be profitable to discuss this problem briefly to better
appreciate how the issue is resolved from the perspective of
mormon thought

at times the theologian has been looked to as the source
of insight concerning the things of god the scholastic tradi-
tion both catholic and protestant for example provided a
total world view by virtue of which everything from god to the
lowliest of his creatures could be thought of as one greatreat chain
of being the same clear and consistent ideas or categories of
thought could be applied to all reason seemed to move in
harmony with revelation thus using aristotelian categories
and on the basis of deductive logic it was thought possible to
11 prove or establish not only the existence of god and some-
thing of his nature but also the authenticyauthenticly of scriptures that
is it was held that there are demonstrable truths available
to anyone solely on the basis of the use of human intellect un-
aided by revelation
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this type of harmony between reason and revelation did
not last long however followers of luther and calvin came to
minimize the value of reason of natural theology questioning
the authoritative teachings of the church the traditions of the
fathers and stressing the revealed word of god found in
the bible referring all questions of doctrine to the private
judgment of individuals and by the time of the enlighten-
ment the pendulum had swung the other way the value of
revealed theology was minimized to where it was felt that the
rational man had no need of revelation at all since revela-

tion was seen as nothing more than the republication of the
religion of nature

moreover beginning in the modern period and continuing
down to the present the complexion of the problem has so
changed that it is now no longer a question of whether reason
or revelation or reason in accord with revelation isis the source
of religious knowledge but for many individuals the concern isis
over what could possibly count for such knowledge for one
thing the prevailing view of revelation has changed in large
measure the more established view that theology deals with
revealed truths with propositions about the nature of reality
has been rejected inin favor of the view that revelation is exclu-
sively an event the creation of an I thou encounter between
god and man Acaccordingcordina to this view no information is con-
veyed from god to man no knowledge is sought or gained

this radical change can be traced to a number of pro-
found challenges to theology beginning in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries especially those of science and the scien-
tific method science appeared as it still does to offer a
uniquely reliable way of gaining information about reality
and it became increasingly apparent to some that none of the
topics on which theology believed it could inform had the kind
of evidence and authority that science could refer to in other
words because of threats from science from biblical criticism
and the like the very authority of theology has come to be
questioned those who continue to speak about the revelation
of god simply locate this vision somewhere other than in in-
spired propositions vulnerable to scientific criticism and conse-
quentlyquent ly theology today is often viewed as based upon moral
and religious experience upon a divine human encounter
that which isis presumed beyond the bounds of science

there are at least two explanations for why a similar ques
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tion as to the authority of theology has not arisen within the
church both have to do with avoiding the inclination to
view the theologian as a source of new religious truths

first of all consider the acceptance and understanding of
the well established role of the prophet inin coming to know
the things of god this understanding rests in turn on the
distinctive viewview of revelation and the relationship between
reason and revelation articulated within mormon thought

I1 agree with one description

there is among the mormonscormons a pronounced intellectualism inin
matters pertaining to ligionreligionle and a strong commitment to
the capacities of human reason it is assumed that the world
is intelligible and though there are limitations to human
knowledge in relation to the objects of religion those limita-
tions do not justify the acceptance of paradox or an official
doctrine of mysteries in principle everything is knowable
and the ways of god are reasonable 8

however both the existence and nature of god are
known by revelation only in this way the primacy of revela-
tion is protected 9 in other words while revelation is con-
sidered the exclusive means of coming to know the things
of god reason is not correspondingly denigrated reason does
play a role inin the process in revelation truth is conveyed to
man the ways of god are made known to man and that which
is revealed isis understandable is reasonable in an important
if only introductory study of the relationship between reason
and revelation inin mormon theology professor truman madsen
contends that according to joseph smith the things of god are
not above the laws of thought consequently there are no
grounds for disparagement of reason there is no celebration of
the irrational paradox and contradiction were clues to error
not to divine truth 10 but at the same time while

reason may help to order and relate our knowledge of god
it cannot of itself apprehend him nor in any genuine way
I1 infer him except as he manifests himself in sum
joseph smith neither disparaged nor delfied reason ration-
ality and consistency are prerequisites to truth but not final
guarantorsguaran tors reason if necessary is not sufficient

mcmurrincmurrincMurrin theological foundations p 47
ibid p 48
trumantrunian madsen joseph smith and the ways of knowing in seminar

on the prophet joseph smith 1961 provo utah 1964 p 38
ibid ppap 394139 41
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madsen concludes

before and after the high moments of revelation there must
be genuine human initiative and effort perhaps rarely inin
religion have two opposite views been so firmly entrenched
man dependent upon god s continual revelation and man
dependent upon his own continual working out utilizing
the totality of his experiencesexperiences1212 inin relation to his needs and
problems with almost complete responsibility 13

and for the church there is only one man who holds the
keys the prophet seer and revelator alone may come to

know the things of god for the whole church 14 thus it isis dif-
ficult to see how any mormon theologian could mistake his
loleroleioleioieroie for that of the prophet and it is doubly unfortunate if
what a theologian says falls outside of what could count as
meaningful discourse because not only does this renderrendel under-
standing difficult if not impossible but it also suggests that
one may assume the waysway of god are not reasonable and
revelation from god has always been viewed as reasonable

secondly consider an even more important reason mor-
monism despite the wellweilweli meaning intentions of a few ration-
alistic theologians in the church is first and foremost a re-
vealed religion the message and influence of the gospel must
ultimately be accepted on the basis of individual initiative un-
der the influence of the holy spirit I1 contend there is simply
no place for the alternative view that as a result of systematic
or creative theology the gospel can be said to be made ration-
al inin such a way that it would be accurate to speak of a per-
son genuinely embracing it solely upon the dictates of reason
alone

12 in mormon thought there has neverneer been a commitment to rationalism
empiricism or intuition as a primary method of knowledge on the contrary
there has been instead a tacit and uncritical respect for all three wayswas of know
iningng the mormon lewbewiewview can perhaps best be summarized as commitment to the
methods of science whichhlchalch effect a conjunction of reason and sensory experience
and to revelationre elation sterling mcmurrin the philosophical foundations of
mormon theologytheolog salt lake cicityty 1959 p 9

madsen joseph smith p 43 compare the viewsbewsiewslews of the prophet
joseph smith the things of god are of deep import and time and experience
and careful and ponderous and solemn thoughts can only find them out thy
mind 0 man if thou wilt lead a soul to salvationsaltation must stretch as high as the
utmost heaven and search into and contemplate the darkest abyss and the broad
expanse of eternities thou must commune with god joseph fielding smith
ed teachings of the prophet joseph smith salt lake city 1938 p 137

for a fuller statement on rationalizing inin the gospel setting see pres J
reuben clarkdarkoark jr s april 1952 conference address recorded inin the conference
report ppap 959695 96 in tlthis talk he said there is only one inin this church
and inin thithiss world who has the right to rationalize and that is our prophet
seer and revelatorre elator p 95
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conclusion
an understanding of the nature of theology reveals that it

would be nonsense to inquire of the theologian whether there
ought to be theology at all As I1 have stated the starting
point for mormon theology is the recognition and acceptance
of the teachings of the gospel and the theologian cannot give
a justification of this point of departure

but in regard to that which the theologian can justifiably
do I1 have suggested that he ought to conform to a number of
methodological norms despite the fact that such norms are
quite obvious and possibly for that very reason they need on
occasion to be reviewed thus we can require that the theolo-
giangianglan articulate his view of reality and evidence some aware-
ness of how his view influences what helieite isis studying and try-
ing to understand and we can require of him that liehelleile maintain
the proper relationship between himself and his subject matter
I1 have tried to get clear about the nature of this relationship
and suggest what thetiietile theologian can do to help maintain it
my suggestions boil down to the following point if the ob-
ject or subject matter of theology at least in the proximate
sense isis the revealed teachings of the gospel then the theo-
logian must be faithful to what these teachings actually say
theology after all is said and done is chiefly a descriptive
interpretative enterprise on this viewview the theologian is saved
from at least one kind of subjectivism it means the theologian
ought not to advance his own personal ideas or beliefs as if
they constituted revealed tuitestuithsliuihs this is not to deny that the
theologian s own personal stance obviously plays a legitimate
part in what liehelleile does but I1 stress the point that the teachings
of the gospel the corpus of what isis taken as revealed truths
address the theologian inin precisely the same way they address
others the theologian must strive to achieve that degree of
objectivity which allows his subject matter to be what it is and
ultimately to determine his approach to it anything short of
this allows the theologian to substitute his deductions and
speculations for that which can only come throughthrouch the proph-
etic gift

if a latter day saint theologian fully understands his task
and its limitations if he correctly sees his role in proper rela-
tionshiption ship to that of the prophet s then belielleile will strive for logical
rigor coherence and conceptual clarity in what liehelleile says and will
see his task not as one of uncontrolled speculation but as one
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of helping himself and others to better understand what they
have come to believe so far as this is possible

in the scriptures and in the writings of the prophets rela-
tively little importance is attachedittached to theorizing about the na-
ture of god what seems to be the primary concern of the
prophets isis to testify that god is to seek for themselves and
to admonish others to constantly attempt to discern god s
will and to learn to stand inin the lord s presence as one fully
dependent upon him and what the theologian does if it is
done correctly can be of immeasurable help to the prophet in
achieving these important objectives
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THE WORDS OF SAINT PETER
FROM HIS THRONE IN THE

VATICAN

carma de jong anderson

seat me on a plank of wood
that bends and creaks with muscled weight
not palace marble cold immovable
for I1 would move
the feet of galileansGali leans
and all the world of gentiles
to a holier ground
give me the roughened wood
from licking waters
and the stains of storms
that roil the fishes and color my nets
with every hue of israel
my metal is not bronze
in polished greens
but iron for the strength of ships
the ferrous blacks and oranges
of fiery souls
my keys and crowns are neither
bronze nor iron of this earth
but gifted me of god

mrs richard L anderson isis a wife mother painter and dramatist in provo
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THETHF PLAN

ronald F malan

he told us go preach the kingdom at hand
take nought no shoes nor purse nor script nor stave
leave samaritanssamaritanaSamar itans and gentiles stay inin israel s land
heal and cleanse you have freely received freely save
but 1I judas a beggarbeggar5beggars cringe like the poor
snivel for alms like those without the gates
before my next missionmission ill lay inin a store
borrow from the babag receive usurer s rates
but the bag never holds inuchmuchenuch I1 need larger sums
I1 need a great miracle like he d perform
id have sold mary s oil but they shouted me dumb

A great miracle by him A rich plan isis born
ill 9go0 to the priests they 11ll 0giveolve me their store
then he 11ll pass through their midst as he s done before

mr malan supervisor of home study course development at brigham young
university isis a doctoral candidate inin instructional psychology there
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mormon invasioninvasion of the great basin in 1847 was followed
by two decades of anomalous indian white relations not-
withstanding petitions to congress from the territorial legis
lativedative assembly native title to the domain was not extinguished
and the government delayed establishment of a land office
inin utah until 1869 in the meantime the saints occupied
every indian hornelandhomeland on the eastern border of the basin in
the absence of congressional action brighambnghambangham youngyoung as indian
superintendent fromflom 1850 to 1857 togethertoge thei with garland
hurt established a number of indian farms or little reser-
vationsvat ions designed to introduce the natives to agriculture the
most important of these was located at spanish fork inin utah
valley

the utah expedition of the united states army to install
new territorialTeriiteril tonaltonai officersofficeiscels inin 1857 bi oughtbrought an end to young s

promispromisingpiomismgpromisincinginc indian farms the indians losing confidence inin
the government were becoming restless resorting to theft
and threatening the safety of the white communities under
these conditions suptbupt benjamin davies recommended to the
indian commissioner inin washington on 30 june 1861 for
the utes pah utes pah vants and others who congregate at
the spanish fork farm I1 recommendcommendle the establishment of a

reserve including the whole of winter uintahlUinuintahtahl valley 2

mr larson associate professor emeritus of history and religion at
brigham young university isis a widely respected western historian in recoglecog
nitionaition of his several books and many articles inin professional ournalsjournalsournalsnais he was
given an honorary doctorate by southern utah state college inin cedar city
utah inin 1974

the occupatoccupantoccupation
i on was done with a mminimum

i n i mum of friction due to a mormon
religious concept of the indians as a fallen race for zosenosewhose regeneration they
were responsible under divine assignment brigham youngsyoungs policy was it isis
better to feed them than to fight them 1

supt2suptbupt benjamin daviesdaiesdales annual report to the commissioner of indian
affairs william P dole inin annual report of commissioner of indian affairs
utah suptbuptsuptcycy 1861 the commissionerscommissioners annual report isis hereafter cited as
coincommissionersinissioners report

561361
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his recommendation was relayed inin a communication from the
secretary of the interiorIn tenor caleb B smith to president abra-
ham lincoln on 53 october

sir I1 have the honor to submit for your consideration
the recommendation of the acting commissioner of indian
affairs that the uintah valley in the territory of utah
be set apart and reserved for the use and occupancy of
indian tribes 3

the presidentpiesples ident occupied with matters of the southern rebellion
responded the samesarne day by simply noting let the reservation
be established as recommended by the secretary of the in
teriortenorgerior A lincoln 4

three years later on 23 februaryFebeebfebiuariuar 1864 congress pro
videdaided forfoi extinguishing the indian title to utah lands by
treaty and on 5 may legislated further for dissolution of the
indian farms and confirmed the executive proclamation of
1861 by designating uintah valley as a permanent reservation
for the indians rr

the south slopes of the uintah mountains pour several
snow fed streamssti earmsearns into the valley below where they are car
riedned by the duchesne and uintah riversrivers across a broad valley
to enter the greengleen river although visited by the mountain
men in their heyday the valley was still largely unknown inin
1864 the reservationleservation which was declared to be extensive
and fertile included more than two million acres and em
braced the entire region drained by the uintah and its tribu
tanesfanes c

colonel 0 H irishlush who had been appointed indian su
perintendentpenntendentperinpenn tendent for utah on 2 februaryFebi uary 1864 waited in vainvalnvatnvain inin
nebraska city for indian goods which had been ordered for
his superintendency he arrived inin salt lake city on 25
auaugust9ust to find the local indians restless and demanding0 they
weiewerewele soon to leave forfoi their winter hunting grounds and wanted
theirthen promised supplies before departuredepa iture those indians
hefieilelie wrote commissioner william P dole on 26 september

executive orders vols 121 2 p 169 indian reservation 3 october 1861
ibid
developments inin the establishment of the uintah reservation appear inin

the utah superintendency reports contained inin the commissioners report forfoi
1863 1864 and 1865

report of agent A humphrey inin report of the sec of the interior 30
september 1861 p 750 see eli F taylor register U S land office
utah historical Ququarterlyarteil 4january 1931 29 for acreage
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inhabiting that portion of the territory south of great salt
lake city are all anxiousanxious to know whether the government
proposes to enter into treaties with them they are anxiousanxious
to understand their rights I1 would recommend that steps
be taken to make treaties with the following tribes or bands
otof indians vizviz utahs parvantsparvantaParVants and pie eclesedes as soon as
they can be congregated inin the spring 7

at last on 23 february 1865 congress passed an act to
extinguish the indian title to the lands in the territory of
utah suitable for agriculture and mineral purposes and on
28 marchmaich commissionerCommissi oneionel dole communicated welcome inin-
structions to superintendent irish to proceed with treaty mak-
ing with the indian tribes inin utah

I1 deem it very desirable that you should avail yourself of
the information inin possession of governor doty ex gover
nor young and other officers of the territory to
enable you to carry into effect the object of the law the sum
of twentyfivetwenty five thousand dollars appropriated by the third
section will be placed at your disposal and subject to your
drafts 8

authorized now to proceed with treaty negotiations irish
moved rapidly to avoid losing any of the utah bands to cur-
rent hostile movements both within and outside the territ-
ory he had scarcely finished reading the commissioner s

instructions when news arrived of the outbreak of the so called
black hawk war in southern utah soon reports came of
men killed homes destroyed and livestock driven into the
mountains 10

the superintendent consulted governorGovernorvernoi doty and Brigbnghambrigliambanghamllamliamilam

commissioners report 1864 utah superintendency report 60 p 169
william P dole to 0 H irish 28 march 1865 in utah superintendency

report no 29 ppap 14849148 49
in his annual report for 1865 he wrote notwithstanding the indians

of this superintendency are peaceful now in viewview of the fact that indian wars
are raging on our immediate boundaries inin nevada idaho colorado and
arizona how long they will remainremain so it isis impossible to tell unless those
indians who are inin arms against the government are speedily and thoroughly
subdued yet witnessing the success of the hostile indians inin predatingdepreciatingde
upon the government and its citizens our peaceful tribes are anxiousanxious and ex
cited the argument used with them isis that the indians now in arms are
contending for their homes that if they are conquered and submit they will
be exterminated that our indians should join them inin this last struggle as
the existence of all indian tribes depends on their success commissionersCommissio nehsnees report
1865 utah suptbupt cy report no 28

the fighting began when a young chief reported as the son of the late
chief arapeenaraleenArapeen was dragged from his horse and thrashed by a white man
although not involved inin the initial revolt chief black hawk soon assumed
leadership inin three years of depredations which became known as the black
hawk war utah
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young both of whom advised immediate action

I1 therefore called the several bands of the utah indians
to meet me at the spanish fork indian farm on the 6thath
of june governor doty acted cordially with me in
making the preliminary arrangements but was taken suddenly
ill in the evening before I1 started for the indian farm

brigham young accepted my invitation he has
pursued so kind and conciliatory a policy with the indians
that it has given him great influence over them it was my
duty and policy under your instructions to make use of his
influence for the accomplishment of the purposes of the
government 11

interpreters serving the convention were D B huntington
and george W bean the superintendent and associates met
with the invited chiefs on 6 june for preliminary talks and
reading of the treaty 122 its preamble stated

ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT AND convention
made and concluded at spanish fork indian farm inin the
territory of utah this eighth day of june eighteen hundred
and sixty five by 0 H irish superintendent of indian
affairs for said territory comm on the part of the US
and the undersignedundersignerundersigned chiefs on behalf of said indians
and duly authorized by them

these included the following listed at the end of the pro-
ceedingsce

for the yampahyamoah utes sow e tt tabby and to quo ne
for the pa vants kanosh an kar an keg pean up eahbah sand

and narientbarient
for the san pitch sow ok soo bet
for the timpa nogsbogs an kar tew its and naupcaup peadsbeads
for the utes pam sook quo 0 gand and san pitch
for the spanish fork utes kibitshibits
for the cum um bahs am ooshboosh

among these the venerable sow e ett was acknowledged
leader although feeble with age next to him the white haired
kanosh was given deference as was also tabby brother of
sow e ett these together with the late notorious chief wal
kara became spokesmen for the natives

irish to dole 29 june 1865 in unratified treaties file spanish fork
treaty 1965 national archives

the following report of the treaty and the proceedings are extracted
from the original minutes preserved in the unratified treaties file spanish
fork treaty 1865 national archives unless otherwise noted all the quota-
tions listed are from this document
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the chiefs seated on the ground inin a circle listened
closely as the interpreter did his best to convey the meaning
of the written words to these men who must decide whether
they would accept or reject them the reading over the
meeting was brought to a close with an admonition that the
chiefs consider the provisions of the treaty carefully before
tomorrow s gathering when they would be called upon to
make their decision the superintendent and brigham young
would be pleased to counsel with any of themthein in the meantime
the essence of the treaty isis contained inin a synopsis presentedA
in the superintendent s report as follows

sec 1 the indians relinquish their right of possession to
all of the lands within utah territory occupied by them
sec 2 with the exception of the uintah valley which
is to be reserved for their exclusive use and occupation the
president may place upon said reservation other bands of
friendly indians of utah territory
sec 3 the said tribes agree to remove upon said reservation
within one year after ratification of the treaty
sec 4 the indians to be allowed to take fish at their ac
customedcustomercustomed places also to gather roots and berries on un-
claimed lands
sec 5 in consideration thereof the united states agree

first to protect the said indians and their said reser-
vation during good behavior

second to pay or expend for their benefit 25000 an-
nually for ten years 20000 annually for 20 years
thereafter and 15000 annually for 30 years thereafter on
a basis of 5000 population

third for making improvements on reservation and
procuring cattle for stock raising the united states agree to
expend 30000 as is already provided for by act of con-
gress may 5 1864

fourth to establish and maintain for 10 years at an
expense not to exceed 10000 annually a manual labor
school the indians stipulating to keep all children between
the ages of 7 and 18 years at school nineninenide months in the
year

fifth the united states agree to furnish a mill for
grinding grain and sawing lumber one or more mechanic
shops and tools houses for interpreter miller and farm-
ers 13

article 7 stipulated further that the government would
build a house on five fenced acres and add sloo a year for

commissioners report 1865 utahlitah suptbupt cy report no 30
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each chief the remaining sections dealt with roads cessa-
tion of depredation war limited to self defense and liquor
prohibited on the reservation

when the conference was called to order on 7 june
blankets were awarded to certain deserving chiefs after which
the council proceedings show that the superintendent turned
to the business of the day huntington interpreter

the great father at washington has directed me to
call his indian children together and talk to them of matters
that concern their future welfare

you are the chiefs the leaders the headmenhead men of your
people the great spirit in heaven who controls you
and me and the great father in washington wishes this
ground upon which we stand he has put it into the
hearts of white men to come here and open farms and build
houses the same great spirit that led them here liashasilas
put it into the heart of the great father to extend the same
privilege to you and therefore we areire here today and pro
pose to make a treaty that you shall agree that so much of
the land which you have heretofore occupied shall be oc
cupiedcupledcoupled by the whites and belong to the government
and that other land shall be occupied by you and your
children I1 now say to you that if you sign this treaty
you shall have farms houses and goods and this is why I11

wish you the leaders of yourour people standing today where
you are to decide for their future welfare

this treaty after being signed isis to be submitted to
the great father s counselors at washington for them to
agree upon it also I1 have done for the present

following momentary silence chief kanosh spoke bean
interpreting

we have agreed that four chiefs shall do this talking
I1 do not see what use it would be to trade the land where
there are so few of us whatever we would trade for would
be all gone soon whether blankets or hats or shirts or
money the money would soon go inin the stores and the
other things would soon be gone

although a man of reputed wisdom kanosh as helielleile con
linuedtinued reflected the limitations of the native mind to grasp
the full meaning of the treaty provisionspioplovisions

if the americans buy the land where would the mor
mons who live here go905907 will the lord take them up to his
country I1 think this isis the mormonscormons land the bishops
land with the utahs let them all live here together I1 do not
want to cut the land inin two let it all remainremain as it isis
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the chief broke his train of thought abruptly to disapprove
of the indian uprising in sanpete county and disclaim any
participation inin it and then continued

it isis all right to let us stay where we are let me stay
at corn creek and visit back and forth suppose brig-
ham our eldest brother was to die where would the indians
all run to when we know he isis at salt lake city it is all
right brigham is the great captain of all for he does not
get mad when he hears of his brothers and friends being
killed as the california captains do the best thing isis for
the superintendent to give us our blankets and shirts and not
talk about trading the land but let us live and be friendly
together give all of us blankets and shirts squawssquads and all
and do not make us feel poor but clothe us up

then san pitch rose to speak bean interpreting
I1 do not question the paper but I1 do not want to trade

the land nor the title to the land it used to be lord s land
but now it is the mormonscormons land and ours the maker of the
land is probably dead and buried nownov but this isis good
heavy land lots of water and rocks and I1 want it to stay here
and us to stay here with it the whites make farms get
wood and live here on the land and we never traded the
land let them live here and us live here too

while speaking the chief became increasingly excited and
closed anangrilyI1

61v with

if the talk is for us to trade the land inin order to get
the presents I1 do not want any blankets or any clothing
I1 would rather go without than to give up my title to the
land I1 occupy

prompted by this unexpected resistance from the speakers
the superintendent turned towards the man whom helieite knew
had the confidence of the chiefs in response to his inquiring
glance brigham young rose to speak huntington interpre-
ter

san pitch sow e ett tabby and all of you I1 want you
to understand what I1 say to you I1 am looking for your wel-
fare if you do not sell your land to the government they
will take it whether you are willing to sell it or not this isis
the way they have done in california and oregon if
you go to uintah they will build you houses make you a

farm give you cows oxen clothing blankets and many
other things you will want and then the treaty that colonel
irish has here gives you the priverivprivilegeelegeilege of coming back here
on a visit you can fish hunt pick berries digdiydaiy0 roots and we
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can visit together the land does not belong to you nor
to me nor to the government it belongs to the lord but
our father at washington isis disposed to make you liberal
presents to let the mormonscormons live here if you will go
over there and have your houses built and get your property
and money we are perfectly willing you should visit with us
do you understand that kanoshkan osh

kanoshkan osh and others we do
young we feel to do you good and I1 know that this
treaty is just as liberal and does everything for you and for
your people that can be done now if you can under-
stand this you can see at once that we do not want any-
thing to wrong any of you
indians it is enough
tabby bean interpreter the hearts of the indians are
full they want to think wait until tomorrow let us go back
to our lodges and talk and smoke over what has been said
today the indians are not ready now to give up the land
they never thought of such a thing

A show of resistance appeared on the faces around the
circle and chief san pitch jumped to his feet but as he turned
to leave someone shouted sow e ett wants to speak all
eyes turned to the venerable person seated next to the super-
intendentin and upon a gesture from him every delegate except
san pitch relaxed to listen respectfully to his words the con-
tumacioustumacious chief remained standing but listened from outside
the circle

sow e ett bean interpreter I1 am the father of you all I1

have always been a friend of the americans mr young
he has I1 have never thrown away my friendship for the
americans superintendent irish that is what every-
body says of you after awhile brigham and the mormonscormons
came here I1 saw him and he was my son my friend when
I1 met president young we talked and understood each other
me and my children the utahs and brigham and his children
when some of my children stole horses and acted bad did
I1 break my friendship no never I1 do not want to
see it I1 am old my heart isis very weak now but it is good

uncertainty held the chiefs in silence for a few moments
and then according to the record the meeting separated and
the indians returned to their lodges very much excited un-
willing to talk any more about giving up their land nevert-
helesstheless during the afternoon and evening colonel irish ac-

companiedcompanied by interpreters visited informally with some of the
chiefs to discuss the treaty and answer questions
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the council reassembled on thursday 8 june at 1000
am all were present except san pitch superintendent irish

huntington enterpreterinterpreterenterpreter
I1 wish to ask the utah chiefs this morning if they have

eyes that they can see if they have ears that can hear
are you prepared to give me your answer that I1 may tell
the great father your decision shall I1 tell the great father
that when he stretches out his hands to you full of gifts and
benefits you reject them we have come here today to
settle this question decide for yourselves say now
what you will do
sow e ett it is good we will sign

with a deep sense of relief and confident of federal sup-
port in the high purpose of his efforts the superintendent ex-
claimed sow e ett you are an old man but if you live a year
you will live long enough to be glad of having signed this
treaty

the record simply reads the chiefs then attached their
marks to the treaty this consisted of an X opposite each
of their names article IX of the handwrittenhand written document
signed and witnessed appeared as follows

article IX this treaty shall be obligatory on the contracting
parties as soon as the same shall be ratified by the president
and the senate of the united states

in testimony whereof the said 0 H irish superin-
tendent of indian affairs for utah territory and the under
signed chiefs headmen and delegates of the aforesaid tribes
and bands of indians have hereunto set their hands and seals
at the place and on the day and year herein before written

0 H irish
superintendent of indian affairs

and commissioner

sow e ett nearly starved his X mark
kanoshkan osh man of white hair
tabby the sun
to quo ni black mountain lion
sow ok soo bet arrow feather
au kaw tew ets red boy
san pitch bull rush
kibetskibens mountains
am ooshboosh

an kar aw keg red rifle
nampcamp peadesbeades foot mother
pan sook otter
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pean up big foot
eahbah gand shot to pieces
nar i ent powerful
que o gand bear

the agreement was executed in the presence of brigham
young the interpreters and others 14

to what extent the X marks represented understanding of
the articles of the document is uncertain but concluding re-
marks by the superintendent and brigham young assured
the chiefs that the great father in washington would keep
his side of the bargain if only the utes would live up to the
treaty

superintendent irish huntington interpreter

if you live up to this treaty if you keep it you commence
today a career of prosperity for yourselves and your children
and the time will not be far distant when you will be living
in houses of your own when you will have little farms of
your own when you will be gathering into your barns the
produce of your farms and by the side of your own fires
you will be surrounded with your children in comfort

in concluding comments young reminded the natives that
colonel irish who was their friend would not always be with
them but liehelleile promised to look after their welfare chief
tabby being asked to express his views said I1 love all
of you and do not want to see blood shed on the land I1

want you to send a
Z
goodyoodlood father to uintah one that won t

quarrel with us I1 will go there I1 love that country
kanosh growing impatient voiced an unspoken wish of the
natives now we are ready for the presents fetch them out and
deal them out we don t want the father to hide anything up
fetch all out in response the superintendent announced
go and get your women and children and bring them here to

receivereceive your presents they shall all have something in
the afternoon the presents were distributed among the indians
all receiving a share according to their rank age or needs

friday morning 9 june the chiefs assembled to have
talk with superintendent irish upon various matters per-

taining to the treaty their removal etc

san pitch was not present at the signing and only after a stormy session
between him and colonel irish the next day did he later appear in salt lake
city to make his mark the superintendent suspected the rebellious chief of
being involved in the sanpete uprising which proved to be the case as he
subsequently took direct part in what became known as the black hawk war
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superintendent irish huntington interpreter
I1 have brought you here this morning to talk with you about
going to uintah there are no houses out in uintah and
no road out there yet

that is tabby s country there and I1 think he wants to
go and those with him we want to make little farms for
them all we do not want to make a great big farm and
have the government work it but to make little farms and
have you work them and that the produce and everything
on them will be yours and you will have it we wish to ar-
range it so that every man will have his little patch of
ground and take his family his woman and boys and work
it and live upon it

strange it was that this white man s portrayal of private
ownership of land and living on a little patch of ground
should have appealed to the red man to whom the concept
of individual land ownership was foreign however it was so
that when the colonel said 1 I would like to know what you
think about it kanosh apparently spoke for the group when
helielleile replied 1 I like it well

however the year after ratification of the treaty when
the utah tribes were all to be gathered on the uintah reser-
vation to receivereceive their reward in return for signing away their
homelandshomelands never arrived because the treaty was never ratified
the paper signed at spanish fork traveled a long way be-
fore it was finally acted upon by the united states senate
on the way up it gathered the signatures of the commissioner
of indian affairs the secretary of the interior and the presi-
dent on 6 march 1866 it was submitted to the united states
senate for action which was delayed three years until march
1869 15

colonel irish resigned as superintendent shortly after the
treaty signing and was succeeded by franklin H head on
23 march 1866 the population of the uintah agency began
to swell as increasing numbers of indians were pursuadedpersuaded to
join the reservation with its promise of a new life manmany
small bands read the commissioner s 1869 report seeing
the advantages of the location have gone wholly or in part
upon the reservation among them somesorne of the principal
chiefs including black hawk for many years engaged in

indian office 13 december 1865 29 september 1866 report book
no 15 department of interior record of L S indian affairs no 6 p
140 executive journal 14 US senate 1866 part 11II p 586
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active hostilities are among the most industrious indians
upon the reservation lr the population as of that year was
estimated at 1500 17

meanwhile modest beginnings were made in implement-
ing the agricultural program designed for the reservation
agent pardon dodds reported to superintendent head on
8 september 1868 1 I1 found there a force of five laborers an
interpreter and a cook the laborers were busily employed
with the teams belonging to the agency in hauling supplies
of provisions seed grain presents etc until about the middle
of november 18 when snows blocked the mountain passes
the hands turned to plowing for a month in preparation for
spring planting caring for the cattle cutting timber and re-
pairing tools occupied them until spring weather permitted
planting wheat oats corn potatoes and vegetables but
when the grainorainarain was in head an army of grasshoppers came
and within a week the ground was bare in three fourths of
the crops the same thing happened to several thousand
young peach trees just putting out leaves the grasshoppers
ate them even the bark and killed all but two or three hun-
dredd red 199

nevertheless the agent judged the effort and expense
justified

as thereby the indians have made no inconsiderable progress
in their education to habits of industry the indians ap-
preciatepreci ate the cause of the crops failure and will work upon
the land for the coming season 20

the natives helped dig a large irrigation ditch which was
nearly a mile long they learned to irrigate to drive oxen and
to hold the plow the prospect of an extensive orchard was
especially pleasing to them but liehelleile hastened to add all this
was dependent on sufficient operating funds the appropria-
tion of 15000 for the year ending 30 june 1868 was not
sufficient for carrying on the business of the agency and yet
it was cut to s5000 for the 1869 year he pleaded with his

superintendent head in his 1867 report related how he had arranged to
meet black hawk and some of his followers on the reservation on which oc-
casion the chief committed himself to a course of peace this promise he ap-
parentlyparent ly kept head to N G taylor 22 august 1867

7quotes from utah superintendency report no 42 1 august 1869 in-
cluded in commissioners report 1868691868 69

buptsupt report 1869
ibid191bid

201bidibid
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superiors for adequate appropriations to enable him to carry
on until the treaty should be ratified 21

such a beginning with its successes and failures presented
a challenge coupled with a promise of reward for industry
there was good reason to believe that a new life lay ahead
for the natives when the great father in washington should
fulfill his treaty promises neither the local agent nor the
commissioner in washington failed to remind their superiors
in every report that success of the program waited upon rati-
ficationfi and implementation of the treaty wrote superintend-
ent head on 22 august 1867

the treaty has never been confirmed nor has any action
been had regarding it although it has been repeatedly
explained to the indians that the treaty was not binding until
ratified by the senate they do not seem to comprehend the
matter and are much dissatisfied that it is not in effective
operation 22

again on 16 september liehelleile wrote
I1 have heretofore repeatedly urged that some action be had
relative to this treaty it is impossible to make the indians
fully comprehend the reason why when they have observed
their part of the treaty it is not fulfilled on the part of the
government 23

nevertheless the superintendent was optimistic as indicated
in his report of I11 august 1869

the progress upon this reservation is a most satisfactory
illustration of what can be accomplished with proper manage-
ment in training indians to habits of industry

I1 feel confident that 10000 per year judiciously ex-
pended at this reservation one half thereof annually for
cattle and the balance for tools presents and the labor of
a few whites to aid and instruct the indians would in five
or six years collect all the utah utes upon the reservation
and make them permanently self supporting 24

the flame of hope for solution of the indian problem in
utah territory which had burned brightly in 1865 flickered

agent pardon dodds to F H head in commissioners report 1868 utah
superintendency no 42

head to commissioner N G taylor 22 august 1867 in report of the
secretary of the interior 1867 utah suptcy no 42

head to commissioner taylor as of 16 september 1868 in report to
secretary of the interior 1867 utah suptbupt cy no 28

head to commissioner E S parker in commissioners report 1869
utah suptbupt cy no 42 p 22627226 27 the superintendent s estimate was based on
agent dodds enthusiastic report of I11 august in which he said the grass
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bravely through the next four years only to be snugsnuffedfed out in
1869701869 70 the spanish fork treaty with its promise of mutual
benefits to both the red man and the white had reached the
senate on 6 march 1866 where it was referred to the com-
mittee on indian affairs three years later in february 1869
senator james harlan chairman of that committee submitted
several worn treaties including that with the utes to 0 H
browning secretary of the interior with an inquiry as to
whether helielleile would recommend their ratification the secretary
referred harlan s inquiry to commissioner of indian affairs
A G taylor who replied in part on 18 february 1869

the ratification of the treaty with the utah tribes has been
repeatedly urged by this office as under its provisions
measures could be adopted for the concentration of the in-
dians of the territory upon the ample reservation set apart
for their use and occupancy and the necessary means af-
forded for their support and improvement it is possible that
a better treaty can be made under present circumstances and
relations of these indians and I1 suggest that it would be as
well perhaps that the senate do not advise the ratification
of the pending treaty in which event I1 would recommend
that early steps be taken to negotiate a new one 25

with the indian bureau s acquiesenceacquiescence in the death of the
treaty there remained only to carry out its formal execution
and burial on 11 march senator harlan reported four
treaties including that with the utah utes to the senate
with negative recommendations the result was the adoption
of a resolution that the senate does not advise and consent
to the ratification of said treaties 20 the resolution was for-
warded to the president the handwrittenhand written articles formulated
and hopefully subscribed to by superintendent 0 H irish
and sixteen trusting indian chiefs with their X marks on 8

june 1865 were returned to the commissioner s office and

hoppers have not at all troubled us the present season and the crops of every
kind are excellent the one hundred and ten acres under cultivation were
substantially as follows

crops acres bushels value at agency
wheat 50 1750 10500
comcorn 20 1200 6000
potatoes 6 1500 6000
turnips 20 3000 6000
oats 6 240 480
vegetables etc 8 1000

total 110 29980
record group 48 letters received secretary of interior file january

to april 1869 box 23 national archives
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duly buried inin the unratified treaty files now located in the
national archives

the rejection of the ute treaty together with others was
symptomatic of a changing national concept of indian ad-
ministration the belief that the indian could best work out
his salvation separate and apart from the white race was
giving way to ideas of assimilation allotment and citizen-
ship 27 it was also in harmony with a developing resistance
of the house of representatives to the senate s exclusive con-
trol over indian affairs as2s the indian treaty system was on its
way out 229 the practice camecarne to an end in a clause attached
to an appropriation act in favor of the yankton indians which
read

provided that hereafter no indian nation or tribe within the
territory of the united states shall be acknowledged or
recognized as an independent nation tribe or power with
whom the united states may contract a treaty 100

in keeping with president US grant s policy of placing
indian administration under military control brevet colonel
J E tourtellotte replaced F H head in the utah superin-
tendency with lieutenant george W Grafgraggraffamfarngarn as agent in
uintah upon learning that the ute treaty had already been
scrapped tourtellotte faced the disappointing realities opti-
misticallymisti cally

whenever such abundant supplies are raised upon the reser-
vation that the indians can then be bountifully subsisted
the ute indians of the territory will of their own desire
move thereon I1 think inin three years time most of the
utes of this superintendency will move upon the reservation
without expense to the government if that can be done I1

see no reason why those indians cannot become self support
ing 31

executive journal vol 17 1869711869 71 p 7
felix S cohen handbook of federal indian laulaw washington DC

government printing office 1945 p 66
the house objected to the senate s making treaties with the indians

involving financial appropriations inin which it had no voicevolceoiceolce
commissioners report 1869 and the first annual report of the board

of indian commissioners submitted that same year recommended abolition of
the treaty system of dealing with the tribes commissioners report 1869
ppap 6 and 50150 1

cohen federal indian lawlau ppap 6668 since the government still lecogrecog
nizednihed the original indian title it continued to deal withith its redskin wards on a
basis of mutual consent however through agreements instead of treaties the
difference between them was largely inin the process by which the latter was
ratified by both houses of congress

commissioners report 1870 utah superintendency no 41 ppap 6078607 8
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however the militaryi superintendent found little support
from lt Grafgraffamfaingain in leading the uintah natives across the
ruins of a shattered dream the local agent had failed to win
the utes confidence and ill at ease among them liehelleile wrote
that troops must either be stationed in the valley the in-
dians delt sic with more liberally or the agency aban-
doned 3212 finding it more to his liking liehelleile spent so much of
his time at fort bridger that the natives complained to col
tourtellotte he did not care for them they said and asked
that he be replaced by a good chief tourtellotte reported to
the commissioner in washington on 25 july 1870 1 I1 am
much interested in the uintah valley reservation but fear
it will not prosper under the management of lt graffam 33

the agent was replaced on 21 october but his successor
john J critchlow did not arrive at the uintah agency untiuntilI1

the following february
at this low ebb in the fortunes of the utah indians they

felt the protecting hand of the great father in washington
still further withdrawn congress enacted legislation prohibit-
ing army officers from holding civil positions and with the
removal of col tourtellotte the utah superintendency was
abolished altogether in 1870 from that time utah s single
agent at uintah reported directly to the commissioner of in-
dian affairs in washington 31 certain drawbacks to settlement
in the valley which had formerly been hopefully tolerated now
loomed large without the treaty promise of sufficient finances
to overcome them notwithstanding adequate area with nat-
ural resources sufficient to sustain all of the indians in utah
its isolation which had been originally regarded with favor
now no longer recommended it both the agency and the

lt george W graffemgraffamGraffem annual report to col G E tourtellotte 3

may 1870 in the office of indian affairs L R utah suptbupt cy 184918801849 1880 in
the national archives

letter from col tourtellotte to commissioner parker 19 may 1870 ibid
letter from commissioner parker to col tourtellotte 5 november 1870

the president under the 5thath section of the act of congress approved july 15
1870 making appropriations for the indian department has discontinued
several indian superintendenciesSuperin tendencies among the number that for utah territory
and directed that the agency for the indians therein be attached to the new
mexico superintendency the agent for the tribes in utah will be in-
structedstruc ted to report hereafter to superintendent pope this letter was followed
by another on 11 november closing with 1 I now inform you that the ar-
rangementrangement is changed so far as to require that the records etc of your office
be forwarded direct to this office and that the agent report here and not to
superintendent pope reports and correspondence continued to be filed in
washington under the heading of utah superintendency until 1880 letters
cited are found therein under dates given national archives
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natives found it to their disadvantage the objective to con-
centratecen trate the red men inin uintah failed as the reservation popu-
lation dwindled to approximately seven hundred

so when john J critchlow arrived at the uintah agency inin
february of 1871 he found it very much down to earth he
faced a situation to test the courage and capacity of a dedicated
indian agent gone was the vision of a great father in
washington who in return for title to their homelandshom elands would
generously establish an indian communlcommunacommunityi

ty inin uintah valley
and gone was the ute confidence inin washington s promises
together withvith incentive to work for their fulfillment critch-
low began his difficult task by holding a council meeting with
chief tabby and several important indians he said

I1 laid before them the benevolent plans and purposes of the
government in relation to their care and support telling
them that I1 desired to do as the great father told me
that I1 did not want to promise them much as they knew
promises were not always kept

upon this frank introduction liehelleile said the natives were dis-
posed to give me a fair trial 3 5

by september liehelleile could report new land under cultivation
and added from present appearances of the various crops I1

am much encouraged and believe that the capabilities of
this valley for agricultural purposes are equal to any inin the
territory 30 from his practical outlook helielleile challenged make
this agency a home for the red men of this territory and
most if not all of the indians will be found in a few years
at most on this reservation 17T to this end critchlow labored
for twelve years as indian agent in uintah valley but the at-
traction of treaty provisprovisionsions whawhiwhichch had started a gatheringfra thering
movement toward the reservation in 1865 was no longer operopera-
tive and the ayentabentagent wasvas severely handicapped by inadequate
appropriations

before critchlow retired in 1883 changeschanes both inin the reser-
vation and its population had already set in to mock the high
expectations of the chiefs who signed the treaty of 1865 in
1880 following the meeker massacre the government trans-
ferred the insurgent whiteriverwhitegiverWhite river utes from colorado to uintah
and two years later the uncompaghre utes were removed to a

J J critchlow to acting commissioner H R clum 22 september 1891
included in report of the Secresecretaryrarylaryrayy of the interior 1870711870 71 vol 1I utah
suptcy no 100 p 961
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separate reserve adjoining the uintah on the east the two
reservations were consolidated in 1886 and the uncompahgre
reserve was restored to public domain the combined agency
was located at fort duchesne with ouray at the confluence
of the uintah and the green rivers becoming a subagencysub agency
the dream of a general gathering of utah s indians inin the
spacious valley faded until in 1901 thetiietile three small bands
totaling less than 1500 8 remained its only indian occupants

already at the end of the century land hungry white set-
tlers were challenging the right of the government to with
hold from public entry more land than the natives could use
the dawes general allotment act of 1887 which was applied
to the uintah ourayoura reservation inin 1902 provided for acreage
allotments to the utes inin severaltyseveral ty A committee was appointed
to persuade the reluctant natives to accept thistins move towards
individual land ownership the program including a pro
visionvision forfoifot citizenship whichaichhich contemplated the welfare of the
indians was also intended to speed up assimilation through
break up of tribal solidarity and thereby hasten the day when
federal relations with the indians could be terminated

the federal committee disregarding native protests against
the move completed its task in utah by 18 july 1895 when
1390 allotments had been made including 103205 acres of
irrigableirritable land oilonoiioll 3 march of that year the president had been
authorized to set aside for the uintah forest reserve such por
eionstions of the indian lands as lie thouthought0clit necessary to protect the
gateiwaterlwalterlwatei supply for the indians or for general agricultural de
velopment 40 under this authority 1010000 acres were
shifted from the indian reservation into the uintah forest re
serve congress on 3 march 1905 set aside another 250000
acres of nonirrigablenon irrigable indian lands in the valley as grazing
reserve to be used by the natives inin common finally inin that
disruptive year inin the history of the reservation the president
proclaimed that the unreservdlinreservdunreserved and unallotedlinallotedallotedunallottedLinunuin lands of the val
ley totaling 1004285 acres would be opened to settlement
on 28 august 1905 receipts from sale of the lands at 1251251.251 25

61bidibid
ibidibidlb id p 964

E E dale the indians of the southwest norman okla university
of oklahoma press 1949 ppap 138 and 250 these included 708 uintahs
523 uncompahgre and 241 whitenverwhiteriverwhitegiverWhitWhiteenverriver indians

this provision was superseded by the snyder act of 1924 granting
citizenship to all the indians

see H M tidwell uintah and ouray indian agency utah historical
quarterly 4 january4january 1931 32
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per acre would accrue to the tribal fund for use of the natives 41

to facilitate white settlement on the restored public do-
main offices were established in price provo and vernal in
utah and grand junction in colorado for registration for
homestead drawings heavy demand for the released acreage
was evidenced when 5467 land hungry whites registered the
first day and the total registration over a twelve day period
was 37657 the demand exceeded the number of available
quarter sections by nearly seven to one As a pitiable reaction
to this irresistable encroachment upon their domain several
hundred defiant whitegiverwhiteriverWhite river utes left the reservation with
hopes of joining the sioux tribes in south dakota inin some form
of resistance the thousand mile hegira came to an unsuc-
cessful end when the sioux failed to extend a welcome and
the disappointed fugitives returned inin 1908 to accept the in-
evitable 42

the meriam indian study appearing in 1928291928 29 and the
senate sponsored investigation from 1928 to 1933 of condi-
tions among the indians of the united states reached into the
uintah ouray reservation to disclose a partially acculturated
native population of 1206 possessed of 261000 acres of graz-
ing land 1046 allotments totaling 84000 acres plus school
and agency reserves of 20183 acres twenty one thousand
three hundred and nineteen acres were leased to white settlers
one hundred and fifty families lived inin permanent homes with
another hundred in temporary houses or tepees there was
one boarding school with a capacity of 110 a day school ac-
commodatingcommo dating 25 and a poorly equipped hospital 43

the nationwidenation wide surveys resulted inin corrective indian legis-
lation during the 1930 s in which graft and incompetence on
agency levels the pauperizingpauper izing effect of the ration system and
the demoralizing features of the allotment plan received due
consideration the most far reachingread ing measures resulting from
the fact finding surveys were included in the indian reorgani-
zation act of 1934 generally known as the wheeler howard
act in a significant reversal of policy this legislation brought

president s proclamation on opening up uintah s reservation inin utah
dept of interior annual report 1905 1I 47277472 77

floyd A oneil an anguished odyssey the flight of the utes
190619081906 1908 utah historical quarterly 36 fall 1968 31527315 27

survey of conditions of the indians of the united states report inin the
US senate committee on indian affairs hearings uintah ouray reserva-
tion ppap 14 73541733417534175541735733753755 41
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to an end and sought to overcome the harmful effects of the al-
lotment system and recognized at long last an indian cul-
ture and the values of indian communal life upon this recog-
nition provision was made for tribal assumption of social and
economic responsibility including improvement in the educa-
tional system and freedom of religion ultimate termination
of federal controls continued as a desired objective but to be
achieved gradually through exercise of their new freedoms and
responsibilities 44

the benefits of new legislation were introduced on the
uintah ouray reservation with ute acquisition of a corporate
voice through an official organization vested with specified
legal powers taking advantage of the granting clause they
adopted a constitution and by laws of the ute indian tribe
of the uintah ouray reservation in 1937 with the following
preamble

we the indians of the uintah uncompaghre and white
riverriver bands hereafter to be known as the ute indian tribe
of the uintah and ouray reservation inin order to establish
a more responsible tribal organization promote the general
welfare encourage educational progress conserve and de-
velop our land and resources and to secure to ourselves and
our posterity the power to exercise certain rights of home
rule not inconsistent with the federal state and local laws
do ordain and establish this constitution for the ute tribe
of the uintah and ouray reservation 4515

the constitution which was approved by secretary of the
interior harold L ickes on 19 january stipulated that juris-
diction of the ute indian tribe shall extend to the territory
within the original confines of the uintah and ouray reser-
vation 4 membership of the tribe should consist of all per-
sons of indian blood whose names appear on the official
census roll of the ute indian tribe as of july 1 19351955 147117T

the governing body shall be a business committee known as
the uintah and ouray tribal business committee 48 to consist
of six members two elected from each of the three bands 48

the duties and powers of this committee as enumerated in

article VI extend into practically every phase of the social eco

in 1961 under the ute partition act public law 671 490 mixed
blood indians were terminated with some unhappy results due to their
lack of preparedness to compete in the white man s world

US department of interior office of indian affairs 1937 p 1

ibid article 1I

ibid article 11II
ibid article III111
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nomic and political life of the tribe
on 6 july 1938 with the approval of the interior depart-

ment the tribal unit was given corporate existence its char-
ter was duly ratified by vote of the adult indians and certified
to by the chairman of the tribal business committee and the
superintendent of the uintah ouray agency

the 1940s brought some improvement in housing schools
and hospital servicesservidesservices to the reservation an annual per capita
incomeincome of 187 inin 19591939 rose substantially inin the 40s through
receipts from oil and gas bonuses leases and rentals in
1946 the ute bands were farming 4000 acres of land and
owned 5000 cattle and 7000 sheep also to climax their
material progress there waited inin the offing a judgment
fund won from the federal government of which their por-
tion would amount to 17000000 as compensation for loss of
tribal lands when treaties with their fathers failed an award
of such proportions carried with it not only a challenge to
the native s readiness to manage wealth for beneficial use but
prompted a question as to the measure of compensation the
judgment fund represented in the ute loss of their inheritance
in uintah valley their position at mid century as a reduced
minority group surrounded by a white community was hardly
the fulfillment of treaty expectations of 1865 which envisioned
a self supporting indian community spread across the hills and
valleys of the original uintah reservation

perhaps the ideal presented to the chiefs who signed the
treaty document at the spanish fork farm was beyond realiza-
tion but had the document been ratified and its provisions
kept by the authority in washington it might have gone far
towards fulfillment under dedicated agents such as john J
critchlow whose vision was to make his agency a home for
the red men of the territory 49 his was a program which fore
shadowed the spirit and provisions of the reorganization act
of 19541934 had the indian administration safeguardedsafe guarded the boun-
daries of the reduced area for which the chiefs signed away
the balance of their tribal lands in 1865 and through the years
devoted the millions spent on rations and annuities to training
the natives to assume increasing responsibility in the develop-
ment of the rich resources of the valley the uintah dream
migmightht possibly have unfolded with broader and more promising
horizons

critchlow to clumclurn cited in fnan 35



the historians corner

edited by james B alienallenailen

this issue of the historians corner contains three miscel-
laneous but most interesting documents the first is an im-
portant commentary on one of the most far reaching modern
programs of the church the welfare program paul C child
was a counselor to president harold B lee in the pioneer
stake when the famous early experiments in welfare work
were instituted in the 1930s on 12 june 1971 he wrote a
letter to president spencer W kimball outlining some of their
experiences as they used the church organization to help the
members of their stake achieve economiceconomic security one result
of these activities was harold B lee s call to help establish
a church wide welfare program in light of the impressive
growth of welfare work and its importance in the church
today this letter becamesbecomes a significant document with the
permission of brother child the major portion of his letter is

published here as a reminiscence

the next two items relate to the nauvoo period in church
history the first is an interesting note by kenneth W god-
frey relating to the literary interests of joseph smith and other
citizens of nauvoo and raises some interesting questions for
further historical study the second is an unpublished letter
by a non mormon who was a contemporary observer of the
troubled times leading to the death of joseph smith he was
not particularly friendly toward the mormonscormonsMormons but his letter
provides some important insight into the spirit and feelings
of the times jan shipps has done mormon historigraphyhistoriography a
distinct service by discovering and editing the letter

382
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PHYSICAL BEGINNING OF THE CHURCH
WELFARE PROGRAM

paul C child

people sometimes speak of the pilot project in pioneer
stake the stake presidency was reorganized in december of
1930 if my recollection is correct the new presidency con-
sisting of president harold B lee charles S hyde and paul
C child found themselves confronted with very distressing
conditions and problems and set about to find solutions to
them if my recollections are correct more than half of our
brethren in the stake were unemployed and of course most of
these families required assistance one of the first problems
therefore was to endeavor to find employment for themthern
president lee assigned the responsibilities of the welfare work
to me during rnymy tenure as bishop of the poplar grove ward
I1 had found considerable success inin securing employment for
my people through ward menmembersibers who held positions of fore-
men department heads etc at kennecott and other institu-
tions so one of our first efforts was to broaden the scope of
this activity and set up an employmenten program in each of
our wards and units As we counseled on this matter we were
led into the creating of ward work directors for men and
later for women

we were unable to find employment for all our people
and found ourselves with many who needed something to do
hence as we counseled we arrived at the creating of work pro-
jects for both men and women where they could work for the
assistance they needed we soon found that we could not place
a monetary value on labor as we did not have the money to
pay for it hence we decided and properly so that it should
be done on a basis of need

some wards were of course in more dire circumstances than
others and we decided to request the presiding bishop to
permit us to retain all funds coming to us from tithes and fast
offeofferinosofferingsrinos and create a stake welfare fund or account on which
the bishops could draw for their cash needs we were given
permission to do so and functioned for a time in this manner
however conditions steadily worsened As weather improved
we organized our men under ward work directors and their

bro child is retired and lieslivesllesilesilves in salt lake city
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assistants and sent them to assist the farmers and orchardists
in their work which they of course could not afford to pay
cash for As the crops deveievedevelopedloped and matured we continued
this type of activity the farmers could sell only their prime
produce which left them a considerable quantity of produce
for which there was no market this they gave to us in com-
pensationpensa tion for our assistance to them and thus we were able to
supply our families with produce from the fields and fruit
fronifrom the orchards

to supplement all this after counseling with our high
council we decided to operate a farm for ourselves on which
we could grow a cash crop we applied for and were
given permission to use somesorne vacant land west of 2ndand west
and between lith and 13th south streets the city agreed
to give us free use of water from the fire hydrants we de-
cided that the best cash crop would be sugar beets and so
president lee had samples of the soil sent to either the agri-
culture college at loanlogan or field representatives of the sugar
company for analysis while this was being done president
grant held a meeting of the priesthood inin the assembly hall
inin whichaichhich helielleile made an urgenturgent appeal to those assembled to
plant sugar beets to keep the factories inin operation and pro-
vide a strengthening influence on the economy shortly after
the meeting we received the report back from the soil experts
that our land was not suitable for the production of sugar
beets As we talked about this development in our council
meeting president lee turned to me and asked now what
shall we do my reply was president grant wants sugar
beets so let us gogo ahead with our plans to plant them presi-
dent lee then laid our decision and plans before our high
council and they approved we had had the city dump leaves
etc onoiloiioll ouroutoul property and we ploughedsloughedploug hed them undertinderudder president
lee then asked the council after our meeting in the temple
where we held a prayer circle each sunday that we all as-
semble at the farm site this we did and stood inin a group
after a few remarks from president lee we prayed unto the
lord that he would bless our efforts and bless the soil that it
would yield abundantly following this we set about to fur-
ther prepare the soil for seeding etc we cared for our crops
as well as we knew how and when harvest time came imagine
our joy as we harvested these beautiful beets many weighing
from 20 to 2255 pounds
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As you can well imagine despite all our efforts we still
lacked the necessary means to adequately provide for our
people in desperation and after much prayer and counsel
president lee decided we should appeal to the first presidency
and accordingly he arranged for a meeting of the first presi-
dency and the presidency of the pioneer stake president lee
laid our problems before the first presidency and told them
what we had done and were doing to solve them the first
presidency by president grant said to us you will go back
you will take care of your people and the first presidency will
stand behind you

prior to this meeting we had decided to establish a store-
house and canning factory the scriptures which we constant-
ly used as our guide seemed to require it into this store-
house on pierpont street donated to us by its owner we
brought the products of our labors and commodities which
we had to purchase from which we administered relief to
our families we also established a coal yard as we had
trackage there and bought coal by the carload we practiced
every possible economy

much of the commodities coming to us consisted of onions
through our senior high councilman theodore T burton
we secured free use of 3 or 4 empty warehouses and in these
we stored our onions constantly sorting them to prevent spoil-
age we learned that in southern california there were no
onions so we had our mechanics repair such trucks as our
people possessed loaded them with onions and sent them to
california to exchange for citrus fruit for which there was no
market we soon found that we could sell our onions for cash
which we needed badly and also purchase the citrus fruit and
thus money began to come into our program if my recollec-
tion is correct we never had to make request on the first
presidency for moneyioneyloneyii

we found that ladies knit suits were available at the
woolen mills in logan etc at ridiculously low prices we
contacted the mills and they were glad to make deals with us
we brought the garments to our stake center and made them
available for our relief society sisters who remodeled them
etc and thus many of our women became elegantly clothed
with garments of their own make we purchased yardage
and had the sisters make layetteslayettes etc for the lovely babies
that the lord was sending0 to usLISuis each ward had its supply
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from yardage purchased the sisters also made dresses for them-
selves and children and shirts for the brethren thus from the
lord s storehouse and by his blessings the crises were met
and solved

it seems that president grant had received word that he
was to immediately begin to state and restate those funda-
mental principles regarding the care of the poor which had
been in the gospel from the beginning and as president lee
laid before the first presidency what liehelleile had done and what
we were doing that president grant and his counselors recog-
nized in it an answer to their prayers and quandriesquandariesqu andries as to
how they should initiate the instruction which had come to
him

A NOTE ON THE NAUVOO LIBRARY AND
LITERARY INSTITUTE

kenneth W godfrey

sometime in early january of 1844 at least seventy four of
nauvoo s leading citizens met together for the expressed pur-
pose of organizing a library and literary institute A constitu-
tion consisting of four articles and twenty four bylawsby laws was
unanimously adopted by those assembled on 25 january
1844 benjamin winchester mormon publisher and pamph-
leteer was chosen chairman of the institute and charles A
foster elected secretary 1 following this action seven trustees
were elected and seven prominent mormonscormons selected to de-
liver lectures before the institute including sidney rigdon or-
son pratt orson hyde orson spencer and benjamin winches-
ter himself we learn from subsequent minutes kept by sec-
retary foster that orson hyde sidney rigdon and winchester
did on different occasions deliver their lectures

according to the bylawsby laws one method of obtaining stock in
the institute was to donate books to the library the secretary
would then dutifully list under the name of each person the
books contributed probably due to the lack of hard cash

dr godfrey is director of the institute of religion adjacent to weber
state college in ogden utah

david J whittaker in his unpublished paper titled to further the
cause of righteousness the life and contributions of benjamin winchester
early mormon missionary referred to the minutes of the nauvoo library
and literary institute in footnote 145 and first drew my attention to them
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in nauvoo most of those who belonged to the institute pro
curredburred shares of stock by such donations thus from a per-
usal of the minutes we know the titles of over four hundred
books held by the nauvoo library these titles provide the
historian with an excellent source of studying and evaluating
to some extent at least the intellectual climate of nauvoo

of perhaps even greater importance is the fact that the
prophet joseph smith was a member of the institute and the
minutes provide for us a list of the books he contributed to
the library As far as this writer has been able to determine
no historian or scholar has made a study of these books and the
influence they may have had upon the prophet s mind

on 31 january 1844 the prophet joseph smith contributed
the following books to the nauvoo library and literary in
stistitute2stitutestatutetute review of edwards on the will life of tectecumsehurnseh
whepleysWhepleys compend scotts poetical works in 5 vols gillmoresGill mores
lectures merrills harmony epicureoEpicureo krumanachers works
catholic piety home physician apochryphal testament
brunsbrims travels reid 6 other travels browns appeal gram
browns english syntascope studies in poetry & prose old
world 6 the new vol ist voyages 6 travels of ross perry
& others bennetts book keeping 2 copies incidents of travel
in yucatan by stephens 2 vo stephens travels in central
america 2 vo mosheimsMosheims church history 1 vol times &
seasons 11231252 3 vol also vol 1 & 2 dicks philosophy milleniummillennium

6 other poems beaumontsbeaumonteBeau monts experiments dictionary of the holy
bible parkers lectures on universalism landers discourse
metropolitan goodrich s history of the united states dod
drigesbriges sermons catholic manual whelpleyswhelplessWhelp leys compend her
veys meditations Hihistoricstorie de charles rollin 2 vol book of
mormon

several questions could be asked regarding these and the
other books donated to the library for example does the
above list only represent the books joseph smith did not like
to read and therefore gave them to the library are these
books the source of some of the prophet s intellectual ideas
if so which ones who was john gray the man who donated
the largest number of books who read such works as
lectures on witchcraft thomas spencer s memoirs history

authors book titles and the order in which the books appear are ex-
actly as they are given in the minutes of the nauvoo library and literary
institute
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of france john locke on understanding and the life of
william eaton why were there so many grammar and for-
eign language books donated why were sidney rigdon and
joseph smith the only leading ecclesiastical leaders who were
members of the institute what influence did this institute
have on the cultural life of nauvoo how long did it last
the last minutes are dated inin march of 1844 these ques-

tions represent only a few of the queries raised by studying
the minutes of the institute

thus this small but very important document found in the
LDS church archives deserves the attention of mormon
scholars and hopefully this brief article will prove to be the
catalyst which will motivate writers to devote some time to the
nauvoo library and literary institute

A LITTLE KNOWN ACCOUNT OF THE MURDERS OF
JOSEPH AND HYRUM SMITH

jan shipps

A little known contemporary account of the circumstances
surrounding the deaths of joseph and hyrum smith isis con-
tained inin the following letter which was written by mr H H
bliss a resident of la harpe illinois on the day following
the murders at carthage jail bliss whose name was included
in an 1859 la harpe business directory with the word fur-
niture after it was the town s postmaster from 1856 to 1865
the letter was written to reassure his family back east that
the situation inin hancock county was not as dangerous as pub-
lished accounts might indicate it was addressed to mr frank-
lin bliss springfield massachusetts and was mailed from la
harpe on 8 july 1844

the letter was written in ink on both sides of a single
sheet of inexpensive paper it was folded as a quarto sheet
would be with one face used for the address the letter is
transcribed here exactly as it was written

dr shipps is assistant professor of history and religious studies at in-
diana university purdue university at indianapolis ind and was recently
elected vice president of the mormon history association

edwin C warren la harpehnrpe township chapter 32 in history of han-
cock county illinois sesquicentennsesquicentennialat ed published by board of supervisors
of hancock county 1968 ppap 354355354 355
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the original is in the ellison manuscripts collection in the
lilly library at indiana university it was a gift from mrs
robert spurrier ellison of colorado springs colorado in 1946
dr elfrieda lang curator of manuscripts at the library
helped with the preparation of this transcription and her as-
sistancesi stance is gratefully acknowledged

la harpe jun 1844
dear brother

we received the package from home by mr wilcox a
short time since helieileite arrived here safe yesterday was the first
time that I1 have seen him sincesince his return we wer gratified
to learn that you wer all well I1 am sorry that he could not
stop a little longer but it is well that helielleile did not as things are
a going here we are at this time in the midst of a great ex-
citementcitement and have been for ten days past caused by the
murder of joseph smith the mormon prophet and his brother
hiram smith you will probably see an account of the whole
procedingsproceedingsprocedings in print be fore you get this but thinking you would
be anxious to hear from LISusuisils I1 will try to give you an account
of the whole affair early this spring there was a new party
arose among the mormonscormons they profsedprofser to believe as they
had before except in one point and that was that smith was
a fallen prophet they soon commenced publishing to the world
smiths conduct which caused a greatareat inmyty to exist between
the two parties As soon as I1 heard the division among them
I1 told our mormon neighbors that nauvoo would be to hot
for them both but they would not believe it the two parties
continued to be more bitter against each other until at last
the new party established a press in nauvoo and printed a

paper called the Exposiexpositorlor this was more than the prophet
could bear to have a paper exposing his conduct to the world
establisheestablished in the midst of his own city was to cutting the con-
sequence was that smith under the shadow of law caused
the press to be distroiddist roid in open day alianallail now commenced the
war the new party wer determined to make him suffer for
this act of violance on their rights and property they tride
to bring him to justice but the municipal court where liehelleile was
discharged but the new party was determined to make himfilm suf-
fer the penality of the law it is possible they knew that the
court of the city had no right to discharge him smith on the
other hand was determined not leave nauvoo to be tride
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at carthage wheraher the writ was issued by this time matters
were a coming to a serious point and that was wether the law
should have its carse on smith or not every man in the county
except mormonscormons wer determined to that smith should be taken
by the constable and brought to justice there was a commitycommits
sent to informeinformed the governour the situation of things beforbedfor liehelleile
arivedarided at carthage all the mormonscormons with the excepsionexception of a
few had left here and other places for nauvoo at the command
of smith this was what we never expected to see to see our old
neighbours shouldering their guns to go in defense of smith
therby showing a disposition to kill any or all of us if smith
gave them orders by this time smith had collected his fol-
lowers at nauvoo to the amountaniount of some thousands ready as
some of them said to wadewada inin blood up to their shoulder in
defense of their prophet the governour established his head
quarters at carthage smith put the city of nauvoo under
marshall law by this time we gentiles here had formed our-
selves into a milertaryMiler tary company tofo th protection of ou place
this is the first time that I1 have traindbraind since I1 left the ham-
den guards and I1 can assure you it was with altogeatheraltogeather
di ferent feelings the governor collected a large force at
carthage and took every means to prevent smith from es getinggating
away which resulted in smith giving himself up for trial with
18 others they were all foud guilty and put undertinder 50000500.0050000
bonds they wer all released but the two smiths joseph & hi-
ram

hi-
rani they wer put in the carthagecartilage jail to await anotheanoche answer
to the charge of treason the trial was to have come on yester-
day at 12 in the mean time the governour went to nauvoo to
with a body of menniennten to get some US armes leaving a gard at the
jail to protect smith but it was not sufficentslifficentsufficientsufficent for there was a
body of men from toward warsaw rushed upon the gard and
broke inin the jail and shot both of the smiths they are buried
to dayjay at Natinauvoovoo how this matter will terminate no one can
tell but that being who rules inin the armies of heaven and
among the inhabitants of the earth the governor is at car-
thage I1 have not learnd what his course will be we are all
well as yet and the generalegenerate opinion is that the excitement will
soon be over you must write as soon as convenient tell mother
not to be troubled about us howard and eliza think a heap of
the books that cornelius sent I1 hope that we shall see each
other again remember us to all friends

H H bliss
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berrett lamar C discovering the world of the bible provo
utah brigham young university press 1973 699699ppappp 149514.951495
hardbound 109510.951095 paper

reviewed by gilbert W scharffs associate director of the
institute of religion adjacent to the university of utah dr
scharffs isis author of Motnotmotmonismmormomsmmormonismmonism inin germany and several
articles inin LDS periodicals and has conducted numerous BYU
travel study tours to israel and to US church history sites

dr berrett s book isis an invaluable tool to any traveler in
the middle east it includes most of the identifiable biblical
sites and many non biblical points of interest plus dozens of
maps charts diagrams and color and black and white photo-
graphs latter day saints will find references to LDS scrip-
tures which pertain to the variousvarious locations

dr berrett inin his preface correctly states local guides
do not always know what the individual visitor wishes to
see often LDS tourists are disappointed because they are un-
able to receivereceive the mormon point of view of the places they
visit A good example of where dr berrett has included in-
terestingte LDS insights to a particular location isis his material
on the qumranqurnranquaran community and the dead sea scrolls appp
312314312 314 non mormonscormons however should find this travel
guide equally helpful because only a small fraction of the total
content makes reference coio LDS scriptures and writings and
these are usually at the end of the biblical material

the book gives a comprehensive coverage of ten countries
cyprus egypt greece iraq italy jordan lebanon syria
turkey and with the emphasis of course on israel the latter
comprises almost one third of the book

although arranged by country further subdivision by area
town and specific sites are made there isis a brief thumbnail
history given of each location both ancient and modern and
all the scriptures which pertain to that particular spot all sites

393
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are listed in a logical sequence of travel to avoid backtracking
however if the traveler s itinerary does not coincide with dr
berrett s the comprehensive index enables one to readily find
whatever river monument tomb mountain city lake ruin or
museum one happens to be interested in

the maps and charts are very complete and well done in-
cluding maps of what is in some of the tombs and a floor plan
of certain museums also helpful are numbers in the text that
correspond to the same sites on the maps

guiding a group of students to the temple wall in the old
city of jerusalem I1 lost my way last summer in the maze of
narrow winding streets however with dr berrett s book in
hand I1 soon had our group headed in the right direction with-
out anyone suspecting that I1 didndian t know where I1 was

the uniformity of style throughout the book makes it
easy to use instead of having to get used to the peculiarities
of different maps brochures guide books for every area
visited for example biblical names always appear first in
one type face modern names next in another style of type vari-
ants definitions of names translation and other explanatory
matters are next in italics

it is difficult to criticize this work it is so well done A
few words about the time it takes to go from one location to
another would be helpful sincesince those used to thinking in terms
of mileage on US roads or freeways will find themselves
running late as they navigate the ancient roads throughout the
near east modern road numbers might also be included plus
some general information on accomodationsaccommodations however dr ber-
rett probably intentionally avoided getting into this area be-
cause economic growth especially in israel would make any
treatment of this nature out of date within a short time

the book still includes the sites of occupied areas of israel
under their original country for example information on the
sinai peninsula is still listed under egypt should that nation
regain the territory lost in the six day war of 1967 the book
will again be correct however with the israel development
in this area they apparently don t intend this to happen

one of the finest features is the excellent overview of his-
tory of each country from ancient times to the present both
in outline and summary this makes discovering the world
of the bible a valuable book not only a travel guide but an
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excellent reference book for any serious students of the bible
and history

barrus david F the way to the sun bountiful utah hori-
zon publishers 1972 104 ppap 3505503503.50

reviewed by J lewis taylor instructor at the institute of
religion adjacent to the university of utah

no single topic demands greater attention of latter day
saints than the quest for celestial exaltation this concern is
the subject of a short ten chapter book entitled the way to
the sun by a young LDS author this brief outline of the
plan of salvation which might have been more appropriately
titled the way to the son isis expressly written for latter
day saints who haven t yet reached perfection but who are
struggling to live the basic principles of the gospel seeking
fellowship with the savior and desiring to partake whole-
heartedly of the love of god specifically the author s pur-
poses are to help the readers find the greatest happiness
the love of god to bring them to jesus christ their personal
guide and to help them live celestial lives on earth that they
might be exalted in the hereafter

to fulfill his purposes barrus deals very briefly with these
basic themesthernes celestial happiness or the love of god jesus
christ as the spiritual light of our lives faith as the founda-
tion of all things prayer becoming disciples of christ love
suffering as a part of the plan of life Luluciferciferss way the value
of scripture study and mortality as a time of testing barrus
discussion isis written mainly in hortatory style we must
and draws upon statements primarily from the scriptures for
support and clarification

the way to the sun fulfills only in part the stated pur-
poses of the author the book deals with some basic elements
and principles of the plan of salvation but omits a number of
others crucial to the authorautlior s purpose of illuminingillum ining the way
to exaltation for instance little or no mention is made of the
role of gospel ordinances inin our lives or the place of the
temple nor is specific treatment given of such vital exaltation
principles as sacrifice or consecration this criticism is meant
only to suggest the need for a more precise statement of the
book s coverage moreover it would seem that in an attempt
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to outline the gospel plan reference should be made to the
most complete scriptural definition of the gospel itself that
found in 3 nephi 271527152227132227152713 22 given by the savior yet the pas-
sage is not cited some other less important weaknesses are
evident the book lacks continuity inin topical movement from
some chapters to others and has sornesome organizational deficien-
cies for example the discussion on becoming a disciple of
jesus christ chapter 5 might well have followed immediat-
ely or even have been incorporated into the chapter number
2 on the savior as the light in our lives also more care
might have been shown in distinguishing between entering
the celestial kingdom and obtaining exaltation the distinc-
tion though probably obvious to most latter day saints would
add accuracy to some of barmsbarrus statements

these weaknesses do not seriously obscure the message of
the way to the sun what isis said is stated succinctly and sim-
ply amply supported by well selected scriptural passages the
book is written inin a sincere and concerned tone and evidences
in the author both a high sense of commitment to the lord
and conspicuous spiritual insight focusing on the basic and
eternal veritiesverifiesveri ties of the gospel and upon the necessity of con-
sistent application of these principles in daily living barrus
gives special emphasis to the savior as the light and heart of
our lives and to the importance of following him in order to
be renewed spiritually and become partakerspar takers of the divine
nature in all barrus has made a highly commendable effort
to summarize some of the basic gospel requirements compris-
ing the way to the son

tanner annie clarkdarkoark A mormon mother an autobiography
rev ed foreword by obert C tanner salt lake city tan-
ner trust fund university of utah library 1973 346 ppap

10.001000

reviewed by john B harris associate professor of english
at brigham young university

it is just possible that an autobiography has a natural ad-
vantage over a third person narrative in its immediacy and
directness its personal point of view its emotional commit-
ment and in its often semi polished prose it can give the
reader a sense of reality and participation that a more ob
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jectiveejective work might miss certainly such an account avoids the
pedantry that often mars scholarly biographies at any rate
it struck this reviewer that A mormon mother volume one
of a new seriesserlesseriesserles UTAH THE MORMONS AND THE WEST
made far more captivating reading than did such highly
touted recent works as elizabeth longford s massive study of
the duke of wellington jane aiken hodges epistle based
biography of jane austen and ralph martin s immensely
popular two volume portrait of jenny the mother of winston
churchill the only really damaging characteristic of the book
is the author s inclusion of so many letters to and from her
children that they clutter the work with irrelevancies and mar
the flow of an otherwise straightforwardstraightt forward and vigorously told
story

at the urging of her children who considered the work
a highly personal memoirmemoir mrs tanner wrote her autobio-
graphy in 1941 the last year of her life and for years very
few copies were to be found outside the family circle fort-
unatelytuna tely mr dale morgan recognized A mormon mother as
far more important than a private narrative and urged this
general publication and one easily recognizes that although
the narrative isis indeed personal it isis also an excellent micro-
cosmic picture of mormon life in transition as it moved from
ppioneerloneer settlement to modern metropolis from a tight self
contained and all embracing community to a disunifyingunifyingdis cos-
mopolitan1110mopolitan world from childlike faith to disturbing intellectual
inquiry

annie clarkdarkoark was born inin 1864 inin farmington utah the
second child of her father s second wife and the sense of be-
ing second seemed to plague her all her life hence her
chief ambition appears to lihaveve been to make her children front
runners her father ezra T clarkdarkoark was a pioneer who had
known the prophet joseph personally who was intimately ac-
quaintedquain ted with contemporary church leaders and who stood
for immovable faith and loyalty inin his churchchurchcommunitycommunity
positions he served several missions for the church and
it was on one such mission to england in 1856 that he met
susan the girl who was to become his second wife and an-
nie s mother ezra lived with his first wife aunt mary but
susan and her children were reasonably well cared for and
properly respected living in a pleasant adequate house across
the street from ezra and mary s larger home
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it is obvious that annie looked upon her father not only
with respect but with awe she loved him and acknowledged
that he demonstrated his love for her but their relationship
was always sornesomewhatwhat distant more a discipleship on annie s

part than tenderness but with her mother annie had a very
close union As the oldest daughter in her mother s family
annie worked closely with her mother and became a kind of
partner with her acting as assistant household manager and
often as adjutant mother to the younger children it was out
of these experiences that annie in retrospect saw her mother
as having been less than fairly treated not simply by her
father but more correctly according to her view by the sys-
tem in which they lived susan had come from a refined home
in england and annie thought it unfair that the duties of a
new settlement farm wife had been thrust upon her she also
resented her father s acknowledgement of a pecking order
in the family and her mother s consequent secondary and semi
neglected position these adverse feelings however seem the
reflections of a mature woman lamenting her own life more
than the sympathy of a young girl for her mother As a child
and young woman annie apparently accepted their lifestyle as
normal and satisfactory

naturally eager for knowledge annie was allowed to go
to brigham young academy in 188231882 3 to study religion there
a visiting professor joseph marion tanner against the wishes
of karl G maeser soon began to show her special attention
it is evident that annie was not particularly attracted to him
romantically but she deemed it almost a sin to refuse an op-
portunityportunity to marry inin polygamy especially just then when the
edmunds tucker act had recently been passed and many
mormonscormons took a defiant pride inin adhering to the principle
obtaining a reluctant semi approval from her father she mar-
ried mr tanner 11 as she stiffly refers to him in her auto-
biography in the endowment house in 1883 even taking into
account that the law forbade joseph tanner from openly ac-
knowledging annie as his wife there seems to have been a
curious and unusual coolness between them from the start
mr tanner made appointments and promises to visit his new
wife and without troubling to cancel or change them simply
neglected to show up but frankly they seemed to have little
in common even when they were together expressions of an-
nie s resentment are visible early in the account of their mar
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riageariage but so it must be pointed out are mr tanner s he
apparently felt that she was too self centeredly demanding and
not understanding and appreciative enough of his problems
and projects of which he seems always to have had a super-
abundance

As the children were born they created an even sharper
point of contention between the couple annie ever hungry
for education wanted her children to be well schooled strange-
ly enough professor tanner the popular professional teacher
didndian t share her sentiments he thought it more important
that the children help the family financially than that they go
to school

with such diversity of attitudes and temperaments it was
almost inevitable that the marriage should collapse there
was nc divorce only mr tanner s announcement that she
could no longer look to him for support their separation
did not mean the dissolution of all family ties the children
were often with their father on the canadian farm and even
annie seems not to have gotten over her admiring fondness
for an obviously unusual and intelligent man some of annie s

tenderestkenderestten derest expressions of sympathy toward her husband came
after their separation for example she was genuinely of-
fended by the chilly attitude shown her husband by church
leaders whom liehelleile had served so loyally when joseph tanner
persisted in obeying the principle practicing polygamy after
the church had forbidden the practice she frequently evi-
denced a great pride in his educational accomplishments and
in his influential connections and although the chapter en-
titled mr tanner s death is a short one it is clear that
annie clarkdarkoark tanner retained some fondness for her estranged
husband to the end she was very grieved to learn that he had
died all alone in canada but when she learned that he had
died peacefully her first thought was surely the lord loved
himhirn

A mormon mother is the story of a brave and courageous
womanwornan whose energy determination and goals helped her to
raise a remarkable family a family with many front runners
it is the story of a woman forced to struggle against the hard-
ships of poverty against the legal witch hunts which plagued
mormon wives who lived on the underground against a
husband who didndian t share her ambitions for her children
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against sickness death and separation but mostly it is the
story of a woman struggling against herself it is a glimpse
into one woman I1

s journey from what she herself regarded as
a naively simplistic faith to what most readers will detect as
an almost equally naive doubt and finally to what appears to
have been a peaceful and happy resolution at the end her
big battle was with polygamy and her primary adversary was
her husband her triumphs over both seem just and overdue
and the reader is inclined to view annie clarkdarkoark tanner as her
obviously devoted son obert does as a tragic heroine who
managedinan aged to capture a bit of poetic justice in her life before
it ended but a suspicion keeps lurking in the back of the
reader s mind can we depend upon all of her evaluations
probably not cold objectivity would be simply too much to
ask it isis true that history is always written by the survivors
but it would be interesting to hear mr tanner s version of
the story
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